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a ll this time, many people think that linguistics is a discipline which 

simplyfocused	on	describingtwo	things	i.e.	The first,the phenomena of human 

language such as the similarities and differences of the languages of the world. 

The second, the properties of human language such as sound, words, phrases, 

sentences, and meanings. they argue that the study has no role whatsoever 

in	language	teaching	other	than	providing	understanding	about	language	
conceptually	for	both	teachers	and	students	majoring	in	language	studies.	
from the author’s teaching experiences, he has found that many language 

learners frequently ask him this question: why should we learn linguistics? 

w e all know that linguistics as a study which is simply focused on exploring 

about	language	theoretically	(probably	refers	to	what	linguists	say	about	
language)	and	scientifically	(probably	refers	to	what	researchers	have	found	
about	 language).The	reality	shows	that	such	a	discipline	would	not	give	
significant	contributions	to	language	teaching	practically.	Those	are	what	the	
learners	say	about	studying	linguistics.

Such	an	assumption	is	certainly	misleading	since	one	will	basically	be	
able	to	do	something	properly,	if	he	has	knowledge	of	what	is	being	done.	In	
short, knowledge is a guide to acteffectively.therefore, an effective language 

teacher really needs linguistics, which provides him knowledge of language, 

to	enable	him	teaching	a	language	effectively.	In	language	teaching	context,	
a language teacher must have right decisions in two things, namely decisions 

about	what	to	teach	and	how	to	teach.		The	right	decisions	on	the	two	things	
can	be	made	when	the	language	teacher	has	knowledge	of	linguistics	views.	
for example, when the language teacher, from the perspective of linguistics, 

understands that language is one of tools of human communication, in which 

Preface
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the	ability	of	communication	is	formed	by	knowledge	of	sounds	(phonetics	
and phonology), words (morphology), phrases and sentences (syntax), 

meanings (semantics), and cultures in language usage (pragmatics), then when 

he teaches a language, he will focus on teaching pronunciation (phonetics and 

phonology),	vocabulary	(morphology),	sentence	structure	(syntax),	coherence	
of meaning (semantics), and cultures related to the use of the language is 

social lives (pragmatics). In addition, when the teacher understands linguistics 

views	concerning	how	language	learners	should	actually	learn,	he	would	be	
easy to decide a right method for teaching the learners. for instance, when 

the trend of communicative approach dominates linguistics views which 

strongly	claims	that	communicative	competence	should	be	the	representation	
of	learners’	language	proficiency	(Hymes	1971),	many	language	teachers	
employ communicative language t eaching (clt ) method as the most 

reliable	one	 to	acquire	communicative	competence	(Bahar,	A.	K.	2013).
meihua, w . (2014:71) asserts that:

Alathough	there	are	still	many	differences	between	linguistics	and	
language teaching in their attitudes towards language, their goals, and 
their	methods,	but	the	interaction	and	mutually	benefited	development	
between	linguistics	and	language	teaching	definitely	should	not	be	
overlooked.

Recognizing	the	fact,	the	author	is	then	motivated	to	write	this	textbook	for	
two main purposes, namely: 

a.	 To	provide	students	majoring	in	English	language	education	department	
with	basic,	comprehensive	descriptions	of	language	and	linguistics.

b.	 To	give	adequate	explanationsabout	the	relationship	between	linguistics	
and english language teaching. 

since the attainment of the two purposes is crucially important that the 

content	of	this	book	attempts	to	cover	all	considerable	details	of	language	and	
linguistics, which is meant to introduce the students to the core and central 

concepts	of	the	fields,	addressing:
a. communication and language in human’s social life

b.	 The	relationship	between	language	and	linguistics
c.	 The	major	elements	in	linguistics

- Phonetics

- Phonology
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- morphology

- syntax

- semantics

The	selection	of	 those	materials	 is	based	on	my	teaching	experiences	of	
linguistics at the english education department for more than thirteen years, 

some useful discussions of linguistics issues with my fellow lecturers, as 

well	as	classroom	interactions	with	my	students.	Hence,	I	am	indebted	to	my	
students, colleagues and friends for so many inspiring statements, questions, 

discussions	as	well	as	suggestions.	Those	things	are	very	valuable	for	making	
this	work	come	into	reality.	Thank	you	from	the	bottom	of	my	heart.

Makassar,	September	7,	2018

kaharuddin
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It is widely recognized that linguistics is a discipline that studies 

languages	 used	 by	 humans	 to	 communicate	 in	 their	 social	 life.	 In	 this	
regard,two key words need understanding i.e. the words‘communication’ and 

‘language’.	Our	understanding	of	these	two	terms	at	least	serves	as	the	basis	
for	understanding	what	linguistics	is.	Some	of	us	(both	teachers	and	students)	
still	find	it	difficult	to	distinguish	between	language	and	communication.	
This	consequently	leads	to	the	difficulty	inunderstanding	linguistics	as	well.	
Therefore	in	the	first	part	of	this	book,	the	author	makes	effort	to	describe	both	
concepts as the fundamental knowledge required to study linguistics more 

comprehensively.

1.	 The	Word	‘Communication’	Defined

In	 social	 life,	 humans	 interact	 by	 sending	messages	 to	 each	 other.	
The	messages	come	 from	 interactions	between	 two	people	or	more	e.g.	
conversations	and	discussions,	occasions	delivered	by	people	e.g.	speeches	
and announcements, and various kinds of media that people use to transfer 

messages	e.g.	radio,	television,	newspapers,	mobile	phones	as	well	as	the	

There are four ways, and only four ways, in which we have contact with the 
world. We are evaluated and classified by these four contacts: 

what we do, how we look, what we say, and how we say it.
(Dale Carnegie)

CHAPTER ONE

COMMUNICATION 
IN HUMANS’ SOCIAL LIFE
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internet (arafah. B. andBahar.a.k.2015).the process of transmitting 

messages from a sender (e.g. a speaker or a writer) to a receiver (e.g. 

listener or a reader) which commonly takes place in formal or informal 

interactions is then known as communication. t o understand the concept of 

communicationproperly,	then	we	must	firstly	understand	the	definition	of	
communication.	There	are	at	least	two	ways	that	can	be	used	to	find	out	the	
definition	of	communication.	The first way is to search the meaning of the term 

in the dictionary and recognize how it is used in social life. Another way is to 

explore	what	communication	experts	and	linguists	say	about	communication.	
Searching	the	definition	of	communication	in	the	online	dictionariesprovide	
us	some	definitions	like:
a.	 https://www.merriam-webster.com	defines	communication	as	“a	process	

by	which	 information	 is	 exchanged	 between	 individuals	 through	 a	
common	system	of	symbols,	signs,	or	behavior”.

b.	 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com	 defines	 communication	 as	 “the	
imparting	or	exchanging	of	information	by	speaking,	writing,	or	using	
some	other	medium”.

c. http://www.businessdictionary.com	defines	communication	as	“two-way	
processes of reaching mutual understanding, in which participants not 

only	exchange	(encode-decode)	information,	news,	ideas	and	feelings	but	
also	create	and	share	meaning”.

d. https://www.collinsdictionary.com	defines	communication	as	“the	act	
of	sharing	or	exchanging	information	with	someone,	for	example	by	
speaking,	writing,	or	sending	radio	signals”.

e. https://www.dictionary.com	defines	communication	as	“the	process	of	
imparting	or	interchange	of	thoughts,	opinions,	or	information	by	speech,	
writing,	or	signs”.

From	the	definitions	provided	by	the	online	dictionaries,	we	can	obviously	see	
that	communication	basically	requires	at	least	two	components	i.e.	individuals	
or participants and information or news. 

However,	the	definitions	are	still	felt	insufficient	to	provide	us	a	clear	
understanding on what communication is. It is therefore essential that we 

explore	another	definition	of	communication	offered	by	communication	
experts and linguists as follows:
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a. crane, l. B., Yeager, e., & whitman, r. l. (1981:3) are of the opinion 

that	“communication	is	a	process	in	which	information	is	transmitted	
from	a	source-the	sender-to	a	goal-the	receiver”.	

b.	 DeVito	(1986:27)	states	that	“communication	is	the	process	or	act	of	
transmitting a message from a sender to a receiver, through a channel and 

with	the	interference	of	noise”.
c.	 De	Fonseca,	M.	(2000:10)	regards	that	to	communicate	is	“to	come	to	

share	something	of	ourselves.	 It	 is	a	specific	rational	and	emotional	
quality of man that arises from the need to get in touch with others, 

exchanging ideas that acquire meaning or meaning according to common 

previous	experiences”.
d.	 Wood.	J.	(2004:18)	is	of	the	opinion	that	communication	is	“a	systematic	

process	in	which	individuals	interact	with	and	through	symbols	to	create	
and	interpret	meanings”.	

e. according to Hernández, a., and garay, o. (2005:31), communication 

is	“a	process	of	social	interaction	of	a	verbal	or	non-verbal	nature,	with	
intentionality	of	transmission	and	that	can	influence,	with	and	without	
intention,	in	the	behavior	of	the	people	who	are	in	the	coverage	of	said	
emission”.

Having	read	the	definitions	above	carefully,	wecan	then	break	down	those	
definitions	into	several	constituent	parts	i.e.
- c ommunication has a process

 It means that communication contains a series of ongoing actions which 

always change. when two people are communicating, the one who sends 

messages	is	called	sender,	the	sender’s	message	is	then	perceived	by	his	
interlocutor who is known as receiver. since they involve in an ongoing 

interaction,	the	receiver	may	take	his	turn	to	be	a	sender,	while	the	sender	
may take his turn as a receiver. 

- c ommunication has messages or information

	 According	 to	DeVito(1986),	message	 is	 a	 signal	 or	 combination	of	
signals that serves as a stimulus for areceiver. all messages use signals 

or	symbols	to	transmit	meaning.	For	example,	someone	feels	hungry.	He	
wants	to	transmit	the	information	(what	he	is	feeling).	He	or	she	must	first	
put	that	information	into	symbolic	system	of	a	language.	If	he	puts	the	
information	in	symbolic	system	of	English,	he	will	say”I	am	hungry”.
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- c ommunication has channels

	 A	channel	refers	to	a	medium	to	send	messages.	The	medium	can	be	in	
the form of light, air, or ink. for example, speaking and listening use air, 

and writing uses ink, etc.

- c ommunication has a mode

 In communication, a sender may choose a mode of communication 

when	conveying	his	messages	e.g.	verbalizing,	writing,	or	miming	his	
messages.

- c ommunication has meaning decoding

	 	When	a	sender	is	sending	his	messages	using	symbols,	the	receiver	must	
make	effort	to	decode	the	symbols.	In	this	case,	nothing	is	communicated	
unless	 the	 receiver	 is	 able	 to	 decode	 the	meaning	 contained	 in	 the	
messages.	In	a	spoken	discourse,	one	must	be	able	to	know	the	individual	
words,	grammar	of	the	language,	and	finally	comprehend	the	meaning	of	
the messages.

all the constituent parts of communication are illustrated in the following 

figure

Source: Image credits © Manoj Patil

w e can now proceed to define the word ‘communication’ from all 

definitions	we	 have	 seen	 above.	Communication	may	 be	 defined	 as	 an	
interactive	process	of	sending	symbols	or	messages	 through	a	particular	
medium and mode from a sender to a receiver in which the receiver makes 

effort	to	decode	the	symbols	for	interpreting	the	intended	meaning	sent	by	the	
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sender.	For	example:	As	a	newborn	baby	is	crying,	he	seems	to	communicate	
a	certain	message	very	effectively	with	his	mother,		A	certain	cry	given	by	the	
baby	is	known	well	to	the	mother	after	decoding	it.	The	mother	is	then	able	to	
interpret	the	meaning	behind	the	cry	that	her	baby	is	hungry	or	tired.

2. Human Communication Systems

As	stated	earlier	that	humans	communicate	by	using	symbols.	With	these	
symbols,	they	are	able	to	produce	an	unlimited	number	of	messages.	The	
ability	of	humans	using	these	symbols	to	communicate	is	demonstrated	in	
three	ways,	namely:	communicating	messages	by	using	symbols	in	speech,	
communicating	messages	using	symbols	 in	writing,	and	communicating	
information	using	symbols	in	gestures.	The	reality	shows	that,	humans	are	
more dominant using speech as the main communication system. next, using 

writing in the second position. However, writing allows the preservation 

of communication over space and through time (crane, l. B., Yeager, e., 

&	Whitman,	R.	L.	 1981).	There	 have	 been	 so	many	findings	 about	 the	
history of the development of mankind history revealed through messages 

of	written	symbols	from	the	past.	Furthermore,	gesture	is	a	complementary	
communication	 system	used	by	humans,	 especially	 among	 the	deaf.	Of	
course	this	third	communication	system	is	also	used	by	humans	in	general	
to	complement	their	ability	to	communicate	through	speech.	The	following	
discussions present a comprehensive description of the three communication 

systems	used	by	humans	in	their	social	lives.

2.1. Speech Communication System

speech is produced when we are speaking. It requires articulating 

and	combining	segmental	(e.g.	vowel	and	consonant	sounds)	and	supra-
segmental	sounds	(e.g.	stress	and	intonation)	produced	by	functioning	our	
speech organs such as mouth, teeth, lips, tongue, nose, and throat.  In this 

regard, kaharuddin and ahmad. d. (2018) are of the opinion that speech is 

produced when a speaker is using his articulators to utter sounds started from 

flowing	the	air	provided	by	the	lung,	the	air	then	goes	through	the	glottis	
in	the	larynx	that	then	is	modified	by	the	vocal	tract	(oral	cavity)	or	vocal	
apparatus (nasal cavity) into different quality of sounds i.e. consonants and 

vowels.	The	speech,	that	we	produce	when	speaking,	basically	contains	a	
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series	of	symbols	contain	meaning,	the	meaning	is	conveyed	starting	from	
incorporating segmental and supra segmental sound sequences, they are then 

strung together into words, the words are then arranged and constructed into 

sentences,	the	sentences	are	finally	spoken	to	deliver	the	meaning	existing	
in our mind.In this regard, w arren, P. (2012) is of the opinion that from the 

language producer’s (speaker’s or writer’s) perspective, the production of a 

message takes us from an underlying intention, through stages of planning 

sentences structure and selecting words, to the articulation of that intention as 

a sequence of sound or letters. chomsky, n. (2006) calls this phenomenon as a 

‘competence’. according to him, everyone must have three types of linguistic 

knowledge	in	order	to	be	able	to	produce	speech	i.e.	knowledge	of	semantical	
rules, knowledge of syntactical rules as well as knowledge of phonological 

rules.	Each	of	the	knowledge	is	described	as	follows:

a. Knowledge of semantical rules

 knowledge of semantical rules refers to the knowledge that a speaker 

has,	to	be	able	to	formulate	the	meaning	in	his	mind	to	be	conveyed.	In	
psycholinguistics,	such	knowledge	is	also	referred	to	as	abstract	ideas	
(intention or concept).w arren, P. (2012) states that as speakers, we start 

with	some	notion	or	abstract	ideas	of	what	we	want	to	say,	without	at	first	
generating the words or sentences to express this. this is a process of 

conceptualization,	during	which	we	use	what	we	know	about	the	world,	
about	the	current	situation	etc.	So	everyone	who	will	produce	meaningful	
speech	must	at	first	have	underlying	meaning	(abstract	ideas)	carrying	
in mind. this semantic knowledge is the initial stimulus in speech 

productions which has no language properties. It is a concept formulated 

in	a	speaker’s	head.	The	knowledge	of	semantic	is	affected	by	several	
rules such as:

-	 The	speaker’s	decision	about	what	to	say.
-	 Facts	about	the	situation
-	 Understanding	of	how	communication	works	by	considering	specific	

aspects	of	messages	need	to	be	highlighted
 (w arren, P. 2012)

 t ake a look at the following example to see how the rules govern the 

knowledge	of	semantic	(concept)	in	a	speaker’s	mind	before	addressing	
messages.
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Figure 2.
Source: https://www.dreamstime.com

The	figure	shows	the	following	situations:
- t he man wants to convey an idea from a situation that a dog chased 

a	cat	as	shown	in	figure	2.	It	refers	to	the	first	rule	i.e.	the	speaker’s	
decision	about	what	to	say.

-	 Before	the	man	verbalizes	the	situation,	he	firstly	conceptualizes	
what	 he	 sees	 in	 the	 form	 of	 meaning	 (abstract	 idea).	 The	
conceptualization	takes	place	by	involving	at	least	three	concepts	i.e.	
the	first	is	the	concept	of	chasing	as	an	action	(pursuing	someone	or	
something in order to catch), the second one is the concept of a dog 

as	a	subject	(the	animal	carrying	out	the	action	of	chasing),	the	third	
is	the	concept	of	a	cat	as	an	object	(the	animal	on	which	the	action	of	
chasing is carried out). It refers to the second rule i.e. the facts of the 

situation.

-	 Besides,	the	man	also	needs	to	include	information	about	which	
facts	(concepts)	need	to	be	highlighted	whether	he	wants	to	focus	on	
highlighting	the	dog	as	the	subject,	the	action	of	chasing,	or	the	cat	
as	the	object.	This	refers	to	the	third	rule	i.e.	understanding	of	how	to	
communicate the messages.

	 Specifically,	Warren.	 P.	 (2012)	 explains	 that	 the	 implementation	 of	
the	semantical	rules	formulation	can	be	categorized	into	two	types	of	
semantical planning i.e.  semantical macro-planning and semantical 

micro-planning. semantical macro-planning refers to the action of 

a	speaker	to	decide	what	speech	acts	should	be	used	to	communicate	
the	concepts	his	in	mind	well.	Clark	(1996)	defines	speech	acts	as	an	
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action	chosen	in	conveying	a	concept	whether	by	asking,	asking	for	
information, requesting, etc. In addition, semantical micro-planning 

refers	to	the	determination	of	the	type	of	speech	acts	that	will	be	used	
for	communicating	ideas	and	which	facts	will	be	highlighted	as	the	core	
topic	to	be	conveyed	to	the	interlocutors.	The	important	thing	to	note	is	
that	both	types	of	semantical	planning	are	still	not	language,	but	is	still	
concepts	in	mind	that	still	have	to	be	converted	into	language	products.

b. Knowledge of syntactical rules

 knowledge of syntactical rules refers to a speaker’s skill of putting 

together the properties of language i.e. lexical and grammatical property 

that	will	express	his	abstract	concepts	(meaning	in	mind).This	process	
of	converting	meanings	or	concepts	 into	 sentences	by	using	 lexical	
and grammatical property is also known as formulation. formulation 

commonly takes place when the speaker has the following syntactical 

knowledge i.e. 

- knowledge of lemmas

	 As	a	speaker	needs	to	verbalize	the	meaning	or	concepts	in	his	mind,	
then	he	must	at	first	be	able	to	connect	between	the	facts	he	sees	and	
the words whose meaning corresponds to the facts. In other words, 

he	must	be	able	to	access	words	which	semantically	correspond	to	
the facts. the semantic aspects of words are also called‘lemmas’ 

(w arren. P. 2012).

-  knowledge of lexemes

 Hereinafter, the lemmas are link to the form of words. the forms 

of words (spoken or written forms) used to represent the facts are 

known as lexemes.

- knowledge of grammatical encoding

	 Finally	the	lexemes	are	put	together	into	sentences	by	using	the	
speaker’s implicit knowledge of grammar to construct coherent 

sentences that will express the concepts in his mind. Producing 

coherent	 sentences	 by	 using	 knowledge	 of	 grammar	 to	 convey	
messages is known as grammatical encoding.In this case, 

grammatical encoding plays a decisive role in turning a meaning into 

a language. according to garret.m.f . (1980), grammatical encoding 

involves	two	separated,	but	interrelated	processes	i.e.	functional	
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processing and positional processing. functional processing refers to 

the	act	of	giving	appropriate	jobs	to	the	selected	lemmas	(words	which	
will	convey	the	speaker’s	intended	meaning).	For	example,	a	boy	
intends	to	convey	an	abstract	idea	regarding	the	situation	in	figure	3.

Figure 3.
Source: https://www.dreamstime.com

	 The	boy	might	select	three	lemmas	i.e.	woman,	car,	and	wash.	If	
the	boy	gives	a	job	to	the	lemma	‘woman’	as	a	subject,	the	lemma	
‘car’	is	an	object,	and	the	lemma	‘wash’	as	an	action,	he	will	make	
a sentence in a structure like: ‘woman + wash + car’. It is known as 

an	active	sentence	in	which	the	boy	highlights	the	lemma	‘woman’	
as the topic of information. However, the sentence structure will 

be	different	if	the	boy	gives	different	jobs	to	the	lemmas	from	the	
first	sentence	structure	such	as	the	lemma	‘car’	as	the	subject,	and	
the	lemma	‘woman’	as	the	object.	So,	the	sentence	structure	will	be	
‘car +washed + woman’. It is then known as a passive sentence in 

which	the	boy	highlights	the	lemma	‘car’	as	the	topic	of	information.	
In addition, positional processing refers to the act of selecting a set 

of	lemmas	to	be	organized	into	an	ordered	and	grammatical	string	
of	sentence.	In	this	case,	the	boy	is	required	to	give	appropriate	
grammar	to	the	lemmas	immediately	after	giving	the	jobs	to	them	
such	as	giving	tenses,	correct	verb	agreement,	appropriate	article.	
So,	the	possible	sentences	constructed	based	on	the	lemmas	in	the	
situation are:

- t he woman washes the car (simple present tense-active)

- t he woman is washing the car (present progressive tense-active)

- t he woman washed the car (simple past tense-active)
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	 Since	the	boy	gives	the	job	‘subject’	to	the	lemma	‘woman’,	so	the	
focus	of	information	is	on	the	woman.	If	the	boy	gives	the	job	subject	
to the lemma ‘car’, so the focus of information is on the lemma ‘car’ 

which results in the sentence structures like:

- t he car is washed (simple present tense-passive)

-	 The	car	is	being	washed	(present	progressive	tense-passive)
- t he car was washed (simple past tense-passive) 

 after lemmas go through grammatical encoding involving functional 

processing and positional processing, sentences structures which 

represent	 the	abstract	 ideas	have	been	created	and	get	ready	for	
phonological encoding.

c. Knowledge of phonological rules

 knowledge of phonological rules refers to the skill of allowing the 

lemmas	 to	be	 linked	 to	 the	 lexemes,	which	have	been	conceptually	
constructed into sentence structures, is converted into the appropriate 

sound sequences to express the messages (articulation). as for c homsky 

(2014), this phenomenon is also known as the transformation process 

from	deep	structure	into	surface	structure.	Deep	structure	may	be	defined	
as the semantic aspects that a speaker has in mind. on the other hand, 

surface	structure	may	be	defined	as	the	representation	of	deep	structure	
that we can see and hear. according to fernandez, e. m. & cairns, Helen 

Smith	(2011),	knowledge	of	phonology	of	a	language	is	essential	because	
it	is	the	component	of	the	grammar	that	specifies	what	sound	units	the	
language	uses	to	make	words,	and	how	those	sound	units	are	combined	
into	syllables,	words,	and	intonational	phrases.	This	knowledge	allows	
a	speaker	to	build	words	in	the	form	of	articulated	sounds	which	is	done	
by	using	implicit	two-stage	approaches	to	phonological	acquisition	i.e.	
the	first,	 identifying	phonetic-level	categories,	and	 then	using	 those	
categories	to	discover	phonemic	categories	(Dillon,	B.,	Dunbar,	E.,	&	
Idsardi, w . 2013). In this regard, Bruce Hayes (2009) explicitly states that 

knowledge	of	phonological	rules	enables	a	speaker	to	convey	messages	
from	the	abstract	representation	stored	in	their	brain,	to	the	actual	sound	
they	articulate	when	they	speak	about	the	messages.	In	other	words,	we	
could say that the application of phonological rules starts with theprocess 
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of	finding	the	lemmas’	soundunderlying representations (the phonemes 

that	are	stored	in	the	speaker’s	mind)	and	to	the	process	of	building	the	
surface form of the lemmas, or what the speaker actually pronounces.

Hayes, B. (2009) further suggests that phonological rules in general have 

the following characteristics, among other things:

- Phonological rules are intuitive: 

	 It	means	that	the	rules	give	speakers	intuitions	about	what	words	
are	“well-formed”	or	“acceptable”;	if	a	speaker	hears	a	word	that	
does not conform to the language’s phonological rules, the word will 

sound foreign or ill-formed.

- Phonological rules are untaught and unconscious: 

	 It	means	that	speakers	apply	these	rules	without	being	aware	of	it,	
and they acquire the rules early in life without any explicit teaching.

- Phonological rules are language	specificity: 

 It indicates that a phonological rule that is present in one language 

may	not	be	present	in	other	languages,	or	even	in	all	dialects	of	a	
given language.

- Phonological rules are language productivity: 

 It indicates that phonological rules apply even to new words. for 

example, if an english speaker is asked to pronounce the plural of 

the nonsense word	“wug”	(i.e.	“wugs”),	they	pronounce	the	final	s as 

[z],	not	[s],	even	though	they	have	never	used	the	word	before.	(This	
kind of test is called the wug test.).

	 Conclusively,	knowledge	of	phonological	rules	enables	a	speaker	to	carry	
out a phonological encoding process, which allows him/her to articulate 

the lexemes considered as the appropriate sound sequences to express the 

meaning in his/her mind.

Basically, it is generally agreed that human speech communication 

system	 is	 shaped	by	 the	 three	 types	 of	 linguistic	 knowledge.	However,	
differences still exist in determining the underlying rule of speech production. 

according to chomsky (1968), the knowledge of syntactical rules is the 

central. He further states that sentences are principally constructed within 

the syntactic components, while semantics and phonology are interpretive. 

In other words, the rules of phonology and semantics operate on the product 

of the syntactic component to cloth it with sound and to make sense out of 
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it (crane, l. B., Yeager, e., & whitman, r. l. 1981). chomsky names this 

theory as the standard Interpretive t heory. t he organization of the theory is 

represented	in	figure	4,	as	follows.

 

Syntactic Rules 

Phonological 
Rules 

Semantical Rules 

Figure 4 
Chomsky’s view on Competence in Speech Communication System
Source: Crane, L. B., Yeager, E., & Whitman, R. L. (1981).

on the other side, the centrality of syntax in sentence formation is still in 

debate	among	the	linguists	particularly	those	who	belong	to	transformative	
generative grammarians. some of them, such as John ross, george lakoff, 

Paul Postal, James mccawley and others, propose the alternative view on 

sentences production in human speech system which is called generative 

semantics t heory. t his theory holds that in sentences production, syntax rule 

is not the primary. the primary one is semantics or meaning. the rules of 

syntactical and phonological provide shapes and sounds patters which are 

used to express the meaning. the organization of the theory is illustrated in 

figure	5	as	follows:

 
Semantical Rules Syntactic Rules Phonological 

Rules 

Figure 5
The theory of Generative Semantic Competence 
Source: Crane, L. B., Yeager, E., & Whitman, R. L. (1981).

apart from the two different views on the production of speech in 

humans’ communication  system, many views on psycholinguistics, such 

as garret (1980),  lavelt et al. (1999), as well as w arren, P. (2012)support 

the theory of generative semantic competence.  w arren (2012) for example 

specifically	states	that:

As	speakers,	we	start	with	some	notion	or	abstract	idea	of	what	we	
want	to	say,	without	at	first	generating	the	words	or	sentences	to	express	
this. t his is a process of conceptualization, during which we use what 
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we	know	about	the	world,	about	the	current	situation	etc,	in	order	to	sort	
out our ideas. w e then need to put together the elements of language 
than will express the idea, drawing our knowledge of our language, 
including	grammar	 and	 the	 lexicon	 (vocabulary).	This	 involves	 a	
process of formulation. finally, in order to speak this utterance, we go 
through a process of articulation, involving our speech apparatus.

figure 6 illustrates the processes and the knowledge involve in speech 

productions as follows:

Figure 6
Humans’ speech production process
Source: Warren, P. (2012)

after learning and knowing how the speech communication system 

used	by	humans	and	the	types	of	knowledge	required	to	produce	speech	
in communication, then mastering these three types of knowledge should 

be	a	priority	in	the	process	of	teaching	and	learning	a	foreign	or	a	second	
language.	It	is	believed	that	the	mastery	will	provide	competence	in	speech	
communication	system.Furthermore,	the	following	discussion	is	specifically	
focused on writing as the second type of humans’ communication system.
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2.2. Writing Communication System

In addition to speech, writing is the second communication system 

commonly	 used	 by	 humans	 in	 their	 daily	 interactions.	 Writing	 as	 a	
communication	system	may	be	defined	as	a	tool	to	communicate	humans’	
abstract	ideas	and	emotions	by	using	coherent	signs	or	symbols	in	the	form	
of texts. w riting is regarded as complementary medium to speech used to 

transfer	messages	in	written	forms	in	order	to	be	understood	by	readers.	
therefore, linguists are generally more interested in exploring speech than 

writing due to three main reasons i.e.

-	 Writing	is	often	viewed	as	a	reflection	of	speech	(Crane,	L.	B.,	Yeager,	E.,	
& w hitman, r. l . 1981).

-	 Many	reports	of	observations	e.g.	Wilkinson	(1965),	James	Britton	(1983)	
show	that	children	acquire	their	ability	to	speak	and	to	listen	before	they	
acquire	their	ability	to	read	and	to	write.

-	 Human	brains	are	naturally	wired	to	speak;	they	are	not	naturally	wired	
to read and write (moats, l , & t olman, c , 2009).

as a language communication system, writing not only requires linguistic 

knowledge the same as what speech has e.g. lexical, syntactical, as well as 

semantical	knowledge,	but	 it	also	requires	some	other	 types	of	practical	
knowledge such as knowledge of writing content, knowledge of writing 

organization, and knowledge of writing style. this idea highlights the fact 

that writing is in principle the representation of four kinds of knowledge i.e. 

knowledge of content, knowledge of linguistics, knowledge of organization, 

as well as knowledge of style. In this regard, as one wants to communicate his 

abstract	ideas	(intention)	in	written	form,	so	he/she	has	to	use	the	four	types	of	
knowledge that work together in a piece of writing (texts). t he effectiveness 

of	such	a	communication	is	much	determined	by	how	good	the	person’s	
knowledge of the four types of knowledge is. If any of the knowledge is weak, 

his/her	communication	will	not	be	effective.	It	is	important	to	highlight	that	
being	effective	in	this	context	means	that	the	person	is	successful	in	both	
transferring and communicating his/her intended information.

a. Knowledge of content (Information)

	 Content	refers	to	the	information	available	in	a	written	text.	As	someone	
chooses writing communication system to express his/her ideas, he/

she needs to make sure ideas (topics) he/she intends to convey. for 
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example,	if	he/she	wants	to	write	about	a	luxurious	house	as	a	topic	to	
write,	he/she	must	have	sufficient	prior	knowledge	in	order	to	be	able	to	
give	information	about	it.The	prior	knowledge	of	the	luxurious	house	
can	be	acquired	through	reading,	listening,	or	doing	something	to	get	
understanding	about	it.Therefore,	having	knowledge	of	content	takes	
time and efforts. w riting the information concerning the housecan then 

be	provided	in	some	ways	e.g.	to	explain	how	to	build	a	luxurious	house	
(process),	to	present	an	argument	about	the	effect	of	having	a	luxurious	
house on the owner’s life style (cause and effect), to point out the 

distinctions	between	a	luxurious	house	and	a	simple	house	(comparison),	
to	describe	what	a	luxurious	house	looks	like	(description),	and	to	tell	a	
story	about	buying	a	luxurious	house	(narration)	etc.Having	knowledge	
of	content	certainly	enables	a	writer	to	expose	information	in	a	written	
text	effectively	because	he/she	exactly	knows	what	to	express	based	on	
his/her prior knowledge of something.

b. Knowledge of linguistics (Words, spelling, grammar)

	 Knowledge	of	 linguistics	 refers	 to	 the	ability	 to	encode	 information	
into	language	components	such	as	words,	phrases,	sentences	by	using	
correct spelling, word selection and grammar. as a writer formulates 

concept/information and wants to develop it into a written form, he/she 

must	use	his/her	linguistic	knowledge	in	order	to	be	able	to	transform	
it	into	paragraphs	or	texts.	The	writer	needs	to	be	aware	of	utilizing	the	
linguistic knowledge appropriately. once he/she inappropriately uses the 

knowledge. for example, misspelling a word, it might cause a word’s 

meaning	to	change	(e.g.	break	vs.	brake,	weather	vs.	whether)	or	to	fall	
into a different variety of english (e.g. color: ae  vs. colour: Be, organize: 

ae  vs. organise: Be). t herefore, to write effectively, the writer will 

have to edit his/her writing for punctuation, spelling, word selection and 

sentence structure according to the rules of standard english grammar.

from the perspective of linguistics, the knowledge that someone 

has	about	the	language	(e.g.	grammar,	lexis,	syntax,	etc.)	is	known	as	
competence. a s he/she uses the competence to produce appropriate actual 

production of language (e.g. speaking or writing), it is then known as 

performance.
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c. Knowledge of organization (Way of organizing information)

	 Knowledge	of	organization	refers	to	the	ability	to	organize	sentences	and	
paragraphs in a good order that a piece of writing is easy for readers to 

follow.		There	are	at	least	two	basics	structures	used	to	organize	a	piece	of	
writing i.e. sentence structure and paragraph structure.sentences written 

in	a	good	structure	can	be	split	into	two	elements:	Theme	and	Rhyme.	
according to Halliday (1994), theme is given information serving as 

“the	point	of	departure”	of	a	message.	The	given	 information	 is	 the	
information	which	has	already	been	mentioned	somewhere	in	the	text,	
or it is shared or mutual knowledge from the immediate context. In other 

words, theme typically contains familiar or already known information. 

t heme provides the settings for the remainder of the sentence that is 

rhyme. rhyme is the remainder of the message in a clause in which 

t heme is developed, that is to say, rhyme typically contains unfamiliar 

or new information. new information is knowledge that a writer assumes 

the	 reader	 does	not	 know,	but	 needs	 to	have	 in	order	 to	 follow	 the	
progression of the argument (Yang, 2008). a ccording to kaharuddin, a  

and	Latif,	I	(2017),	the	distinction	between	Theme	and	Rhyme	is	simple:	
theme	is	the	first	element	occurring	in	a	clause	or	also	known	as	topic;	
the	remainder	clause	which	clarifies	the	topic	is	rhyme	or	also	known	as	
comment. Besides, a piece of writing can run into many paragraphs. a  

good	paragraph	must	contain	at	least	three	basic	organization	patterns	i.e.	
The	first:	an	introductory	sentence	in	which	a	thesis	is	given.	The	second:	
supporting sentences which present evidences to support the thesis.t he 

third:	concluding	sentences	which	looks	back	to	the	thesis	and	sums	up	
the	important	points	available	in	the	previous	paragraphs.

d. Knowledge of style (Way of expressing information)

	 Knowledge	of	Style	 refers	 to	 the	ability	 to	 arrange	paragraphs	 in	 a	
good	text	structure.	Text	structure	may	be	defined	asthe	way	that	the	
information within a written text is organized. recognizing text pattern 

is	beneficial	to	both	readers	and	writers.	From	readers’	perspective,	text	
pattern can help the readers to see clause relations from one to another 

which	can	be	used	 to	 interpret	a	 text	 to	gain	comprehension.	While	
from writers’ standpoint, knowledge of text patterns allows the writers 

to satisfy their readers with a natural english text structure, expected 
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to	 be	 familiar	 and	 the	 norm	 for	 international	 readers.	Hoey	 (2001)	
states ‘culturally approved patterns greatly simplify the reader’s task 

in seeking a linear path through a non-linear network’. therefore, the 

primary role of approved text patterns is to enhance learners’ skills in 

writing english texts naturally through the support of their knowledge 

of lexical and grammatical devices. there are three types of the most 

common	macro	patterns	in	English	texts	i.e.	the	‘Problem-Solution’,	the	
‘General-Specific’	and	the	‘Claim-Counterclaim’	patterns,	which	another	
commonly	developed	pattern	is	that	of	‘Question-Answer’	(Hoey,	2001,	
c oulthard, 1985, mcc arthy, 2001).

w ith regards to the four types of knowledge of writing as communi-

cating system, kellogg, r. t ., & raulerson, B. a. (2007) are of the opinion 

that knowledge of correct spelling, punctuation, grammar, diction, thesis 

statements,	topic	sentences	and	cohesive	links	within	a	paragraph,	and	global	
organization of texts are necessary for effective writing. t herefore, it is said 

that the effectiveness of using writing as human communication system is 

much	affected	by	the	mastery	of	the	four	types	of	knowledge.

2.3. Gesture Communication System

a  gesture is also recognized as a non-verbal/vocal	 communication	
system	in	which	parts	of	human	body	such	as	fingers,	hand	movements,	
as well as face are used to communicate certain information (messages) in 

human social interactions, either used to replace speech or used to accompany 

speech. a ccording to Bernardis, P., & gentilucci, m. (2006), there are two 

kinds	of	perspectives	regarding	gesture.	The	first	perspective	views	gesture	
as an independent communication system which is separate from speech. 

this view posits that gesture is utilized as an auxiliary support (co-speech) 

when	a	speaker	finds	it	difficult	to	convey	verbal	expression	or	to	retrieve	
words in spoken language. the second one regards that gesture and speech 

collectively	shape	a	single	system	of	communication,	since	they	both	are	
connected to the same thought processes taking place in mind although they 

use different modality expression to convey messages. therefore, gesture 

allows individual to communicate his/her ideas, feelings, thoughts in mind 

without	using	a	language	in	the	form	of	speech.	Using	the	first	perspective,	
gesture	is	then	studied	in	the	field	of	communication,	rhetorical	discourse	
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and	public	speaking.	Besides,	the	second	view	allows	gesture	to	be	studied	
in	the	field	of	linguistics.	With	regards	to	the	two	perspectives	of	gesture,	
Abner,	N.,	Cooperrider,	K.,	&	Goldin	Meadow,	S.	 (2015)	name	the	first	
view as informative gesture and the second view as communicative gesture. 

Informative gestures also known as passive gestures give information 

concerning the speaker as a speaking style serving as co-speech, and not 

concerning messages that the speaker intends to communicate e.g. hands 

and arms movements, head nodding and shaking, shoulder shrugging, as 

well as facial expressions. on the other hand, communicative gestures 

are	 intentionally	 and	meaningfully	made	 by	 an	 individual	 as	 a	way	 of	
communicating	messages	by	using	his/her	hands	as	sign	languages	alternative	
to	speech	in	spoken	language.	Note	that	sign	languages	may	be	regarded	as	the	
representation of communicative gestures.

t his type of gesture is recognized as a sign language since it consists of 

language components which are formed as a modality to convey meaning, in 

which	meaning	is	expressed	through	sign	stream	using	hands	as	a	combination	
of its own grammar and lexicon. l inguists consider that sign languages are 

also types of natural languages which are primarily developed and used 

among	communities	of	deaf	peopleand	hearing	people	who	are	unable	to	
speak physically. even if sign languages develop their own grammar and 

lexicon,	they	are	not	universal	and	not	mutually	intelligible.	According	to	
Bellugi, U., & klima, e. s. (1979), many linguists	have	studied	a	large	number	
of	sign	languages	and	found	that	they	possess	the	basic	properties	available	
in all spoken languages such as transitoriness (planning-formalization-

production), semanticity (meaning-form), arbitrariness, productivity, and 

cultural transmission. In terms of language components, sign languages have 

manual	alphabet,	lexicon,	and	grammars.	Therefore,	deaf	people	as	the	users	
of	sign	languages	need	to	learn	the	sign	language	components	in	order	to	be	
able	to	communicate	one	another.

a. The Manual Alphabets of Sign Languages

	 Manual	alphabets	of	sign	languages	are	widely	known	as	Fingerspelling	
(or dactylology). fingerspelling is regarded not only as the representation 

of the letters of a writing system,	but	also	numeral systems, using only 

the	hands	which	function	to	borrow	words	from	spoken	language	by	
simply	spelling	out	the	letters.	The	fingerspelling	is	commonly	used	to	
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communicate proper names such as people and places names. according 

to	Carmel,	S.	J.	(1982),	there	are	approximately	forty	manual	alphabets	
around the world which are adopted and learnt in deaf people education. 

The	manual	alphabets	have	two	families	utilized	to	represent	alphabets	
of	spoken	language	i.e.	one-handed	fingerspelling	(commonly	used	in	
american sign language, Irish sign language, as well as french sign 

Language)	and	two-handed	fingerspelling	(commonly	used	in	British	
sign language, australian sign language, new Zealand sign language: 

BAN).	Here	are	the	examples	of	both	manual	alphabets	(fingerspelling):

Figure 7
Two-Handed BAN-Sign Languages
Source: https://blog.ai-media.tv
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Figure 8
One-Handed American Sign Languages
Source: https://www.lnhspanthers.com

b. The Lexicon of Sign Languages

 In order to communicate messages, a sign language user (called a signer 

e.g.	deaf	 individual)	can	build	words	(signing	vocabulary)	by	using	
fingerspelling	movements.	For	example,	 to	communicate	a	message	
about	MOBILE,	the	signer	can	spell	the	word	with	rapid	finger	spelling	
as	indicated	in	the	following	figure:
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Figure 9
Making up the word ‘MOBILE’ with rapid fingerspelling
Source:Thumann, M. A. (2012)

 However, thumann, m. a. (2012) report that when two signers are 

communicating	by	using	fingerspelling,	many	fingerspelled	words	do	
not	have	clearly	identifiable	letters.	The	fact	is	relevant	with	Akamatsu,	
C.	T.	(1985)who	also	reports	that	although	the	fingerspelling	may	seem	
unintelligible	when	looking	at	individual	letters,	a	fingerspelled	word	is	
intelligible	when	viewed	as	a	whole	word.	In	this	regards,	Zakia,	R.	D.,	
&	Haber,	R.	N.	(1971)	also	state	that	skilled	signers	do	not	really	concern	
with	individual	alphabet	in	a	fingerspelled	word,	but	with	the	pattern	of	
the	finger	configuration.	Therefore,	the	process	of	building	the	words	
requires	knowledge	of	fingerspelling,	knowledge	of	lexicalized	signs,	
and knowledge of the sign language lexicons.according to Battison, 

R.	(2003),	lexicalized	signs	are	fingerspelled	words	which	have	been	
restructured and assume the same formational patterns as the other signs 

of	sign	languages	based	on	a	convention.	On	the	other	hand,	the	lexicons	
of	sign	language	consist	of	the	signs,	lexicalized	fingerspelling,	facial	
expressions, and loan-signs, as well as the head, shoulder, and torso 

movements	(which	have	established	meanings)	in	the	sign	language.	
 In the case of deaf children, many of them have limited knowledge of 

communicating using sign language. for the reason, they are required 

to	firstly	study	the	manual	alphabets,	then	study	the	lexicalized	signs,	
and	finally	study	sign	language	lexicons.	After	the	deaf	children	have	
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sufficient	knowledge	of	fingerspelling,	they	should	start	learning	how	to	
build	basic	sign	vocabulary	by	finding	the	most	important	words	which	
have	been	categorized	as	the	most	often	used	categories	such	as	Common	
words, animals, colors, descriptions, family, food, Home, People, 

Questions,	School,	and	Time.	One	thing	to	keep	in	mind	that	this	is	just	
the	beginning	which	allows	the	signers	only	learn	the	most	common	basic	
signs used in sign languages.and, of course, there is more things to learn 

about	Sign	Language	than	just	building	vocabulary.	Sign	language	has	
other important things to learn such as its grammar, syntax, and culture.

c. The Syntax of Sign Languages

 Syntax	may	be	defined	as	a	study	which	is	focused	on	examining	sentence	
structure	in	a	language.	It	mainly	describes	how	words	are	put	together	to	
make phrases or sentences. as everyone knows that every language has 

its own syntax or rules of word structure in a sentence. for example, the 

syntax	of	English	may	be	described	in	the	word	order	like:		The	subject	
+	action	+object.	With	regards	to	sign	language,	it	has	its	own	syntax	
as	well	which	is	very	important	to	learn	by	those	who	are	not	able	to	
communicate	by	using	speech.	According	to	Bahan,	B.	J.	(1997),	sign	
language	can	be	categorized	as	an	SVO	language,	even	if	the	word	order	
is	sometimes	replaced	by	a	process	called	Topicalization.	The	structure	
of topicalization is t opic + comment, in which t opic is also known as 

Subject	and	Comment	is	also	known	as	predicate	can	be	in	the	form	of	
statement or question. for example:

english : I am a teacher

sl  : I teac Her

    t opic + comment

Here are some of examples of sign language characteristics:

-	 Sign	language	does	not	recognize	‘to	be	verb’
for example:

english : He is my father

sl   : He mY fat Her  

-	 Tense	in	sign	language	is	marked	by	using	adverb	of	time	(no	verb	
agreement)
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for example:

English	 :	John	bought	a	book	yesterday
sl   : JoHn BUY B ook Yesterda Y

-	 Positive	statement	is	marked	by	nodding	head
for example:

english : Jerry loves t om

sl   : tom, Jerr Y loVe

-	 Negative	statement	may	be	signaled	by	shaking	head	during	stating	
the statement.

for example:

english : I don’t have any dogs

sl   : dog, I Ha Ve none

 the discussion concerning the communication system of gesture 

presented	in	this	section	is	not	described	in	detail	because	it	simply	aims	
to show that gesture in term of communicative gesture (sign language) 

is really one of human natural languages in addition to spoken language. 

It is said a language since it has its own language components such as 

phonology	(using	fingerspelling	instead	of	sound),	morphology	(sign	
vocabulary),	syntax	(sentence	structure),	semantics	(meaning	which	is	
displayed	by	the	use	of	phonology,	morphology,	and	syntax),	as	well	as	
pragmatic (the cultural aspect of the language usage).
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The development of language is part of the development 
of the personality, for words are the natural means of expressing thoughts 

and establishing understanding between people.
(Maria Montessori)

CHAPTER TWO

LANGUAGE 
AND LINGUISTICS

At	the	beginning	of	this	section,	it	is	important	to	emphasize	here	that	
the term ‘language’ is restricted to spoken language as the most dominant 

communication	system	used	by	humans	 in	 their	 social	 life.	Besides,	we	
use	theoretical	views	from	the	field	of	linguistics	to	describe	the	picture	of	
language in that context.

1.	 The	Word	‘Language’	Defined

as stated earlier that humans have two types communication systems 

i.e.	verbal	communication	system	(i.e.	speech	and	writing	communication	
systems)	and	non-verbal	communication	system	(i.e.	gesture	communication	
system which is also recognized as communicative gesture or sign language).

It	indicates	that	language	may	be	seen	as	one	of	communication	systems	used	
by	humans	to	interact	one	another	in	their	social	lives.	In	this	regard,	one	
important	question	to	answer	is	‘what	is	language?’	This	question	becomes	
very important to answer since we will no easy to understand what linguistics 

is,	unless	we	understand	the	definition	of	language	properly.	In	my	experience	
of teaching university students at the english education department, many 
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of	the	students	who	have	taken	the	course	of	linguistics	still	find	it	very	
difficult	to	give	proper	understanding	on	what	language	is.	This	consequently	
affects their proper understanding on linguistics as well.as I address a 

question to the students like: what is language? can anyone say something 

about	this	question?	The	most	frequent	answer	they	give	is	that	language	
is a communication tool. t his is it. of course, if I further ask them another 

question like: If so, what is linguistics? the most frequent answer I get is 

that l inguistics is the study of language. If I address my last question like: 

So,	what	is	the	relationship	between	language	and	linguistics?	I	frequently	
get	no	acceptable	answer	from	them.	Therefore,	I	again	need	to	emphasize	
that	it	is	essential	to	provide	comprehensive	definition	of	language	in	this	
section to allow the students have proper understanding on linguistics and its 

relationship to language. 

To	give	comprehensive	definition	of	 language,	 let’s	first	of	 all	 take	
a	look	its	definition	from	two	different	sources	i.e.	online	dictionaries	and	
linguists’	theories.	If	we	search	the	definition	of	language	carefully	in	online	
dictionaries,	we	will	find	the	definitions	of	a	language	as	follows:
- https://www.collinsdictionary.com	gives	the	definition	that	“a	language	is	

a system of communication which consists of a set of sounds and written 

symbols	which	are	used	by	the	people	of	a	particular	country	or	region	for	
talking	or	writing”.

- https://en.oxforddictionaries.com	provides	the	definition	that	“a	language	
is the method of human communication, either spoken or written, 

consisting	of	the	use	of	words	in	a	structured	and	conventional	way”.
- https://www.merriam-webster.com	defines	“a	language	as	a	systematic	

means	of	communicating	ideas	or	feelings	by	the	use	of	conventionalized	
signs,	sounds,	gestures,	or	marks	having	understood	meanings”.

- https://dictionary.cambridge.org	offers	the	definition	that	“language	is	a	
system of communication consisting of sounds, words, and grammar, or 

the system of communication	used	by	people in a particularcountry or 

type of work”.
- https://www.dictionary.com	 gives	 the	 definition	 that	 “language	 is	

communication	 by	 voice	 in	 the	 distinctively	 human	manner,	 using	
arbitrary	sounds	 in	conventional	ways	with	conventional	meanings;	
speech”.	
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- https://www.thefreedictionary.com	defines	 language	 as	 “the	
communication	of	thought	sand	feelings	through	a	system	of	arbitrary	
signals,such	as	voicesounds,	gestures,	or	written	symbols”.

In	addition	to	the	definitions	given	by	the	online	dictionaries,	it	also	
important	that	we	see	the	definitions	of	a	language	provided	by	the	linguists,	
among other things:

-	 According	to	Sapir,	E.	(1939),	“Language	is	a	purely	human	and	non-
instinctive	method	of	communicating	ideas,	emotions	and	desires	by	
means	of	voluntarily	produced	symbols”.

-	 Bloch,	B.,	&	Trager,	G.	L.	(1942)	state	that	“language	is	a	system	of	
arbitrary	vocal	symbol	by	means	of	which	a	social	group	co-operates”.

-	 Hall	Jr,	R.	A.	(1968)	is	of	the	opinion	that	“language	is	the	institutions	
whereby	humans	communicate	and	interact	with	each	other	by	means	of	
habitually	used	oral-auditory	arbitrary	symbols”.

-	 Chomsky,	N	(1957)	points	out	that	“a	language	(is)	a	set	(finite	or	infinite)	
of	sentences,	each	finite	in	length	andconstructed	out	of	a	finite	set	of	
elements”.

-	 Lyons,	J.	(1981)	defines	“a	language	asa	system	of	symbols	designed,	as	
it	was,	for	the	purpose	of	communication”.

-	 Crystal,	D.	 (1992)	defines“language	as	humans’	vocal	noise	 (or	 the	
graphic representation of this noise in writing) used systematically and 

conventionally	by	a	community	for	purpose	of	communication”.
-	 Poole,	 S.	 C.	 (1999)	 is	 of	 the	 opinion	 that	 “language	 is	 generally	

considered	as	a	form	of	communication	between	human	beings	by	means	
of	a	system	symbols	which	are	principally	transmitted	by	vocal	sounds”.

-	 According	to	Hazen,	K.	(2014),	“languageis	the	discrete	combinatorial	
system humans use most for communication.Discrete means ‘separate’ 

here, and combinatorial means	‘ability	to	addtogether.’	We	take	small	
separate	parts,	push	them	together	in	specific	combinations,and	create	
larger	parts	of	language”.

Referring	to	the	definitions	as	provided	either	by	the	online	dictionaries	
or	by	the	linguists,	we	can	obviously	see	some	fundamental	properties	of	
language	which	are	mutually	shared	in	the	definitions	i.e.	
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a. Language is a method (a system) of communication

 as everyone knows that language is one of human communication 

methods.	Language	 is	called	as	a	method	because	 it	 is	a	systematic	
way of communicating messages in humans’ social lives.as one of 

communicationmethods, a language contains a set of things working 

together to deliver messages from a speaker to a listener. t he things are 

known as language elements which serve as essential parts to form a 

method of communication called a language. the language elements 

are sounds, words, phrases, sentences which contain meanings. In order 

to communicate using a language, the elements must work together as 

a system. w hen all parts of the language elements function properly, 

communication	will	be	taking	place	effectively.	The	representation	of	
the functional elements of a language working together as a system can 

obviously	be	seen	when	an	individual	is	effectively	speaking	to	his/her	
listener in an interactional event.Poole, s. c. (1999) points out that the 

elements of language as a system provide humans with the framework 

which allows them to generate appropriate utterances and to create 

utterances	never	uttered	before	that	the	utterances	produced	by	humans	
are not ready-made utterances.In a nutshell, when we say ‘language as a 

system	of	communication’,	it	means	we	are	talking	about	what	parts	of	
language we use to communicate meanings.

b. Language is used by humans

 In my linguistics class, I usually ask my students, do animals 

communicate	by	using	a	language?	As	usual,	many	of	the	students	say	
‘yes, animals have language’. why is that? the answer to the question 

is very simple. the students do not have a clear understanding on 

what language is. all they know is that language is simply a means of 

communication.	For	the	reason,	they	believe	that	animals	have	language.	
Of	 course,	 the	 students’	 answer	 would	 be	 NO,	 if	 they	 had	 proper	
understanding	about	what	language	is.	If	we	refer	to	the	previous	idea	
in	point	(a)	above	that	language	is	a	system	of	communication	which	
contains functional elements such as sounds, words, phrases, sentences, 

and meanings. w e will eventually realize the fact that animals do not 

communicate	by	using	languages	because	the	animals’	communication	
system does not have properties as humans’ language have. therefore, we 
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can say that animals communicate with each other, and sometimes with 

us. But the means that the animals use to communicate is not language. 

It is simply a signal in the form of a gesture, action, or sound that is 

used	to	convey	information.		In	linguistics,	such	signals	used	by	animals	
to communicate are called semantic universality. so, communication is 

where	the	similarity	between	animals	and	humans	starts,	but	language	
is	where	the	similarity	between	animals	and	humans	ends.	As	we	can	
see	that	animals	clearly	communicate	with	one	another	by	using	signals	
such	as	whale	sing,	monkeys	howl,	birds	chirp.	Lizards	bob	their	heads	
up	and	down	to	communicate.	The	animals	really	communicate,	but	
none	of	these	processes	can	be	explained	as	a	language	because	signals	
that the animals use to communicate do not have properties like what 

languages have.a monkey screams to warn its mates of an approaching 

predator.	The	monkey	uses	its	sound	as	a	signal	of	a	danger,	but	it	can	
never	communicate	sounds	like	“come	on,	run	away	into	the	forest,	a	
crocodile	is	approaching	us”On	the	contrary,	an	individual,	by	using	a	
language,	has	an	ability	to	convey	information	which	is	relevant	to	a	
particular context, feeling, experience as well as thought. t herefore, it 

stands	to	reason	for	saying	that	language	is	only	used	by	humans	for	the	
purpose of communication.

c. Language functions to communicates meanings (messages) from 

thoughts and feelings 

 When	someone	is	expressing	his/her	ideas	from	thoughts	or	feelings	by	
using a language, he/she intentionally uses his/her language knowledge 

to speak i.e. Phonological (sounds), morphological (words), syntactical 

(sentences), semantical (meanings) as well as pragmatical knowledge 

(cultures). t he question is: what knowledege is used at first, then 

followed	by	what,	and	ended	by	what?According	to	Chomsky’s	ideas	
(2006) on language competence (knowledge of language) and language 

performance	(ability	to	use	the	knowledge),a	speaker	speaks	by	using	his	
language	competence	and	his	ability	to	use	the	knowledge	structurally	
to produce speeches i.e. meaning (semantic), words (morphological), 

phrases and sentences (syntactical) and uttering the meaningful sentences 

by	using	sounds	(phonological).	As	the	speaker	uses	all	his	language	
knowledge in a systematic procedures employed to produce speech. 
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The	speech	is	then	produced	in	its	final	form	that	is	meaningful	ideas	
which are communicated to the speaker’s interlocutor. so, a speaker uses 

meaning to convey his ideas, and a listener encode the sequence of sound 

to	obtain	meaning	sent	by	the	speaker.	If	so,	the	essence	of	language	
is meaning. as an individual intends to communicate meanings to the 

others,	he/she	may	choose	one	of	verbal	communication	channels	i.e.	
spoken or written.

d. Language is constructed from conventionalized elements or symbols 

such as sounds, words, sentences, and meanings.

 w hitehead, a. n. (1985), in his work entitled symbolism: its meaning 
and effect, writes that language,	written	or	spoken,	is	such	a	symbolism.	
t he mere sound of a word, or its shape on paper, is indifferent. t he word 

is a symbol, and its meaning	is	constituted	by	the	ideas,	images, and 

emotions, which it raises in the mind of the hearer. In short, a language is 

symbols.	Why	is	that?	Now,	let’s	take	a	look	at	the	definitions	of	symbol	
provided	by	online	dictionaries,	among	other	things:
- https://www.merriam-webster.com	defines	“symbol	as	something	

that	stands	for	or	suggests	something	else	by	reason	of	relationship,	
association,	convention,	or	accidental	resemblance”.

- according to https://www.dictionary.com,	“symbol	 is	 defined	
as	 something	 that	 represents	 something	 else	 by	 association,	
resemblance,	or	convention”.

- https://en.oxforddictionaries.com	defines	 “symbol	 as	 a	 mark	
or	character	used	as	a	conventional	 representation	of	an	object,	
function,	or	process”.

- according to https://dictionary.cambridge.org,	“symbol	is	a	sign, 

shape, or object that is used to represent something else”.

notice, when a speaker of a certain language is speaking, he/she is 

essentially	using	symbols	in	terms	of	sounds,	words,	phrases,	and	sentences.	
those language components are used to represent meanings (messages) 

from the speaker’s feeling and mind. so, the reasons for saying that the 

language elements (such as sounds, words, phrases, and sentences) are  

symbols	since	they	are	used	to	represent	the	speaker’s	(intended	meanings)	
messages	in	communications.	In	order	to	make	the	symbols	communicating	
to	the	speaker’s	hearer,	both	parties	must	share	the	same	values	regarding	the	
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symbols.	Sharing	the	same	rules	or	values	is	called	conventional.	Therefore,	
it	is	very	difficult	for	two	individuals	who	do	not	share	the	same	values	of	
the	symbols	to	communicate.	Since	communi	cation	using	languages	has	two	
channels	i.e.	spoken	and	written,	so	there	are	two	kinds	of	symbols	used.	If	an	
individual is speaking to express messages, so the individual is using vocal 

symbol.	Besides,	if	an	individual	is	writing	to	convey	information,	so	the	
individual	is	using	visual	symbol.

Having	considered	all	the	definitions	and	the	fundamental	properties	
of	language	as	described	above,	language	may	be	then	defined	as	a	method	
(a	system)	of	communication	used	by	humans	to	communicate	meanings	
(messages) from thoughts and feelings, which is constructed from 

conventionalized	 elements	 or	 symbols	 such	 as	 sounds,	words,	 phrases,	
sentences, and meanings.

2. The Origin of Language

first of all, it is important to emphasize that the terms ‘the origin of 

language’ in this sectionrefers	to	theories	which	describe	to	the	emergence	and	
development of language	in	humans’social	lives.	Discussing	about	the	origin	
of	language	is	never	easy	because	we	simply	do	not	know,	and	never	will,	
how	or	when	language	began(Campbell,	B.	G.	2005).	Many	efforts	have	been	
carried	out	to	describe	about	it,	the	efforts	however	have	failed	due	to	the	lack	
of	knowledge	regarding	the	origin	of	any	language	(Harrub,	B.,	Thompson,	B.,	
&miller, d. 2003). nevertheless, there is no harm in presenting such a short 

discussion	in	this	work	to	answer	many	students’	curiosity	about	the	origin	
of language since many students in my linguistics class frequently address 

the question regarding the origin of language. according to fromkin, V., 

r odman, r., & Hyams, n. (2003), there are at least three theories suggested 

to	describe	the	origin	of	language	i.e.	the	theory	of	divine	origin,	the	theory	of	
evolutionary development, and the theory of language as a human invention.

2.1. The Theory of Divine Origin

many societies (from the past to the present) whose people have religions, 

believe	that	language	is	God’s	gift	to	mankind.	Each	of	the	societies’	religion	
has	its	own	explanation	that	language	is	really	granted	to	humans	by	God.	In	
Islam,	it	is	believed	that	Allah	The	Almighty	taught	Prophet	Adam	the	names	
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all	of	things	which	might	be	interpreted	that	Allah	The	Almighty	is	the	source	
of	language	who	provides	Prophet	Adam	(as	the	first	human	created	by	Allah	
The	Almighty)	with	language.	This	can	be	seen	in	the	Holy	Quran	surah	Al-
Baqarah (the cow) verse 31:

And He taught Adam the names - all of them. Then He showed them to the 
angels and said, “Inform Me of the names of these, if you are truthful.”

Besides, similar statement is also found in surah ar- r ahman, verse 3 and 4:

Created man,

(And) taught him appropriate language (eloquence)

when the verses are analyzed, it will lead us to at least three important 

things i.e. 1). allah the almighty is the source of language which is then 

taught	to	Prophet	Adam	as	his	first	creature.	2).	Language	is	only	granted	to	
humans,	but	not	to	the	other	creatures.	3).	Humans	are	created	by	Allah	The	
Almighty	from	the	start	with	an	innate	capability	to	use	language.	In	Islam,	it	
is	important	to	believe	that	Allah	The	Almighty	is	the	creator	of	everything.	
whatever an individual sees and feels in this world, whether it’s the earth, the 

sky, the sun, the moon, the stars, the living organisms such as animals and 

plants are the creation of allah the almighty. w ith regard to language, it is 

also	the	creation	of	Allah	The	Almighty.	In	the	Holy	Quran	surah	As	Saffat	
verse 96, it is clearly stated: 

“And God created you and what you make”
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this verse clearly indicates that allah the almighty not only creates 

humans,	but	also	all	humans	made	things	including	language	that	humans	
use to communicate. It is allah the almighty who has created man and 

provided him with all things required to make and to do something such as the 

creation	of	humans’	brain	to	plan	and	to	formalize	language,	the	creation	of	
humans’speech	organs	which	enable	them	to	articulate	languages.	The	divine	
source	seems	to	fit	with	the	concept	of	Language	Acquisition	Device	(LAD)	
proposed	by	Noam	Chomsky	in	the	1960s.	According	to	Chomsky	(1965),	
humans	are	born	with	an	instinct	(innate	facility)	for	acquiring	languages	
called	LAD	by	which	God	 implanted	 in	 every	 human	being.	The	LAD	
allows	humans	to	have	the	inborn	capacity	to	acquire	and	to	use	languages	
creatively.the divine view (language is god’s gift to mankind) is not only 

believed	in	Islam,	but	also	in	other	religions.	In	Christianity	for	example,	
the	Bible	affirms	that	God	gave	Adam	the	ability	to	speak	and	to	create	new	
words	which	enabled	him	to	name	all	things	(Genesis.	2:19-20).In	addition,	
fromkin, V., r odman, r., & Hyams, n. (2003) are of the opinion that similar 

beliefs	are	also	found	in	Egyptians	(The	God	Thoth	was	the	creator	of	speech),	
Babylonians	(The	God	Nabu	was	the	giver	of	language),	and	Hindus	(The	
female god, sarasvaty: Brahma’s wife, was the giver of humans’ language 

ability).	With	regard	to	this	theory,	Trask,	L.	(2014)	states	that	the	Divine 
origin is	a	theory	formed	on	the	basis	of	incomplete	information	that	human	
language originated as a gift from god. therefore, no scholar takes the idea 

seriously	today.	However,	those	who	believe	in	religions	would	always	accept	
and never deny that god the almighty gave to man the faculty of language 

which differentiates him from the other living creatures. then, this acceptance 

can	be	taken	in	literal	sense	as	recognition	of	the	human	origin	of	the	language	
based	on	the	theory	of	divine	origin.

2.2. The Theory of Evolutionary Development

This	theory	believes	that	a	 language	is	a	result	of	gradual	change	in	
human communication system over time from gestures to complex speech.In 

other words, is that thelanguages of the world evolved spontaneously and they 

are	not	given	and	designed	by	anything.	Those	who	hold	this	theory	to	believe	
the origin of language are called evolutionists. one of the evolutionists, 

Corballis,	M.	C.	(2002),	is	of	the	opinion	that	language,	as	a	communication	
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systemof	humans,	developed	gradually,	starting	from	gestures	used	by	apes	
and	then	mixed	with	vocal	communication	used	by	the	larger-brainedgenus	
Homo	about	two	million	years	ago. this mixture has consequently caused 

the	emergence	and	development	ofsyntax	which	finally	form	an	autonomous	
vocallanguage	used	by	humans	to	communicate.	From	the	statement,	we	can	
learn three things concerning language origin from this theory perspective 

namely:

a.	 Language	evolved	from	hominids’	mimetic	skill	that	is	the	ability	to	use	
the	whole	body	as	a	representational	device	for	communications.	

b.	 Language	also	evolved	from	hominids’	vocalic	skill	that	is	the	ability	to	
use voice for expressing themselves.

c.	 The	mixture	between	mimetic	and	vocalic	skill	emerged	the	syntax	of	
language which in the end developed as languages. 

In	response	to	this	theory,	Harrub,	B.,	Thompson,	B.,	&	Miller,	D.	(2003)	
comment	that	the	theory	is	simply	the	speculation	of	the	evolutionists	about	
the	origin	of	 language	because	scientific	evidence	to	support	 this	 theory	
remains	mysteriously	 unavailable	 until	 today.Another	 evolutionist,	 for	
example, Zimmer, c. (2011) states that no one exactly knows the chronology 

of	this	evolution,	because	language	leaves	precious	few	traces	on	the	human	
skeleton.	The	voice	box	is	a	flimsy	piece	of	cartilage	that	rots	away.	It	is	
suspended	from	a	slender	C-shaped	bone	called	a	hyoid,	but	the	ravages	
of time usually destroy the hyoid too.therefore, the theory of evolutionary 

developmentis	regarded	inconclusive.	The	debate	about	it	is	still	unsettled	and	
continues up to the present (fromkin, V., r odman, r., & Hyams, n. 2003). 

2.3. The Theory of Language as a Human Invention

another different theory of the origin of language is the theory of 

language as human invention. according to t aylor, t . J. (1997), the most 

influential	expert	of	this	theory	is	Condillac	(1947).Condillac	believed	that	
only humans have language. thepossession of language gives humans a 

special characteristic which makes them different from animals. language 

indicates	the	ability	of	humans	to	control	the	operationsof	their	mind.	An	
animal	also	has	mind,	but	it	is	a	pre-linguistic	operation.	It	means	that	an	
animal	can	perform	basic	operations	of	the	mind	such	as	perceives,	compares,	
reflects,	 judges,	 and	 so	 on,	 but	 those	 acts	 are	 not	 operated	 consciously	
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or	 voluntarily;	 the	 acts	 are	 simply	 reflex	 responses	 to	 physiological	 or	
circumstantial stimuli. In other words, animals have pre-linguisticmind 

which is ‘automatically’ operated. on the other hand, humans have linguistic 

mind which is ‘manually’ operated. Yet condillac does not mean to say that 

there	are	no	pre-linguistic	humans,	before	 they	had	 language,	 they	used	
gestures or voices which were performed manually and intentionally from the 

access	of	their	mind	operations.	The	communication	devices	were	not	reflex	
machines. In this regard, condillac (1947) is of the opinion that language 

is	humans’	invention	because	they	have	mind	and	will.	Condillac	(1947)	
says	that	humans’	mind	has	‘artificial’	characteristics	which	means	that	mind	
is like a tool which is used to make language. t herefore, gestures, sounds, 

numbers,	and	letters	are	only	instruments	used	to	form	what	we	call	language.	
In addition, humans’ will has ‘foreign’ characteristics which means that will 

is	a	natural	ability	to	hear,	see,	think,	move,	etc.	So,	the	cooperation	between	
mind and will has invented an ‘autonomous’ communication device, that is, 

what we would today call ‘language’.

3. Language and Linguistics

referring to the definition of language provided earlier, language 

is	 considered	 as	 a	 system	 of	 communication	 used	 by	 humans	 only	 to	
communicate	messages,	 in	which	 the	communication	system	 is	built	by	
conventionalized elements such as sounds, words, phrases, sentences, and 

meanings.	So,	we	may	say	that	language	as	a	system	has	at	least	five	basic	
elements namely; sounds, words, phrases, sentences, as well as meaning. 

These	five	elements	are	the	entities	we	learn	when	learning	or	studying	a	
language. Besides, they are important knowledge that we need to have in 

order	to	be	able	to	use	the	language	for	communication.	So,	if	we	learn	a	
language, for instance, we must learn:

a.	 the	sounds	of	the	language	in	order	to	be	able	to		pronounce	the	sounds	of	
that language properly, 

b.	 thewords	of	the	language	and	make	effort	to	memorize	all	the	words	of	
the language.

c. the structures of the language to know how to put the memorized words 

together into phrases or sentences according to the patterns used in the 

particular language.
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d. the meaning in the language in terms of either, meaning in the language 

components e.g. words and sentences or meaning in the language usage 

e.g. speech acts (particular functions of speech such as how to thank, how 

to greet, how to complaint etc.).

the process of learning a language required learners learning the all types 

of	the	language	knowledge	which	enable	them	to	communicate	with	each	
other, to express ideas, perceptions, emotions, desires, in the form of spoken 

and written discourses.In other words, the types of language knowledge 

that the learners learn in the languageare all important micro skills (e.g. 

pronunciation,	vocabulary,	and	grammar)	whichare	required	to	build	the	
macro skills of the language such as speaking, listening, reading and writing.

These	two	types	of	skills	have	made	language	to	be	the	most	perfect	means	of	
communication	possessed	by	human	beings	which	distinguish	it	from	animals’	
communication	system.Although	in	some	societies,we	frequently	find	fables,	
legends or animated filmsproduced	or	released	by	The Walt Disneywhere we 

are told that animals communicate using languages like humans, not only 

among	themselves	but	also	with	humans.	But	those	are	all	fictions	(stories	
that are not true) which cannot provide evidence that animals do speak and 

have language.

On	the	other	hand,	if	we	want	to	learn	about	the	language	elements,	for	
example, we want to know how the words are produced, structured, acquired, 

perceived,	as	well	as	change	over	time.	So,	we	need	Linguists	as	the	scientific	
study	of	 languages	which	means	 that	 the	subject	matter	of	 linguistics	 is	
language.	The	branches	of	linguistics	are	established	based	on	the	elements	of	
languages.	The	following	figure	illustrates	the	relationship	between	language	
and linguistics.
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Figure 10
Reciprocal relationship between language and linguistics

By	looking	at	figure	10,	we	could	then	understand	that	linguistics	is	a	
scientific	study	that	is	built	on	languages.	Hence,	it	stands	to	reason	for	saying	
that	language	is	the	fundamental	unit	of	the	branches	of	linguistics.	Without	
languages,	there	will	be	no	subject	of	linguistics.Languages	make	way	for	the	
growth	of	the	field	of	linguistics	and	its	branches.	Traditionally,	linguistics	
studies	a	language	as	humans’	communication	system	consisting	of	five	main	
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subfields,	known	as	‘the	branches	of	pure	linguistics’	namely:
a. Phonetics, it studies human speech sounds in their physical aspects (e.g. 

where the sounds are produced-place of articulation, how the sounds are 

produced-manner of articulations, etc.).

 Phonology, it studies how the speech sounds in their cognitive aspects 

(e.g. how the speech sounds are organized, perceived, and used in a 

language).

b.	 Morphology, it studies words in human language (e.g. parts of words, 

how words are formed in a language).

c. Syntax, it studies the rules of putting words together to form sentences in 

a certain language.

d. Semantics, it studies the meaning and the interpretation of words and 

sentences in a language.

e. Pragmatics, it studies the use of language such as words and sentences 

in social context.

In addition to pure linguistics, there are two other types of linguistics 

i.e. interdisciplinary linguistics and applied linguistics. Interdisciplinary 

linguistics	is	the	results	of	combining	two	academic	disciplines	into	one	
subject	 of	 study	 e.g.	 Psycholinguistics.	 Psycholinguistics	 is	 a	 kind	 of	
interdisciplinary	 linguistics	 emerged	 after	 combining	 linguistics	 with	
Psychology.	It	investigates	the	relationship	between	language	and	the	mind.	
Psycholinguistics is interested in how the mind acquires, produces, as well 

as	perceives	language.	Furthermore,	applied	linguistics	is	a	field	of	study	
that uses linguistic theory to identify, investigate and solve language-related 

problems.	For	example,	an	English	teacher	designs	instructional	materials	for	
teaching a foreign language to university students. 
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In this section, some essential things concerning phonetics are proposed 

for	discussion	i.e.		The	definition	of	Phonetics,	Human	speech	sounds	from	
phonetics perspective, as well as Phonetics for teaching pronunciation of 

english sounds. t hose things are sequentially presented as follows.

1.	 The	Word	‘Phonetics’Defined.

To	begin	 the	discussion	of	phonetics,	we	should	clearly	know	what	
phonetics	 is.	The	 clear	 understanding	 of	 phonetics	will	 be	 enriched	 by	
presenting	definitions	derived	from	a	variety	of	online	sources	on	the	internet	
and	from	the	linguists.From	the	online	sources,	a	number	of	definitions	of	
phonetics are found such as:

a. http://www.dictionary.com	defines	phonetics	as	“the	science	or	study	
of speech sounds and their production, transmission, and reception, and 

their	analysis,	classification,	and	transcription”.
b.	 http://www.yourdictionary.com	points	out	that	“phonetics	is	the	study	

of the sounds of human speech using the mouth, throat, nasal and sinus 

cavities,	and	lungs”.	

I learned by watching my favorite shows. I would just rewind and say the 
words back, until they sounded right to me. I never studied the American 

accent, in terms of getting a teacher or taking phonetics classes. I’ve always 
been a good mimic. It really wasn’t that hard for me. 

(Adelaide Kane)

CHAPTER THREE

UNDERSTANDING 
PHONETICS
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c. https://en.oxforddictionaries.com	gives	simple	definition	of	phonetics	
that	“it	is	the	study	and	classification	of	speech	sounds”.	

d.	 Another	 definition	 is	 put	 forward	 by	 http://www.baap.ac.uk that 

“phonetics	is	the	systematic	study	of	speech	and	the	sounds	of	language”.	
e. http://dictionary.cambridge.org	also	proposes	that	“phonetics	is	the	study 

of the sounds	made	by	the	human voice in speech”. 
f. Besides, http://www.chegg.com	also	defines	“phonetics	as	 the	study	

of sound in speech that focuses on how speech is physically created 

and received, including study of the human vocal and auditory tracts, 

acoustics,	and	neurology”.	
g. In addition, http://www.phon.ox.ac.uk	puts	forward	the	definition	of	

phonetics	that	“it	is	a	study	that	deals	with	the	production	of	speech	
sounds	by	humans,	often	without	prior	knowledge	of	the	language	being	
spoken”.	

h. finally, https://en.wikibooks.org	defines	“phonetics	as	the	systematic	
study	of	the	human	ability	to	make	and	hear	sounds	which	use	the	vocal	
organs of speech, especially for producing oral language. It is usually 

divided	into	the	three	branches	of	(1)	articulatory,	(2)	acoustic	and	(3)	
auditory	phonetics”.

In addition to the definitions from the online sources, some clear 

definitions	 of	 phonetics	 have	 been	 offered	 by	 prominent	 linguists,	 for	
example; 

a.	 Ladefoged,	P	(1975)	states	that	“phonetics	is	concerned	with	the	speech	
sound that occur in languages of the world. It makes effort to know 

what the sounds are, how they fall into patterns, and how they change in 

different	circumstances”.	
b.	 Catford	 (1992)	defines“phonetics	 as	 the	 study	of	 the	physiological,	

aerodynamic,	and	acoustic	characteristics	of	speech-sounds”.
c.	 Fromkin,	V.,	Rodman,	R.,	&	Hyams,	N.	(2003)	point	out	that	“phonetics	is	

the	study	of	speech	sounds,	utilized	by	all	human	languages	to	represent	
meanings”.

d.	 Becker,	A.,	and	Bieswanger,	M.	(2004)are	of	the	opinion	that	“phonetics	
is	concerned	with	the	wide	variety	of	sounds	used	by	speakers	of	human	
languages”.
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e.	 O’Grady	et.al.	(2005)	define“phonetics	as	a	branch	of	linguistics that 

comprises the study of the sounds of human speech, or in the case of sign 

languages	the	equivalent	aspects	of	sign”.	
f.	 Next,	Roach,	P.	 (2009)	claims	that	“phonetics	 is	 the	scientific	study	

of speech which concerns in the discovery of how speech sounds are 

produced, how they are used in spoken language, how we can record 

speech	sounds	with	written	symbols	and	how	we	hear	and	recognize	
different	sounds”.	

g.	 Besides,	Lanpher	(2011)	asserts	that	“phonetics	is	the	study	of	speech	
sound	in	any	language	which	has	three	branches	namely	Articulatory,	
acoustics and auditory Phonetics. articulatory phonetics deals with how 

sounds are articulated where mouth, tongue and lungs are parts of the 

system. auditory phonetics deals with how it sounds when articulated. 

Acoustic	phonetics	is	about	how	the	sounds	are	perceived	in	our	brain”.	
The	last	but	not	the	least,	

h. nordquist,	R.	(2016)	is	of	the	opinion	that	“phonetics	is	the	branch	of	
linguistics that deals with the sounds of speech and their production, 

combination,	description,	and	representation	by	written	symbols”.

After	reading	all	of	the	definitions	above,	we	can	then	identify	three	
mutually shared underlying concepts of phonetics from the definitions 

namely: speech organs, speech sounds, and speech sounds productions. the 

three	concepts	may	be	used	for	providing	another	definition	of	phonetics	that	
it	is	a	scientific	study	which	deals	with	humans’	organs	of	speech,	speech	
sounds,	as	well	speech	productions.	The	basic	components	of	phonetics	are	
discussed as follows.

a. Speech organs (articulators)

	 When	speaking,	people	use	speech	sounds	produced	by	flowing	air	from	
the lung to the mouth for communicating messages. t o vary the speech 

sounds’ quality,they need articulation that is the action of producing 

sounds using their speech organs (articulators).articulators refer to 

any organs of speech that takes part in the production of human speech 

sounds. t hey include the lips, teeth, alveolar ridge, hard palate, velum 

(soft palate), glottis and various parts of the tongue (e.g. tip, middle, 

and	back	part).	In	this	regard,	articulators	can	be	seen	in	figure	11	in	the	
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form of a diagram ofa human head. t he learners are in needof learning it 

carefully to get a picture of the articulators’ shapes that are used to make 

speech sounds in their mouth.

Figure 11
Articulators to produce speech sounds
Source: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/514254851179328077/

b. Speech sounds

	 Speech	sounds	may	be	understood	as	a	set	of	distinctive	sounds	produced	
when people speak in a particular language. so, a speech sound is plainly 

a	sound	uttered	by	speakers	of	a	language.	For	example	the	word	‘book’,	
this	word	seems	to	have	three	different	sounds	i.e.	/b/,	/ʊ/,	and	/k/	in	
which	/b/	is	the	representative	of	letter	‘b’,	/ʊ/	is	the	representative	of	
letter ‘oo’ and /k/ is the representative of letter ‘k’. therefore, it must 

be	fully	understood	that	speech	sounds	are	not	the	letters	used	to	spell	
the	words.	They	are	all	about	what	you	are	hearing,	not	what	letters	to	
use to spell the words. In other words, english speech sounds are not 
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representative	of	the	English	alphabets.	The	problem	now	is	how	would	
somebody	transcribe	and	distinguish	between	the	sounds	they	are	hearing	
in communications? the answer is this, since sounds are different from 

the	letters,	a	new	and	different	set	of	symbols	is	needed	to	represent	
the	speech	sounds.	Since	1888,	an	effort	has	been	made	 to	create	a	
universal	system	for	transcribing	speech	sounds	to	help	the	linguists,	
language	teachers,	even	learners	transcribing	languages	consistently	and	
accurately. this system is famously known as the International Phonetic 

Alphabet	(IPA).	The	IPA	not	only	transcribes	speech	sounds,	but	also	
provides	symbols	to	represent	sounds	of	every	language	in	the	world.

c. The production of speech sounds

 t he production of speech sounds indicates the process of making speech 

sounds	by	using	articulators	which	 is	 initiated	 from	flowing	 the	air	
provided	by	the	lung, the air then goes through the glottis in the larynx 

that	then	is	modified	by	the	vocal tract (oral cavity) or vocal apparatus 

(nasal cavity) into different qualities of sounds i.e.consonants and 

vowels.	Consonant	sounds	are	made	by	blocking	the	airflow	completely	
or partially during the speech. t he production of consonant sounds is 

mainly	determined	by	two	factors	i.e.	the	place	where	the	sounds	are	
produced (place of articulation) and the manner how they are articulated 

(manner of articulation). for example, when someone wants to make a 

p sound, he needs to move his two lips come together tightly and then 

blocks	the	air	flow	for	a	moment.	After	that,	he	has	to	release	the	air	
pressure suddenly in the mouth which causes plosive sound. the place 

of articulation of this sound is therefore called bilabial, and the manner 

is called stop (also known as a plosive). on the other hand, vowel sounds 

are made in a different way from consonants. Vowel sounds don’t need 

airflow	obstruction,	but	need	a	more	continual	airflow.	In	this	regard,	
phoneticians	describe	that	the	production	of	different	vowel	sounds	is	
affected	by	HAR	which	stands	for	Height,	Advancement,	and	Rounding.	
Height	refers	to	the	height	of	the	jaw	whether	its	position	is	open,	mid,	
or	near	close.	Advancement	refers	to	the	frontness	or	the	backness	of	the	
tongue	(how	front	or	back	the	tongue	is).	Rounding	refers	to	the	shape	of	
the lips whether the lips are rounded or unrounded. for example, when 
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the	jaw	is	near	close,	it	will	produce	sound	/i/	as	in	‘he’,	sound	/I/	as	in	
‘with’,	sound	/ʊ/	as	in	‘would’	etc.

furthermore, Phonetics, as the study of speech sounds of spoken 

languages,	makes	effort	to	describe	two	important	things	concerning	speech	
sounds i.e. and what physical properties of the sounds exist in spoken 

languages (acoustic phonetics) and how sounds are produced (it is also 

called articulatory phonetics). By using acoustic approach, phonetics tells 

us that a language mainly consists of two kinds of sounds i.e. segmental and 

supra-segmental sounds. segmental sounds refer to the smallest units of a 

sequence of sounds i.e. consonant and vowel sounds. on the other hand, 

supra-segmental	sounds	refer	to	aspects	of	pronunciation	that	go	beyond	
the production of individual (segmental) sounds, for example: stress and 

intonation (c rane, l. B., Yeager, e., & w hitman, r. l . 1981).

2. The Production of Segmental Sounds

2.1. English Consonant sounds

This	discussion	of	this	section	is	focused	on	describing	three	kinds	of	
information	related	to	the	production	of	the	first	segmental	sound	that	is	
English	consonant	sounds	namely;	describing	which	parts	of	the	mouth	are	
used for making a particular consonant sound of english (place of articulation), 

describing	how	the	consonant	sound	is	produced	(manner	articulation),	and	
describing	whether	or	not	the	vocal	chords	vibrate	(distinctive	feature).		These	
kinds	of	information	are	important	for	learners	of	English	to	help	them	be	able	
to produce consonant sounds of englishnaturally. 

2.1.1.  Place of Articulation

Place	of	articulation	may	be	understood	as	the	specific	location	in	the	
mouth in which two speech organs work together in producing a consonant 

sound. for example,the tongue and the teeth come together in forming a 

dental sound. t here are six speech organs used to utter consonant sounds i.e. 

the lips, the teeth, the alveolar ridge, the hard palate, and the soft palate or 

velum	and	four	parts	of	the	tongue	(i.e.	the	tip,	the	blade,	the	body,	and	the	
root). In terms of place of articulation, consonant sounds in a merican english 

can	be	classified	into	nine	sounds	whichcould	easily	be	remembered	by	using	
the following acronyms: BIla  daPat  PaVeglola
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No Acronyms Consonant sounds

1 BI Bilabial

2 la Labiodental

3 d dental

4 a alveolar

5 Pat Palatal

6 Pa Palato alveolar

7 Ve Velar

8 glo glottal

9 la Labiovelar

a. Bilabial sounds: [p], [b], [m]

	 These	consonant	sounds	are	produced	by	putting	two	lips	together	as	in	
sound	[b]	in	the	word	‘buy’	(baɪ),	[p]	in	the	word	‘pay’,	(peɪ),	and	[m]	in	
the	word	‘my’	(maɪ).	

b. Labiodental sounds: [f] and [v]

	 These	consonant	sounds	are	produced	by	contacting	the	lower	lip	and	
upper teeth as in sound [f] in the word ‘five’	(faɪv),	ˈ,	and	[v]	in	the	word	
‘villa’	(vɪlə).	

c.	 Dental	sounds:	[θ]	or	[ð]
 t hese consonant sounds are made when  tongue tip for sound [θ]or tongue 

blade	(part	just	behind	the	tip)	for	sound	[ð]contacts upper teeth, as in the 

two th sounds  e.g. sound [θ] as in the word ‘Thursday’ (θɜrzˌdeɪ) and  

sound [ð]as in the word ‘this’	(ðɪs).	

d. Alveolar sounds: [t], [d],  [n], [l], [s], [z]

 these consonant sounds are made when the tongue tip contacts the 

alveolar ridge	(the	gums	just	behind	the	teeth),	as	sound	[t]	in	the	word	
‘tie’	(taɪ),	sound	[d]	in	the	word	‘die’	(daɪ),	sound	[n]	as	in	the	word	‘night’	
(naɪt),	or	sound	[l]	as	in	the	word	‘lie’	(laɪ);	or	tongue	blade	contacts	the	
alveolar	ridge,	as	sound	[s]	as	in	the	word	‘sight’	(saɪt)	or	sound	[z]	as	in	
the word ‘zeal’ (zil). 
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e.	 Palatal	sounds:	[ʤ],	[ʧ],	[j]
	 These	sounds	are	produced	when	the	blade	of	the	tongue	(Middle	of	

tongue) touches the hard palate e.g. sound [ʤ]	as in the word  ‘judge’ 

(ʤʌʤ),	sound		[ʧ] as in the word ‘chew’	(ʧu),	and	sound	[j] as in the 

word	‘young’	(jʌŋ).

f. Palato Alveolar sounds: [ʃ],	[ʒ], [r]

	 These	 sounds	 are	 articulated	when	 the	 tip	 the	 blade	 of	 the	 tongue	
approaches	or	touches	the	alveolar	ridge	and	the	main	body	of	the	tongue	
approaches the hard palate in the mouth e.g. sound [ʃ]	as	in	the	word	
‘ship’	(ʃɪp)	in	which	the	tip	of	the	tongue	is	used,	sound	[ʒ]	as	in	the	word	
‘casual (ˈkæʒəwəl)	in	which	the	blade	of	the	tongue	is	used,	and	sound	
[r]	as	in	the	word	‘remember’	(rɪˈmɛmbər)	in	which	the	tip	of	the	tongue	
approaches	 (never	 touches)	 the	 area	 in	 the	mouth	between	alveolar	
ridge	and	hard	palate.	The	sounds	are	called	palato	alveolar	because	
the production of the sounds involves two place of articulations i.e. the 

alveolar ridge as the primary articulation and palatal as the secondary 

articulation. 

g.	 Velar	sounds:	[k],	[g],	[ŋ]
	 These	consonant	 sounds	are	produced	when	 the	back	of	 the	 tongue	

touches the soft palate (the velum) as sound [k] in the word ‘cup’ (kʌp),		
sound[g] as in	the	word	‘gap’	(gæp),and	sound	[ŋ] as in the word ‘sing’ 

(sɪŋ).	

i. Glottal sound: [h]

	 This	consonant	sound	is	produced	when	the	flow	of	air	is	stopped	by	the	
glottis with some construction of the glottis closing, and then released 

e.g. sound [h] as in the word ‘how’	(haʊ)and	‘who’ (hu). 

j. Labio-Velar sound: [w] 

	 This	consonant	sound	is	produced	when	the	back	part	of	tongue	contacts	
the soft palate and lips also come close to each other. e.g. sound [w] as in 

the word ‘what’	(wʌt).	

2.1.2. Manner of Articulation

Manner	 of	 articulation	 describes	 two	 things	 i.e.	The first, how the 

different organs of speech interact one another in producing consonant 

sounds. The second,	how	the	airflow	is	obstructed	to	affect	the	production	of	
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consonant sounds’ quality. t hus, the manner of articulation is a determinant 

which presents distinctive feature of consonant sounds in the english 

language	because	it	is	possible	to	make	several	different	consonant	sounds	at	
the	same	place	of	articulation.	Therefore,	manner	of	articulation	gives	basic	
distinctions of how consonant sounds are made through seven concepts of 

manner of articulation i.e. stops, fricatives, affricatives, nasals, lateral, and 

Approximant.	The	six	manners	of	articulations	are	easily	remembered	by	the	
following acronyms: STOFANASLA

No Acronyms Manner of Articulations

1 sto stop

2 f fricative

3 a affricative

4 nas nasal

5 l l ateral

6 a approximant

a. Stops or Plosives

	 In	this	manner	of	articulation,	consonant	sounds	are	produced	by	closing	
the	speech	organs	both	oral	and	nasal	cavity	that	the	airstream	is	blocked.	
It results air pressure in the oral cavity. when the air pressure is suddenly 

released, aspiration will then occur. the english consonant sounds 

produced through this manner of articulation  are [p] as in the word ‘pen’, 

[t] as in the word ‘tie’, [k] as in the word ‘key’and [b] as in the word 

‘buy’, [d] as in the word ‘die’, [g] as in the word ‘go’.  

b. Fricatives

	 This	 type	 of	manner	 of	 articulation	 produces	 consonant	 sounds	 by	
blocking	the	airstream	in	the	mouth,	but	not	making	complete	closure	(a	
complete	closure	belongs	to	a	stop)	that	the	air	moves	through	the	mouth	
and	produces	audible	friction	e.g.	[s] as in the word ‘cycle’, [z]  as in the 

word ‘zoom’, [f] as in the word ‘fan’, [v] as in the word ‘vast’, [θ]	as	in	
the word ‘method’, [ð]	as in the word ‘then’, [ʃ] as in the word ‘ship’, [ʒ] 
as in the word ‘pleasure’ and [h] as in the word ‘hot’. 
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c. Affricatives

	 This	manner	of	articulation	produces	consonant	sounds	by	blocking	the	
airstream	briefly	with	the	tongue	in	the	mouth,	but	in	contrast	to	stop,	the	
blocked	airstream	is	suddenly	not	released,	but	is	slowly	released	and	
causes	audible	friction	e.g.	sound	[tʃ]	as in the word ‘check’and [dʒ]	 as 

in	the	word	‘jump’.	

d. Nasals

	 This	manner	of	articulation	produces	consonant	sounds	by	blocking	the	
airstream pass through the oral cavity using the velum (soft palate) and 

the	back	of	the	tongue,	so	that	the	air	can	only	pass	through	the	nasal	
cavity e.g. sounds [m] as in the word ‘man’, [n] as in the word ‘night’and 

[ŋ]	as in the word ‘sing’. 

e. Laterals (Liquid)

	 This	manner	of	articulation	produces	consonant	sound	by	contacting	the	
tip	of	the	tongue	onto	the	alveolar	ridge	so	that	the	air	passes	through	both	
sides of the tongue e.g. sounds [l] as in the word ‘leap’. 

f. Approximants (Glides)

 t his type of manner of articulation deals with the way consonant sounds 

are	uttered	by	making	the	articulators	interact	e.g.	the	tongue	and	the	
alveolar ridge without actually touching. In english, there are three 

approximants i.e.  sound [j] as in the word ‘you’, sound [w] as in the 

word ‘world’ and sound [r] as in the word ‘rise’. 

2.1.3. The distinctive features of the English consonant sounds

One	of	definitions	of	distinctive	 feature	 is	available	on	http://www.

yourdictionary.com	 	in	which	distinctive	feature	is	defined	as	something	
unique or different that sets someone or something apart from the rest.  In 

english, some different consonant sounds are produced in the same place and 

manner	of	articulation	e.g.	sound	[p]	and	[b].	These	sounds	are	both	identified	
as	bilabial	and	stop	sounds.	To	help	the	learners	in	distinguishing	both	sounds,	
distinctive	feature	is	then	used	that	is	to	identify	the	sounds’	distinction	by	
knowing	whether	the	vocal	chords	vibrate	when	the	consonant	sounds	are	
made	(voiced),	or	whether	the	vocal	chords	do	not	vibrate	when	the	consonant	
sounds are uttered (voiceless). to test the voicing quality of the consonant 

sounds,	the	learners	may	place	their	fingers	on	the	voice	box	(i.e.	the	location	
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of the adam’s apple in the upper throat). this is done to know whether the 

vocal	cords	vibrate	or	not	when	a	particular	consonant	sound	is	made.	For	
example,	in	distinguishing	sound	[p]	and	[b],	the	learners	produce	sound	
[p]	while	placing	their	fingers	over	the	voice	box,	they	should	not	feel	the	
vibration.		Therefore,	sound	[p]	is	known	as	a	voiceless	sound	in	terms	of	its	
distinctive	feature	to	sound	[b].	On	the	other	hand,	in	sound	[b],	the	learners	
feel	the	vibration.	Therefore,	sound	[b]	is	then	called	as	a	voiced	sound.	In	
a	nut	shell,	sound	[p]	is	phonetically	called	as	a	voiceless	bilabial	stop	and	
sound	[b]	is	a	voiced	bilabial	stop.

Having presented the discussion of the types of english consonant sounds 

based	on	place	of	articulation,	manner	of	articulation,	and	distinctive	features,			
it is then very important to present the summary of the discussion in the form 

of chart. 

Place of articulations

Bilabial Labio-
dental

dental alveolar Palatal
Palato 

alveolar
Velar glottal

Labio	
Velar

Stop p				b t      d k   g

fricative f       v θ				ð s      z ʃ						ʒ h

affricative tʃ			dʒ
Nasal m n ŋ
l ateral l

approxi-
mant

							j         r w

Voiceless	phonemes	are	bold.	Voiced	phonemes	are	normal

2.2. The Production of Vowel Sounds 

Vowel sound is the second segmental sound discussed in this section. 

t o produce vowel sounds, native speakers of english also use the place of 

articulation and the manner of articulation of vowel sounds. the place of 

articulation here refers to what speech organs are required to produce vowel 

sounds which only consist of the mouth, the tongue, and the lips. on the 

other hand, manner of articulation here refers to how the speech organs are 

functioned to produced vowel sounds in terms of height, frontness, as well 

as rounding. w illiamson, g (2015) is of the opinion that the production of 

vowel	sounds	in	English	(Both	American	and	British)	involves	five	main	
parameters namely: openness of the mouth, tongue elevation, position of 
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tongue	elevation,	lips’	shapes,	and	length	of	vocalization.	The	first	four	of	the	
parameters affect the size and shape of the oral cavity which alter the types of 

vowels sounds (vowel quality) produced in the oral cavity. the last one that is 

length	of	vocalization	influences	the	duration	of	production.

a. Openness of the mouth

 as stated earlier that mouth is one of speech organs which functions 

to alter the quality of vowels. according to w illiamson, g (2015), the 

quality	of	vowel	sounds	can	be	different	from	one	another	according	to	
the	extent	to	which	the	jaws	are	either	open or close (not ‘closed’, as a 

complete	closure	would	prevent	the	free	flow	of	air	out	of	the	mouth).	
for example, as a native speaker of english says the word ‘palm’. the 

speaker	will	produce	a	vowel	sound	/ɑ/.	If	we	notice	how	the	native	
speaker	produces	the	vowel	sound,	we	will	then	obviously	see	that	the	
speaker’s	jaws	are	wide	apart	and	this	is	what	Williamson,	G	(2015)	calls	
as a relatively open mouth posture in which an open mouth posture will 

produce open vowel sounds. t herefore, he suggests that we can see and 

even	feel	ourselves	the	relative	openness	or	closeness	of	our	mouths	by	
alternating	the	production	of	these	vowels	in	quick	succession	(/i/	–	/ɑ/	–	
/i/	–	/ɑ/	–	/i/	–	/ɑ/)	as	you	observe	ourselves	in	a	mirror.

b. Tongue elevation

	 The	tongue	also	plays	a	decisive	role	in	influencing	the	quality	of	vowel	
sounds	by	altering	its	positions	in	the	mouth.	In	phonetics,	the	position	
of	the	tongue	in	the	mouth	can	be	described	in	three	horizontal	positions	
i.e. high, mid, and low. for instance, when the tongue is placed in a high 

position,	it	will	produce	the	vowel	sound	/i/	as	in	the	word	‘bee’,	which	
is also known as a close vowel in the perspective of mouth’s openness. 

In contrast, when the tongue moves downward to a low position, it will 

produce	different	vowel	sounds	e.g.	vowel	sound	/æ/	as	in	the	word	‘trap’.	
Besides,	different	vowel	sounds	will	be	produced	as	the	tongue	is	placed	
about	halfway	between	high	and	low	that	is	a	mid-position	like	the	sound	
/ɛ/	as	in	the	word	‘dress’.	In	a	nutshell,	native	English	speakers	correlate	
between	tongue	elevation	and	openness	of	the	mouth	when	articulating	
vowel sounds in which close vowels (with the mouth relatively closed) 

are articulated with a relatively high tongue elevation and open vowels 

are typically articulated with a relatively low tongue position. 
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c. Position of tongue elevation

 w hen discussing the ‘position of tongue elevation’, it will refer to where 

this elevation takes place on the three horizontal positions i.e.front, 

central,	and	back.	Taking	vowel	/i/	again	as	an	example,	we	have	known	
that	this	sound	is	both	close	and	high	vowel.	However,	if	we	notice	the	
position	on	the	tongue	horizontally,	we	will	find	out	that	this	sound	is	
articulated	by	positioning	the	front	of	 the	 tongue	in	 the	direction	of	
the hard palate. t herefore, this sound is also called asa front vowel. In 

addition,	using	the	vowel	/ɑ/,	in	the	word	‘palm’	also	as	an	example,we	
can	feel	that	this	time	the	sound	is	produced	by	raising	the	back	of	the	
tongue	in	the	direction	of	the	soft	palate.	Therefore,	it	is	called	as	a	back	
vowel sound.

d. Lips’ shapes

 In making the sounds of english vowels, native english speakers usually 

use two types of lip shapes i.e. rounded and unrounded. as a rounded 

vowel is made, a speaker’s lips form an opening and circular mouth and 

unrounded vowels are made with the lips in relaxed position. In most 

languages, front vowels	tend	to	be	unrounded,	and	back	vowels tend to 

be	rounded	(https://en.wikipedia.org). t o see and to feel the difference 

between	them,	we	can	say	the	word	‘lose’	which	makes	vowel	sound	
/u/	and	alternate	it	by	saying	the	word	‘knee’	which	produces	vowel	
sound /i/. when doing this, we will see that our lips are rounded for the 

production	of	vowel	sound	/u/,	but	they	will	be	unrounded	(spread)	when	
producing vowel sound /i/.

e. Duration of vocalization

 the last important parameter of vowel sound production is length of 

vocalization which means that, native english speakers relatively produce 

longer and shorter vowels sounds due to the intervals of time when 

producing the vowel sounds. these types of vowel sounds are categorized 

as long and short. for example, as a native english speaker says the word 

‘goose’, the speaker will make sound /u/ which is relatively heard longer 

then when the native speaker says the word ‘trap’ which produces sound 

/æ/	and	is	relatively	heard	shorter.	In	addition	to	the	above	explanation,	it	
is important to clarify here that the terms ‘long vowel’ and ‘short vowel’ 

do	not	indicate	the	length	of	the	vowel,	but	rather	the	sound	of	the	vowel.	
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In linguistic contexts, the terms ‘long’ and ‘short’ are referred to as ‘tense’ 

and ‘lax’ vowels, respectively. these two terms are used to indicate the 

distinctive feature of vowel sound. a ccording to w illiamson (2015), it 

is sometimes important to make clear that a particular vowel is a tense 

(long)	vowel;	a	colon-like	mark	(ː)	is	placed	after	the	symbol	for	the	
vowel,	e.g.	/iː/,	/uː/,	/ɑː/.	For	example,	as	a	native	English	speaker	says	
the	word	‘beat’,	the	speaker	will	make	a	tense	vowel	/iː/	which	is	the	
counterpart	to	the	lax	/ɪ/	as	the	native	English	speaker	says	the	word	‘bit’.	
Another	example	is	the	production	of	sound	/uː/	known	as	a	tense	vowel	
as	in	the	word	‘kook’	which	is	the	counterpart	to	the	lax	/ʊ/	as	in	the	word	
‘cook’.

2.2.1. Vowel Sounds in English 

after knowing how the vowel sounds are produced in english, it is then 

important to recognize the categories of english vowel sounds. w illiamson 

(2015) categories english vowel sounds into two categories i.e. simple vowel 

which is also known as pure vowel or monophthongs and complex vowel 

which is also known as dipthongs. 

a. Simple Vowel Sounds

 simple vowel is made when a speaker produces a single vowel 

configuration	without	moving	the	tongue,	the	lips,	and	the	mouth,	in	
other words the speech organs arein a relatively unchanging position. for 

example:

/ɪ/	 :	 it,	ink,	sink,	ill	 	 /ɪt,	ɪŋk,	sɪŋk,	ɪl/
/i:/	 :	 seat,	east,	eagle		 /siːt,	iːst,	ˈiːgl/
/ɛ/	 :	 get,	set,	red,	bell	 /gɛt,	sɛt,	rɛd,	bɛl/
/æ/	 :	 cat,	rat,	bat,	mat		 /kæt,	ræt,	bæt,	mæt/
/ɑː/	 :	 arm,	ask,	calm,	car	 /ɑːm,	ɑːsk,	kɑːm,	kɑː/
/ʌ/	 :	 cup,	shut,	cut	 	 /kʌp,	ʃʌt,	kʌt/
/ə	/	 :	 about,	ago,	along	 /əˈbaʊt,	əˈgəʊ,	əˈlɒŋ/
/ɜː/	 :	 pearl,	earn,	girl	 	 /pɜːl,	ɜːn,	gɜːl/
/ʊ/	 :	 Cook,	book,	look	 /kʊk,	bʊk,	lʊk/
/uː/	 :	 Spoon,	food,	fool	 /spuːn,	fuːd,	fuːl/
/ɑ/	 :	 pot,	lot,	lock	 	 /pɑt,	lɑt,	lɑk/
/ɔː/	 :	 Call,	all,	brought	 /kɔːl,	ɔːl,	brɔːt/
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	 The	following	figure	presents	the	overall	simple	vowel	sounds	used	in	
both	American	and	British	English.	The	vowel	sounds	are	presented	
based	 on	 the	 vowel	 sounds’	 place	 of	 articulation	 (i.e.	 the	 tongue	
elevation, the tongue position) and manner articulation (i.e. the duration 

of	vocalization).	This	figure	exclusively	shows	the	two	vowels	in	black	
and	in	red.	If	the	sound	stands	alone	in	black,	it	means	that	the	vowel	
occurs	in	both	American	English	(AE)	and	British	English	(BE).	On	the	
other	hand,	if	a	vowel	sound	is	written	in	black	and	in	red,	it	means	that	
the	black	is	for	AE	and	the	red	is	for	BE.

Figure 12
Articulators to produce speech sounds
The overall simple vowel sounds in American and British English
Source: Williamson (2015)

b. Complex vowel sounds

	 A	complex	vowel	sound	is	formed	by	the	combination	of	two	vowels	
in	 a	 single	 syllable,	 in	 which	 the	 sound	 begins	 as	 one	 vowel	 and	
changes	 to	 another	vowel	 sound	 in	 the	 same	 syllable.	 In	producing	
such a vowel sound, a speaker’s mouth shape usually changes. this is 

because	the	speaker	has	to	make	two	types	of	month	movements	i.e.	
starting	movement	to	produce	simple	sound	at	the	beginning	and	ending	
movement	to	combine	the	simple	vowel	sound	with	another	to	produce	a	
vowel	sound	combination	in	the	same	syllable	at	the	end.	For	example:
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/ɪə/	 :	 hear,	cheer,	deer		 /hɪə,	ʧɪə,	dɪə/
/eə/	:	 chair,	their,	air		 	 /ʧeə,	ðeə,	eə/
/ʊə/	:	 tour,	sure,	poor			 /tʊə,	ʃʊə,	pʊə/
/eɪ/	 :	 pray,	say,	day		 	 /preɪ,	seɪ,	deɪ/
/aɪ/	 :	 fight,	eye,	pie		 	 /faɪt,	aɪ,	paɪ/
/ɔɪ/	 :	 voice,	boy,	oil		 	 /vɔɪs,	bɔɪ,	ɔɪl/
/əʊ/	:	 Slow,	go,	so		 	 /sləʊ,	gəʊ,	səʊ/
/aʊ/	:	 out,	found,	count		 /aʊt,	faʊnd,	kaʊnt/

3. The Production of Supra-segmental sounds

3.1. Word stress

w ord stress is a certain emphasis given to a unit of pronunciation 

(syllable)	in	individual	words	not	in	phrases	or	sentences.	As	an	individual	
item of a phrase or a sentence, each word has its own stress which is put on 

a	syllable	of	the	word.	In	English,	short	words	usually	have	one	stress	e.g.	
in	the	word	‘sample’,	it	has	two	syllables	i.e.	sam·ple.the	stress	is	placed	in	
the	first	syllable	[ˈsam-pəl],	and	longer	words	usually	have	two	stresses	i.e.	
primary	stress	[‘]	and	secondary	stress	[-]	but	the	secondary	stress	is	always	
a	much	smaller	stress	e.g.	in	the	word	‘democracy’,	it	has	four	syllables	
i.e.	de·moc·ra·cy.	The	primary	stress	is	put	on	the	syllable	[‘ma]	and	
the	 secondary	 stress	 is	placed	 in	 the	 last	 syllable	 [sē]	 that	 the	word	
‘democracy is pronounced  [di-’ma-krə-sē	].As	an	important	note	about	
placing	stress	that	there	are	many	two-syllable	words	in	English	which	may	
be	articulated	in	two	different	ways	in	which	the	stress	place	changes	the	part	
of speech of the word. for example: 

•	 Present	=	(noun)		pres·ent		\	ˈpre-zᵊnt	\	a	gift.
•	 Present	=	(verb)		pre·sent		\	pri-ˈzent	\	to	give	something	to	someone.

Therefore,	it	is	important	that	we	stress	the	right	syllables,	so	people	can	
adequately understand our words. we can use a dictionary to check the word 

stress	of	new	words	before	using	them.

In most literature of phonetics acoustic on english, it is generally 

recognized that there are at least three level of stress i.e. primary stress, 

secondary	stress,	as	well	as	unstressed	which	are	indicated	by	the	following	
marks:
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Primary stress : [‘]  (1)

Secondary	stress	 :	[‾]	 	 (2)
Unstressed  : No mark (0)

(https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/)

Primary	stress	is	the	strongest	emphasis	which	is	given	to	a	syllable	in	a	
word. according to kunter, g., & Plag, I. (2007), primary stress is indicated 

by	an	acute	accent.	Secondary	stress	is	weaker	emphasis	than	primary	stress	
which	is	given	to	another	syllable	in	a	word.	According	to	Kunter,	G.,	&	Plag,	
I.	(2007),	secondary	stress	is	indicated	by	a	grave	accent.	Unstressed	is	the	
weakest	emphasis	which	is	given	to	syllables	in	a	word.	According	to	Kunter,	
G.,	&	Plag,	I.	(2007),	unstressed	syllables	are	not	marked.	The	following	
words	can	be	used	to	illustrate	how	primary,	secondary,	and	unstressed	are	
placed	on	the	syllables	of	the	words.
a.	 Randomize	(verb)	:		 ran·dom·ize	 (3	syllables)
	 	 	 	 	 ‘ran-də-ˌmīz
     (1)  (0)  (2)

b.	 Necessarily	(adverb)	:	 nec·es·sar·i·ly	(5	syllables)  
	 	 	 	 	 ne	-	sə	-’ser	-	ə	-	lē
      (0)   (0)   (1)   (0)  (2)

(https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/)

w ith regard to word stress, we need to recognize ground rules of placing 

word stress. t he ground rules refer to the basic rules or principles on which the 

way	of	placing	stress	on	syllables	in	English	words	should	be	based.three 

ground rules related to word stress i.e.

a. one word can only have one stress.

 when articulating english words, they generally only have one stress. 

Even	if	we	recognize	that	there	is	a	secondary	stress	beside	the	primary	
one,	but	the	secondary	stress	is	only	used	in	long	words	and	is	always	a	
much smaller than the primary. 

b.	 We	can	only	stress	vowels,	not	consonants.
c. word stress is complicated in english.

many linguists and language practitioners formulate stress rules to help 

the learners of english understand where to place the stress properly e.g. 

Pathare. e. (2006), kopecky.	A.	(2010),	Bowen.T	(2017),	and	Quynhnguyen.	
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(2018).	However,	it	is	important	to	remember	that	there	are	many	exceptions	
to every rule. so, do not relay on them too much. the positive side of these 

rules is that it provides a good framework for understanding that there are 

some general patterns to syllable	stress	 in	multi-syllabic	english words 

(kopecky.a, 2010). In addition, it is suggested to use a dictionary to check 

the word stress of new words in addition to knowing the rules.

3.2. Intonation

all languages in the word have their own intonation, including english. 

according to Becker, a., & Bieswanger, m. (2004), intonation, in english, 

helps	to	mark	the	functions	and	the	boundaries	of	a	syntactic	unit	e.g.	whether	
a sentence functions to ask or to inform etc. for instance, a statement like 

‘she	 is	 sleeping’	 is	marked	as	giving	 information	when	 it	 is	ended	by	a	
falling	pattern	of	sound	(pattern	of	sound	=	pitch),	but	is	marked	as	a	yes/
no	question	when	it	is	finalized	by	a	rising	pitch.	Besides,	intonation	is	also	
used to emphasize new information in an utterance which mainly functions 

to express emotions or attitudes. t herefore, Intonation is found different 

not	only	within	different	languages,	but	also	within	the	same	language	e.g.	
english. It is widely known that english has dialectal and regional differences 

in	intonation;	for	example,	there	are	quite	a	few	differences	between	British,	
american as well as general english in terms of their intonation due to a 

number	of	aspects.	Many	factors	affect	intonation	e.g.	the	speakers’	voice	
level (low or high), speech rate of delivery (fast or slowly), emotions (feeling 

sad or happy), attitude (positive or negative), and gender (man or woman).

In comparison to word stress which is generally focused on where to place 

the stress properly in english words when speaking, intonation is more 

about	how	speakersshould	say	utterances	by	rising,	falling	or	remaining	their	
voice	flat	when	speaking.	The	speakers’tendency	to	rise,	to	fall,	or	to	remain	
flat	their	voice	really	depends	on	themeaning	or	feeling	they	want	to	express.	
How they produce their voice commonly indicate the mood of the speakers 

such	as	anger,	surprise,	interest,	gratitude,	boredom,	disappointment	etc.

many linguists have analyzed english intonation and eventually 

distinguish	at	least	four	relative	pitch	levels	i.e.	low	pitch	/1/,	flat	pitch	/2/,	
high pitch /3/, and extra high /4/.  three pitch levels i.e. low /1/, normal /2/, 

and high pitch /3/ are commonly used in normal speeches which may convey 
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different functions e.g. making statements, addressing questions, etc. on the 

other hand,  the other last level i.e. extra high pitch /4/ is commonly used 

for screaming or shouting which may convey other different functions such 

as	expressing	terrible	fear,	great	happiness,	rising	anger	etc.	This	section	is	
only focused on discussing the pitch levels in normal speech since these are 

the most frequent patterns found in utterances of normal social interactions.

t o show how native english speakers used the pitch levels, linguists record 

the	speakers’	utterances	and	use	numbers	(intonation	contour)	to	indicate	the	
patterns	of	intonation.	The	linguists	then	establish	intonation	patterns	for	
normal	speeches	i.e.	falling	/2	+	3	+	1/,	rising	/2	+	3	+3/,	and	combining	
patterns	/2	+	3	+	2	+	1/.	The	overall	patterns	of	intonation	can	be	indicated	
by	arrow	symbols	i.e.	a	downward	arrow	() is used to indicate falling 

intonation, an upward arrow () is used to indicate rising intonation, and a 

rightward arrow ()	is	used	to	indicate	flat	intonation.

The	identification	of	the	patterns	of	intonation	in	English	is	then	used	to	
set	general	patterns	for	describing	and	illustrating	how	native	English	speakers	
generally rise and fall their voice in speech. the description is intended to 

provide an approximate guide to help the Indonesian learners of english to 

improve	their	knowledge	of	intonation	which	can	be	applied	in	speaking.	
Nevertheless,	it	should	be	noted	that	in	terms	of	intonation,	noticing	and	
practicing it from a ‘live’ conversation with native english speakerswill still 

be	a	realistic	and	preferred	option	whichcan	never	be	substantially	replaced	
by	a	written	explanation.Since	intonation	is	emotional	and	attitudinal	that	it	
is	best	acquired	naturally	through	talking	and	listening	to	native	speakers	of	
english.

3.3. Juncture

The	discussion	of	 this	section	 is	 focused	on	 the	 last	problem	that	 is	
recognizing	clear-cut	borderlines	between	words	 in	 connected	 speeches	
which	is	also	known	as	juncture.In	connected	speeches,	 it	 is	essential	 to	
know which segment of a phrase (a phoneme) functions to keep utterances 

apart for the sake of conveying a clear meaning in oral communications with 

our interlocutors. often, an utterance, we convey in english, is not clearly 

understood	by	our	interlocutor	simply	because	we	do	not	know	where	to	
pause when we are saying some segments of the utterance. for instance, two 
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different	words	i.e.	‘apart’	and	‘a	part’.	They	both	are	extremely	close	each	
other	in	their	spelling,	and	when	we	verbally	utter	the	words,	they	are	very	
indistinguishable	due	to	their	similar	sounds.	However,	they	both	have	very	
different meanings. Apart is	an	adverb,	meaning,	‘separately’.	Whereas,A 

part is a noun, meaning, ‘a section or division of a whole.’ a  good way to say 

both	words	differently	is	to	give	a	brief	pause	which	will	separate	segment	
a from segment part when we intend to say a section or division of a whole. so, 

the words will sound  a part to our interlocutor. However, when we intend to 

say ‘separately’, we simply need to remove the pause. so, the word will sound 

apart. In this regard, Hockett.c.f. (1967) is of the opinion that any difference 

of	sound	which	functions	to	keep	utterances	apart	is	by	definition	part	of	
the phonological system of the language’. therefore, a transition from one 

segmental phoneme to another is called juncture	and	represented	by	[+]	mark.	
The	mark	indicates	that	the	speaker	is	required	to	a	short	pause	before	uttering	
the next word.  according to nicolosi, Harryman & kresheck (2004),	juncture	
is	the	manner	of	moving	(transition)	or	mode	of	relationship	between	two	
consecutive	sounds.	It	is	the	relationship	between	two	successive	syllables in 

speech.	In	normal	conversation,	juncture	effectively	functions	as	a	means	to	
help	the	interlocutor	to	distinguish	between	two	identical	pairs	which	have	
different meanings. for example: ‘see mill’ and ‘seem ill’. t hese words sound 

identical in phonetic representations. t he listener can only grasp the precise 

meaning	conveyed	by	the	speaker,	if	the	speaker	properly	uses	juncture,	for	
example:

- did alex see mill?

	 dɪd	ˈæləks	si	[+]	mɪl?
- did alex seem [+] ill?

	 dɪd	ˈæləks	sim	ɪl
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In chapter two, you have already studied speech sounds in their physical 

aspects (phonetics) which deal with how humans produce their speech sounds 

and what speech organs they use to make the speech sounds. It is expected 

that you are all already familiar with those important thingsin phonetics. 

In this chapter, you will learn how to apply the knowledge of the speech 

sounds(phonetics) in the pronunciation system of a language (phonology).

1.	 The	Word	‘Phonology’	Defined

Just like learning phonetics and the other previous topics, learning 

phonology	needs	 to	be	 initiated	by	 learning	 its	definitions	based	on	 the	
perspective of two different sources that is from online dictionaries and 

linguists	because	understanding	its	definition	will	give	us	a	clearer	picture	of	
what	phonology	is.When	browsing	the	internet	and	searching	the	definition	of	
phonology	from	online	dictionaries,	we	find	the	following	definitions.	
a. https://www.merriam-webster.com	defines	“phonology	as	the	science	

of speech sounds including especially the history and theory of sound 

changes	in	a	language	or	in	two	or	more	related	languages”.

Language can... be compared with a sheet of paper: thought is the front and the 
sound the back; one cannot cut the front without cutting the back at the same time; 

likewise in language, one can neither divide sound from thought nor thought 
from sound; the division could be accomplished only abstractedly, 
and the result would be either pure psychology or pure phonology.

(Ferdinand de Saussure)

CHAPTER FOUR

UNDERSTANDING 
PHONOLOGY
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b.	 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com	defines	“phonology	as	the	branch	of	
linguistics that deals with systems of sounds (including or excluding 

phonetics),	within	a	language	or	between	different	languages”.
c. https://www.dictionary.com	defines	 “phonology	 as	 the	 study	 of	 the	

distribution	and	patterning	of	speech	sounds	in	a	language	and	of	the	
tacit rules governing pronunciation.

d. according to, https://www.yourdictionary.com,	phonology	is	defined	as	
the	study	of	sound	patterns	and	their	meanings,	both	within	and	across	
languages”.

e. according to https://www.collinsdictionary.com,	“phonology	is	the	study 

of the sound system of a language or of languages in general”.

f. https://www.vocabulary.com	defines	“phonology	as	 the	study	of	 the	
way sounds are used in a language and the rules for pronouncing certain 

words”.
g. according to https://www.thefreedictionary.com,	“phonology	 is	 the	

study of speech sounds in language or a language with reference to their 

distribution	and	patterning	and	to	tacitrules	governing	pronunciation”.
h. https://www.britannica.com	defines	“phonology as the study of the 

sound patterns that occur within languages. some linguists include 

phonetics, the study of the production and description of speech sounds, 

within the study of phonology”.

In	addition	to	the	definitions	provided	by	the	online	dictionaries,	many	
linguists	also	give	a	variety	of	definitions	on	phonology.	Definitions	that	
are	provided	by	the	linguists	are	essential	to	present	as	well,	to	enrich	the	
understanding on phonology in addition to those derived from the online 

sources. 

a. according to crane, l. B., Yeager, e., & whitman, r. l. (1981), 

“phonology	is	the	study	of	how	speech	sounds	are	organized	and	how	
they	function	in	language”.

b.	 Lass,	R.	(1984)	defines	“phonology	as	a	sub-discipline	within	linguistics	
concerned	with	the	sounds	of	language	which	is	specifically	concerned	
with	the	function,	behavior,	and	organization	of	sounds”.		

c.	 Poole,	S.	C.	(1999)	is	of	the	opinion	that	“phonology	studies	sounds	in	the	
context of languages other speech varieties. It is concerned with which 

sounds a language uses and how it arranges them. It is concerned with the 
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contribution	of	sounds	to	the	task	of	communication”.
d.	 According	 to	Becker,	A.,	&	Bieswanger,	M.	 (2004),	 “phonology	 is	

concerned with the speakers’ knowledge of the sound system of one 

specific	language.	It	is	the	branch	of	linguistics	that	studies	the	sounds	
used	by	a	given	language,	the	so-called	sound	inventory,	and	investigates	
the	function	and	(mental)	organization	of	these	sounds	in	the	specific	
language”.

e.	 Akmajian,	A.,	 et.al.	 (2017)	 define	 “phonology	 as	 the	 subfield	 of	
linguistics that studies the structure and systematic patterning of sounds 

in human language. t he term phonology is used in two ways. on the one 

hand, it refers to a description of the sounds of a particular language and 

the	rules	governing	the	distribution	of	those	sounds”.

When	the	above	definitions	are	analyzed,	we	will	finally	understand	
that	phonology	basically	studies	about	the	speech	sounds	from	cognitive	
perspective.	In	other	words,	phonology	leads	us	to	study	about	how	human’s	
mind works in two fundamental aspects i.e. to organize and to use the speech 

sounds in a language. 

a. Phonology studies how speech sounds are organized

 when studying phonetics, we study how individual speech sounds are 

made.	An	individual	sound	is	regarded	as	the	basic	unit	of	sound	which	is	
also	named	‘phoneme’.	If	a	phoneme	stands	alone,	it	will	be	meaningless,	
for example sound /p/, what does it mean? But when it is used together or 

combined	with	other	different	phonemes,	it	can	finally	carry	meaning.	For	
example,	it	is	combined	with	a	vowel	sound	/ɛ/	and	a	consonant	sound	/n/,	
it	forms	a	meaningful	sound	[pɛn]	which	means	an	instrument	used	for	
writing.	If	we	replace	the	vowel	sound	/ɛ/	with	a	vowel	sound	/ɪ/,	it	will	
become	/pɪn/	which	carries	different	meaning	that	is	a	thin	piece	of	metal	
used especially for fastening pieces of cloth. the examples indicate that a 

phoneme is an individual speech sound that can help speakers to construct 

meaning. w hen replacing one sound with another sound, the result is a 

different word which we can get a new meaning or no meaning at all. 

from the examples as well, we can learn that each language has a system 

of	forming	meaningful	sounds	in	the	form	of	words	from	combining	
phonemes. the system is known as ‘the pattern or organization of speech 

sounds’	which	organizes	the	distribution	of	speech	sounds	in	order	to	be	
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meaningful.	In	this	regard,	what	linguists	believe	is	that	there	must	be	a	
regular	organization	that	humans	use	in	their	mind	form	to	intelligible	
sounds when speaking. In order to identify the regular organization of 

humans’	speech	sound,	we	must	be	able	to	distinct	the	sounds	(phonemes)	
within	the	distribution	of	the	organization	of	particular	speech	sounds.	
We	can	examine	the	distribution	of	phonemes	as	regular	organization	of	
speech sounds (pronunciation system) with minimal pairs and allophones, 

which are explained in the next section of this chapter.

b.	 Phonology	studies	how	speech	sounds	are	used
 as stated earlier that phonology allows us to use our knowledge of 

phonetics cognitively to make sounds which convey meanings in social 

interactions.	 In	 addition	 to	 using	 possible	 phonemes	 to	 construct	 a	
meaningful organization of speech sounds,the question now is what do 

humans deploy as a means of producing such a meaningful organization 

of	 speech	 sounds?.	A	 possible	 answer	 to	 this	 question	 is	 that	 the	
linguists’	 theoretical	statements	saying	that	 there	is	actually	specific	
rule exist in the mind of a speaker (also known as a mental operation) 

which	enables	the	speaker	making	the	meaningful	organization	of	his/
her speech sounds (crane, l. B., Yeager, e., & whitman, r. l . 1981).

this theoretical statement reminds me of one of my students’question 

addressed	when	I	was	teaching	the	subject	of	introduction	to	linguistics.	
His	 question	 sounded	 very	 simple,	 but	 required	 an	 answer	 with	 a	
phonological-approach.the question is this, why do native speakers of 

English	pronounce	double	‘o’	letters	as	phoneme	/u/	in	the	word	‘book’,	
but	they	pronounce	the	letters	differently	as	phoneme	/o	/	in	the	word	
‘floor’?	To	answer	the	student’s	question,	I	used	the	theoretical	statement	
by	saying	that	native	speakers	of	English	basically	use	certain	rules	in	
their mind when pronouncing english words. the rules govern their way 

to	pronounce	the	words.	The	different	pronunciation	of	the	double	‘o’	
letters	between	the	words	‘book’	and	‘floor’	indicate	how	the	rules	work.	
In	terms	of	pronouncing	double	‘o’	letter	in	both	words,	I	may	explain	it	
by	using	this	rule:

 A                             B/C
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	 This	rule	can	be	read	this	way:	A is pronounced B under condition C. 

so, if we use the rule to explain the answer to the question, the answer 

is	this,	double	‘o’	letter	is	pronounced	as	phoneme	/ʊ/(Mid	High	Back	
Rounded	Vowel)	before	letter	‘k’.	We	may	check	another	possible	use	
of	this	rule	by	looking	at	the	other	English	words	that	are	written	by	
using	double	‘o’	letter	before	letter	‘k’	such	as	cook,	look,	and	took.	
According	to	the	rule,	the	words	must	be	pronounced	[kʊk],	[lʊk],	an	
[tʊk].	In	addition,	double	‘o’	letter	is	pronounced	as	phoneme	/ɔ/	(Mid	
Back	Rounded	Vowel)	before	letter	‘r’.	We	can	also	check	the	validity	of	
this	rule	by	looking	at	the	other	English	words	that	are	written	by	using	
double	‘o’	letter	before	letter	‘r’	such	as	door.	This	word	is	pronounced	
[dɔr].	The	idea	of	phonological	rules	will	also	be	explain	in	the	next	
section of this chapter.

The	aspects	seem	to	be	two	important	basic	entities	which	are	mutually	
shared	within	the	definitions.	Hence,	the	definition	of	phonology	in	this	book	is	
made	by	using	the	two	basic	aspects,	in	which	phonology	may	then	be	defined	
as	a	branch	of	linguistics	that	focuses	on	studying	the	systematic	patterns	
and	rules	used	by	humans	when	producing	speech	sounds	to	communicate	
messages	in	certain	languages.From	this	definition,	we	are	clearly	able	to	see	
that	phonology	carries	out	at	least	two	basic	functions	namely;	the first, to 

describe	how	speech	sounds	are	organized	to	show	the	existing	patterns	in	the	
organization of the speech sounds in humans’ mind, and the second, to invent 

rules	governing	the	interaction	between	the	speech	sounds.

2. Sounds Patterns: Contrastive and Non-Contrastive Sounds

In	this	section,	we	are	specifically	going	to	study	the	patterns	of	speech	
sounds’organization	by	taking	English	 language	as	an	obvious	example.	
the speech sounds’ organization provides an overview of the patterns of 

phonemes organization in the language pronunciation system. from this 

point of view, the phonemes have at least two patterns namely contrastive 

and non-contrastive sounds. contrastive sound refers to the pattern of 

phonemes	organization	in	the	pronunciation	of	a	word	by	which	if	one	of	
the phonemes is switched for another sound, it will produce a new word 

with different sound and meaning from the previous word. for example, the 

word	‘say’	is	pronounced	[seɪ],	when	phoneme	/s/	is	switched	for	phoneme	
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/d/,	it	will	make	a	new	word	‘day’	which	has	different	pronunciation	[deɪ]	
and meaning. on the other hand, non-contrastive sound refers to the pattern 

of	speech	sounds	organization	in	the	pronunciation	of	a	word	by	which	if	
one phoneme is switched for another phoneme, it will produce different 

pronunciation,	but	still	the	same	meaning.For	example,	the	word	‘tomorrow’	
is pronounced [təˈmɑˌroʊ],	when	phoneme	/ə/	is	switched	for	phoneme	/u/,	
it will make different pronunciation [tuˈmɑˌroʊ] which doesn’t change the 

word’s meaning.

2.1.  Contrastive Sounds: Minimal Pairs

the representation of contrastive sound patterns is minimal pair. 

according crane, l. B., Yeager, e., & w hitman, r. l . (1981), the concept of 

minimal	pairs	can	be	understood	by	three	main	characteristics	namely:
-	 Contain	the	same	number	of	segments	(letters/alphabets)
- differ in only one segment

- Have different meanings

Based on the three main characteristics, a minimal pair may then 

be	defined	as	two	words	which	have	the	same	number	of	phonemes,	but	
differ in one phoneme and meanings. Here is the example; the words ‘pin’ 

pronounced	[pɪn]and	‘sin’	pronounced	[sɪn]are	minimal	pairs	since	the	two	
words	have	the	same	number	of	segments	(three	segments),	differ	only	in	
initial segment namely segment /p/ and /s/, and have different meanings, in 

which the word ‘pin’ means a thin piece of metal with a sharp point at one 

end and a round head at the other, used especially for fastening pieces of 

cloth(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com), while the word ‘sin’ means an action 

or	type	of	behavior	which	is	believed	to	break	the	laws	of	God	(https://www.
collinsdictionary.com).In this regard, we need to underline that the focus 

of contrasting a pair of words is the sound of the word (what sounds make 

up the word) and not the spelling (what letters form the word). Besides, a 

segment	of	a	minimal	pair	in	this	context	can	be	understood	as	a	phoneme	in	
the pronunciation of a word.

minimal pairs are taking place in two different perspectives i.e. the 

perspective of segmental sounds and the perspective of phonemic position. 

the perspective of segmental sounds refers to a way of contrasting the 

pronunciation	of	two	words	based	on	the	type	of	sounds	whether	consonant	or	
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vowel that we recognize consonant minimal pairs and vowel minimal pairs. 

The	following	examples	illustrate	minimal	pairs	based	on	the	perspective	of	
segmental sounds:

a. consonant minimal pairs, for example:

-	 Minimal	pairs	/b/and	/v/
	 Berry	[ˈbɛri]	and	Very	[ˈvɛri]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/b/	and	/p/
	 Buy	[baɪ]	and	Pie	[paɪ]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/n/	and	/ŋ/
	 Thin	[θɪn]	and	Thing	[θɪŋ]
- minimal pairs /l/ and /r/

	 Alive	[əˈlaɪv]	and	Arrive	[əˈraɪv]
-	 Minimal	pairs/ʧ/	and	/t/
	 Catch	[kæʧ]and	Cat	[kæt]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/s/	and	/ʃ/
	 Sea	[si]	and	She	[ʃi]
- minimal pairs /f/ and /v/

	 Fan	[fæn]	and	Van	[væn]
- minimal pairs /f/ and /h/

	 Fat	[fæt]	and	Hat	[hæt]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/f/	and	/θ/
	 Free	[fri]	Three	[θri]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/s/	and	/θ/
	 Sink	[sɪŋk]	and	Think	[θɪŋk]
- minimal pairs /ð/ and /z/

	 With	[wɪð]	and	Whizz	[wɪz]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/d/	and	/ʤ/
	 Bad	[bæd]	and	Badge	[bæʤ]

b.	 Vowel	minimal	pairs,	for	example:
-	 Minimal	pairs	/ɪ/	and	/iː/
 Sit [sɪt]	and	Seat	[siːt]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/ɛ/	and	/ɪ/	
 Desk [dɛsk]	and	Disk	[dɪsk]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/ɛ/	and	/eɪ/
 Wet [wɛt]	and	Wait	[weɪt]
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-	 Minimal	pairs	/æ/	and	/ʌ/
 Bat [bæt]	and	But	[bʌt]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/əʊ/	and	/ɔː/	
	 So	[səʊ]	and	Saw	[sɔː]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/ɑ/	and	/oʊ/
 Not [nɑt]	and	Note	[noʊt]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/æ/	and	/ɛ/
 Bad [bæd]	and	Bed	[bɛd]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/ɑː/	and	/ɜː/
 Fast [fɑːst]	and	First	[fɜːst]

on the other hand, the perspective of phonemic position refers to a way of 

contrasting	the	pronunciation	of	two	words	based	on	the	position	of	phonemes	
that	we	recognize	initial,	medial,	as	well	as	final	minimal	pairs.	
a. Initial minimal pairs, for example:

- minimal pairs /f/ and /p/

 Fast [fɑːst]	and	Past	[pɑːst]
- minimal pairs /k/ and /g/

	 Came	[keɪm]	and	Game	[geɪm]
- minimal pairs /t/ and /d/

	 Two	[tuː]	and	Do	[duː]
b.	 Medial	minimal	pairs,	for	example:

-	 Minimal	pairs	/eɪ/	and	/ɛ/
	 Paper	[peɪpə]	and	Pepper	[pɛpə]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/ɒ/	and	/ʌ/
	 Poppy	[pɒpi]	and	Puppy	[pʌpi]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/ɜː/	and	/iː/
	 Purple	[pɜːpl]	and	People	[piːpl]

c. final minimal pairs

- minimal pairs /k/ and /g/

 Back [bæk]	and	Bag	[bæg]
-	 Minimal	pairs	/s/	and	/ʃ/
 puss [pʊs]	and	push	[pʊʃ]
- minimal pairs /t/ and /d/

	 Hat	[hæt]	and	Had	[hæd]
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Referring	to	the	above	examples,	it	is	clearly	seen	that	minimal	pairs	
basically	 indicate	 that	 two	 words	 have	 similar	 pronunciation	 which	
only differs in one sound. as for native speakers of english for example, 

recognizing	 minimal	 pairs	 is	 very	 easy,	 but	 non-native	 speakers	 will	
find	it	difficult	and	this	difficulty	frequently	requires	them	to	look	up	the	
pronunciations of a pair of words in an english dictionary to make sure that 

they	are	clearly	able	to	differentiate	the	similar	sounds	in	the	words.	The	
difficulty	encountered	by	non-native	speakers	with	minimal	pairs	may	cause	
language	problems	in	the	area	like	listening	and	speaking	skills.	So,	being	
familiar	and	practicing	with	minimal	pairs	will	enable	non-native	speakers	
to	contrast	two	words	with	similar	pronunciation	and	this	ability	is	certainly	
very	useful	to	help	them	not	only	in	understanding	words	correctly,	but	also	in	
articulating the words properly. 

2.2.  Non-contrastive Sounds: Allophone

In this part, we are going to discuss the representation of non-contrastive 

sounds	namely	Allophone.	To	understand	about	this,	it	is	essential	to	know	
what allophone is. allophone is the sound variants of the same phoneme 

(Poole, s. c. 1999). for example, phoneme /t/ in english is sometimes 

pronounced	 sound	 [t]as	 in	 the	 word	 ‘stop’	 [stɔp]	 and	 is	 sometimes	 is	
pronounced in the aspirated form [tʰ]as in the word ‘time’ [tʰaɪm].	Therefore,	
sound [t] and sound [tʰ] are considered as the sound variantsor the allophones 

for the phoneme /t/.according to nordquist, r. (2018), when a speaker 

substitutes	one	allophone	for	another	allophone	of	the	same	phoneme	in	a	
certain	word,	it	doesn’t	lead	to	a	different	word,	just	a	different	pronunciation	
of the word which does not lead to different meaning at all. t herefore, 

allophones	are	said	to	be	non-contrastive.

t he allophoneis categorized into two types i.e. situational allophone and 

preferential allophone. situational allophone occurs when sound variants are 

made due to a phoneme’s positionand different phonetics environment in a 

word.	The	position	of	a	phoneme	in	a	word	can	be	initial,	medial,	or	final	
position.	On	the	other	hand,	phonetic	environment	refers	to	the	nearby	sounds	
around	a	phoneme	e.g.	in	the	word	‘time’	[taɪm],	[t___m]	is	the	environment	
for	the	phoneme	/aɪ/.For	details,	let’s	take	a	look	at	this	example,	phoneme/p/	
in english may have three variants of speech sound namely strongly aspirated 
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[pʰ], weakly aspirated [p’], and unreleased [p-]. t hese sound variants are 

determined	by	the	position	and	the	environment	of	phoneme	/p/	in	the	word.	
for example:

-	 When	phoneme	/p/	is	in	initial	position	and	in	the	environment	before	
a	vowel	[__high	front	vowel]	e.g.	‘pill’	[pɪl]	 then	strongly	aspirated	
allophone [pʰ] is produced.

-	 Whenphoneme	/p/	is	medial	position	and	in	the	environment	between	
a	consonant	and	a	vowel	[voiceless	alveolar	fricative	consonant__high	
front	vowel]	e.g.	‘spill’	[spɪl]then	weakly	aspirated	allophone	[p’]	is	
produced.

-	 When	phoneme	/p/	is	in	final	position	and	in	the	position	after	a	vowel	
[low	back	vowel___]	e.g.	‘stop’	[stɑp]then	unreleased	allophone	[p-]	is	
produced.

the allophones of a certain phoneme which occur in different phonetic 

environments	as	the	examples	are	then	called	as	complementary	distribution.	
The	 typical	 characteristic	 of	 a	 complementary	 distribution	 is	 that	 one	
allophone	will	only	be	found	in	a	certain	environment,	while	other	allophones	
will	never	be	found	in	the	same	environments,	but	in	the	different	environment	
instead. 

Besides, preferential allophone occurs as sound variants are made 

due to speakers’ unconscious freedom to choose the allophone. skandera, 

P.,	&	Burleigh,	P.	(2005)	make	effort	to	explain	this	by	saying	that	“The	
choice of one allophone rather than another may depend on such factors 

as	communicative	 situation,	 language	variety,	 and	 social	 class”.	Due	 to	
the factors, the choice of allophone may vary from person to person and 

communicative situation to communicative situation. t herefore, this kind 

of	allophone	tends	to	be	free	variation.	Free	variation	refers	to	the	act	of	
pronouncing a word in which one phoneme in the word is switched for another 

in the same phonetic environment that produces two versions of speech sound 

without changing the word’s meaning, in which the use of free variation 

occasionally	 takes	 place	 because	 of	 the	 speakers’	 different	 background	
as	mentioned	by	Skandera,	P.,	&	Burleigh,	P.	(2005).	For	example,	as	an	
american and a British english speaker are differently pronounced the word 

‘tomato’ as[təˈmeɪˌtəʊ]	and	[təˈmɑːtəʊ].	From	this	example,we	can	clearly	
see three facts namely:
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-	 The	free	variation	is	allophone	[ɑː]	for	the	phoneme	/eɪ/	or	allophone	[eɪ]	
for	the	phoneme/ɑː/.

-	 The	allophones	take	place	in	the	same	phonetic	environment	[təˈm___
təʊ].	

-	 The	speech	sound	/eɪ/	and	/ɑː/	are	heard	as	two	different	sounds	but	do	not	
change the meaning of the word‘tomato’.

for the reason, free variation sound is also known as one type of allophones.

3. Phonological Rules

t he idea of phonological rules is very closely related to the linguists’ 

hypothesis	about	the	existence	of	a	set	of	rules	in	humans’	mind	that	allows	
them	 to	produce	 intelligible	 language	products	when	 they	communicate	
with	one	another.	This	set	of	rules	is	seen	as	an	abstract	representation	of	
human speech in language. when humans are speaking, the rules in their 

mind automatically work and the results are language products that we 

perceive. In other words, the rules of language existing in humans’ mind are 

transformed into language products such as speech sounds, words, phrases, 

and sentences that contain meanings.among these rules, phonological rule 

is one type that works to produce communicating speech sounds in humans’ 

social interactions.the question to answer now is what are phonological 

rules? according to goldsmith, J. a., riggle, J., & alan, c. l. (2011), 

phonological	rules	are	maps	that	exist	in	humans’	mind	connecting	between	
two	levels	of	sounds’	representation,	namely	the	abstract	or	underlying	levels	
and	the	surface	levels.	Whereas	Hayes,	B.	(2009)	defines	phonological	rules	
as	generalizations	about	the	ways	of	different	speech	sounds	produced	in	
different phonetic environments. In addition, crane, l. B., Yeager, e., & 

whitman, r. l. (1981) explain that phonological rules are a mechanism 

carried	out	in	the	human	mind	that	modifies	linguistic	entities	to	produce	new	
linguistic	entities	by	removing	elements,	adding	elements,	or	even	changing	
elements.	Based	on	these	three	definitions,	we	can	clearly	understand	that	
phonological	 rules	 basically	 explain	how	 speakers	 of	 certain	 languages	
produce	 speech	 sounds	 starting	 from	 functioning	or	modifying	 abstract	
representations in their minds (in terms of adding, removing, or changing), to 

producing the actual speech sounds they articulate when speaking.
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In more detail, curzan, a.& adams, m. (2013) classify phonological 

rules	into	seven	major	types	of	phonological	rules	by	referring	to	phonological	
process they involve. they are assimilation, dissimilation, insertion, deletion, 

metathesis,	fortition,	as	well	as	lenition.	This	classification	provides	a	very	
clear	 picture	 of	 how	 speakers	 of	 certain	 languages	 realize	 the	 abstract	
representations	of	language	in	their	minds	into	tangible	language	products	in	
the form of meaningful words, phrases and sentences.therefore, a detailed 

explanation	of	the	seven	phonological	rules	is	described	as	follows:

3.1 Assimilation

assimilation is one of phonological rules which explains how a certain 

sound	 changes	 to	 become	 more	 like	 another	 sound	 (assimilate)	 in	 its	
immediate	phonetic	environment	(a	nearby	sound).	Some	linguists	are	of	the	
opinion	that	assimilation	commonly	occurs	because	of	rapid	speech	delivery	
made	by	speakers	when	speaking.	Assimilation	can	take	place	in	a	word,	
for	example;	the	word	‘handbag’	is	normally	pronounced	[ˈhændbæg],	but	
in rapid speech, this word can go through an assimilation process, in which 

it	is	often	pronounce	[ˈhæmbæg].	Besides,	assimilation	can	also	take	place	
between	words,	for	example;	the	words	‘in	between’	are	normally	pronounced	
[ɪnbɪˈtwiːn],	however,	in	rapid	speech,	the	pronunciations	of	the	two	words	
may	become	[ɪmbɪˈtwiːn].Another	example	of	assimilation	between	words	
can	be	seen	when	native	speakers	of	British	English	pronounce	the	words	‘ten	
balls’	as	something	sounds	like	[tɛmbɔːlz]	substituting	[tɛnbɔːlz].	As	for	the	
native speakers, the phoneme /n/ changes to phoneme /m/ due to the presence 

of	phoneme	/b/	in	the	nearby	word.From	the	three	examples,	we	can	clearly	
see	a	rule	which	governs	the	assimilation	of	a	particular	phoneme,	by	which	
phoneme	/n/	as	an	alveolar	nasal	sound	changes	to	phoneme	/m/	as	a	bilabial	
nasal	sound	when	the	phoneme	/n/	is	followed	by	a	bilabial	stop	sound,	like	
phoneme	/b/.
 

3.2 Dissimilation

The	 second	 rule	 in	 phonology	 to	 be	 discussed	 in	 this	 section	 is	
dissimilation.	Dissimilation	can	be	understood	as	a	phenomenon	by	which	one	
sound in a word is changed(dissimilatory change) or omitted(dissimilatory 

omission) that consequently makes the pronunciation of the word dissimilar.
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An	example	of	dissimilatory	change	is	the	pronunciations	of	the	words	‘fifth’	
[fɪfθ]and	sixth	[sɪksθ]which	end	with	voiceless	dental	fricative	sound	/θ/.	In	
real communications, either native english speakers or non-native speakers 

of english consider this sound as a challenge that they frequently change the 

voiceless	dental	fricative	sound	/θ/	to	a	voiceless	alveolar	stop	sound	/t/	in	
rapid	speech.	Consequently,both	words	are	pronounced	to	be	slightly	different	
to	be[fɪft]	for	the	word’fifth’	and	[sɪkst]	for	the	word	‘sixth’.In	addition,	
the	example	of	 the	dissimilation	of	omissions	can	be	 seen	 in	 the	words	
‘governor’	[ˈgʌvərnər],	‘surprise’	[sərˈpraɪz]	and	‘particular’	[pərˈtɪkjələr].	
In	pronouncing	the	three	words,	sound	/r/	should	be	clearly	articulated,	but	
in the rapid speech of the three words, sound /r/ tends to disappear that the 

pronunciation of the three words is slightly dissimilated from their proper 

pronunciation,	where	the	word	‘governor’	is	pronounced	[ˈgʌvənər],	the	word	
‘surprise’	is	pronounced	[səˈpraɪz],	and	the	word	‘particular’	is	pronounced	
[pəˈtɪkjələr].	When	this	phenomenon	is	analyzed,	the	sound	dissimilation	
which	occurs	by	omitting	sound	/r/	is	caused	by	a	rule	used	by	native	English	
speakers	that	when	sound	/r/	occurs	before	voiceless	bilabial	stop	/p/	sound,	
voiceless alveolar stop /t/, and voiced alveolar nasal /n/, then sound /r/ tends 

to	be	omitted	which	consequently	causes	dissimilatory	omission.	

3.3 Insertion

Insertion is the third type of phonological rule where an extra sound that 

should	not	present	in	slow	speech	is	added	between	two	other	sounds	in	a	
word	in	rapid	speech.	There	are	several	words	that	can	be	given	as	examples	
related	 to	 the	 rule	 of	 insertion	 in	English.	The	first	word	 is	 ‘dance’,	 in	
slow	pronunciation,	this	word	is	pronounced	[dæns],	but	when	the	word	is	
pronounced	by	native	English	speakers	in	fast	speech,	there	is	an	addition	of	
sound	/t/	between	phonemes	/n/	and	/s/	so	that	the	pronunciation	of	the	word	
‘dance’	becomes	[dænts].	The	second	word	is	the	word	‘strength’.	In	normal	
speech,	this	word	is	pronounced	[strɛŋθ],	but	when	this	word	is	pronounced	in	
rapid	pronunciation	by	native	English	speakers,	the	pronunciation	of	the	word	
becomes	[strɛŋkθ],	where	there	is	an	addition	of	sound	/k/	between	phonemes	
/ŋ/	and	/θ/.	The	third	example	is	the	word	‘hamster’.	This	word	is	pronounced	
[ˈhæmstər]	 in	normal	pronunciation,	 but	when	 this	word	 is	pronounced	
by	native	English	speakers	in	fast	pronunciation,	the	pronunciation	of	the	
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word	becomes	[ˈhæmpstər]	where	there	is	an	insertion	of	sound	/p/	between	
phonemes /m/ and /s/.

3.4 Deletion

Deletion	is	the	fourth	phonological	rule	that	describes	a	phenomenon	
in which one or more sounds (either vowel sounds or consonant sounds) 

are omitted from the pronunciation of a word. In linguistics, deletion has 

synonyms	namely	elision.	In	this	discussion,	these	two	terms	can	be	used	
interchangeably,	although	in	the	view	of	some	linguists,	there	are	those	who	
argue that the word elision is more often used to explain the omission of 

sounds in the language that still exists. on the other hand, the word deletion 

is more often used to explain the omission of sounds related to historical 

linguistic point of view.

In	English,	the	phenomenon	of	sound	deletion	can	be	exemplified	in	the	
deletion of sound /t/ in the pronunciation of a word. at least, there are two 

general rules regarding the deletion of this sound. The first, the /t/ sound which 

is located at the end of the pronunciation of a word is omitted if the sound is 

between	two	consonant	sounds,	where	the	second	consonant	sound	is	the	first	
sound	of	a	word	linked	with	the	first	word.	This	first	rule	can	be	illustrated	in	
the	following	figure:

Figure 13
The first case of the deletion of sound /t/ in English
Source: https://pronuncian.com

When	figure	13	is	analyzed,	we	will	know	that	as	the	pronunciation	of	
a word ends with a consonant sound /t/, then the sound is connected with 

another word whose initial sound is also a consonant, then the consonant 
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sound	/t/	 in	the	first	word	is	often	omitted.	Here	are	the	other	examples:	
first‿day[fɜrst‿deɪ]	 becomes	 [fɜrs‿deɪ],	 best‿friends	 [bɛst‿frɛndz]	
becomes	 [bɛs‿frɛndz],	 and	 interest‿rates	 [ˈɪntrəst‿reɪts]	 becomes	
[ˈɪntrəs‿reɪts].The second, the sound /t/ which exists at the end of a word’s 

pronunciation experiences deletion when the /t/ sound is linked with a word 

whose	initial	sound	is	a	vocal	sound.	This	second	rule	can	be	illustrated	in	
figure	14as	follows.

Figure 14
The first case of the deletion of sound /t/ in English
Source: https://pronuncian.com

The	deletion	of	 sound	 /t/	 in	 this	 second	 rule	 can	be	 exemplified	 in	
words	such	as:	percent‿of	[pərˈsɛnt‿ʌv]	becomes	[pərˈsɛn‿ʌv],	president	
‿announced	[ˈprɛzəˌdɛnt‿əˈnaʊnst]	becomes	[prɛzəˌdɛn‿əˈnaʊnst],	and	
apartment‿in	[ɑpɑrtmənt‿ɪn]	becomes	[ɑpɑrtmən‿ɪn].	However,	it	should	
be	noted	that	the	case	of	the	deletion	of	sound	/t/	discussed	in	this	section	
is	 just	one	example	of	a	number	of	cases	within	English	 language.	This	
example is given to show how the deletion phenomenon takes place in the 

pronunciation system especially in english.

3.5 Metathesis

metathesis is one of the phonological rules that occurs when two 

consonants	in	a	syllable	are	placed	in	a	different	order,	or	the	position	of	one	
consonant	is	replaced	by	a	vocal	sound.	If	the	two	consonants	only	switch	
positions,	this	phenomenon	is	called	switching,	but	if	the	position	of	the	two	
consonant sounds are switched and one of the consonant sounds transposes 

its position with the position of one vocal sound, then this phenomenon is 

called transposition. according to w illiamson, g (2016), switching refers to 
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a reversal phenomenon of two consonant sounds which generally occurs in 

two	consonant	clusters	in	the	final	position	syllable	of	a	word.	For	example,	
the	word	‘mask’	[mæsk]	becomes	[mæks].	The	exampleindicates	that	the	
two	consonant	sounds	at	the	end	of	the	syllable	/-sk/	are	reversed	to	/-ks/.
t herefore, w illiamson, g (2016) illustrates the switching pattern as follows:

c
1
c

2
	→	C

2
c

1
	 for	example	the	word	‘task’	[tæ-s

1
k

2
]	becomes	[tæk

2
s

1
]

In addition, transposition according to w illiamson, g (2016) refers to 

a	phenomenon	of	the	position	transition	of	two	consonant	sounds,	but	the	
position	of	one	of	the	consonant	sounds	is	replaced	by	a	vocal	sound.	For	
example	the	word	‘prescription’	[prəˈskrɪpʃən]	becomes	[pərˈskrɪpʃən].		In	
this regard, w illiamson, g (2016) also illustrates the transition pattern as 

follows:

C1C2V	→	C1VC2 for example the word ‘introduction’ [ɪnt1r2əˈdʌkʃən]
 becomes [ɪnt1ər2ˈdʌkʃən]

Basically, metathesis is not a pronunciation rule that shows the form 

of	 standard	 pronunciation	 of	 native	 English	 speakers,	 but	 is	 a	 form	 of	
pronunciation	errors	made	by	native	English	speakers	in	their	natural	speech.	
therefore, metathesis is considered as one of the causes of natural speech 

errors due to the rapid speech of a word.

3.6 Fortition (Strengthening)

fortition is one of the phonological rules that shows the phenomenon 

of changing a consonant sound from a weak consonant sound to a strong 

consonant sound. Producing a strong consonant requires stronger degree of 

muscular	effort	and	breath	force.	This	kind	of	strengthening	consonant	sound	
is called fortis consonant. for example, a speaker is changing a fricative sound 

/f/ into a full stop consonant sound /p/. a s a representative example taken 

from my experience in teaching speaking skills of english, many Indonesian 

learners tend to operate fortition rule when they pronounce the word ‘have’ 

[hæv]	by	which	the	fricative	sound	/v/	is	changed	into	a	stop	sound	/p/	that	the	
word	‘have’	is	pronounced	[hæp].	According	to	Goblirsch,	K.	G.	(2012),	the	
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aspiration	of	stop	sounds	may	be	categorized	as	fortition	because	it	is	made	
with	stronger	degree	of	muscular	effort	and	breath	force,	e.g.	the	pronunciation	
of	the	word	‘time’	[taɪm]	is	commonly	pronounced	as	an	aspirated	stop	sound	
[thaɪm]	by	most	native	speakers	of	English.	Strengthening	of	a	stop	consonant	
sound	in	a	word	is	done	by	native	English	speakers	to	show	an	emphasis	
or extra expressions such as exclamation, surprise, admiration, as well as 

disappointment. for example:

-	 The	expression	of	exclamation	as	in	the	word	‘beautiful’	[ˈbjutəfəl].	Stop	
sound	/b/	in	the	word	is	strongly	pronounced	to	be	[beejutəfəl].

-	 The	expression	of	surprise	as	in	the	word	‘impossible’	[ɪmˈpɑsəbəl].	
stop sound /p/ in the word is strongly pronounced with aspiration 

[ɪmˈphɑsəbəl].
-	 The	expression	of	admiration	as	in	the	word	‘fantastic’	[fænˈtæstɪk]	Stop	

sound	/t/	in	the	second	syllable	is	strongly	pronounced	with	aspiration	
[fænˈthæstɪk].

-	 The	expression	of	disappointment	as	in	the	word	‘damn’[dæm].	Stop	
sound /d/ is pronounced as an aspirated stop sound [dhæm].

3.7 Lenition (weakening)

lenition is the last phonological rule discussed in this section. this 

phonological rule shows the weakening phenomenon in articulating a 

consonant in the pronunciation of a word. w eakening means that the 

consonant is produced with relatively week degree of muscular effort, 

this kind of consonant is called lenis consonants. for example, a speaker 

is changing a full stop sound e.g. /p/ (it requires much amount of energy) 

into a fricative sound /f/ (it requires a little amount of energy). according 

to	Honeybone,	P.	(2012),	there	are	four	types	of	lenition	i.e.	spirantization,	
approximantization,	debuccalization,	as	well	as	voicing.	
- spirantization refers to a process of weakening a consonant sound from 

a stop consonant into a fricative consonant, for example from a stop 

consonant/p/ to a fricative consonant /f/, or from a stop consonant /t/

to a fricative consonant /s/. in Irish english, spirantization is usually 

heard when words ending in /t/ sounds are articulated for example the 

word	‘right’	[raɪt]	or	‘cat’	[kæt],	where	the	consonant	sound	/t/	tends	to	
be	weaken	to	bea	fricative	sound	/s

h
/ so the word ‘right’ is pronounced 
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[raɪts
h
]	and	the	word	‘cat’	is	pronounced	[kæts

h
].

- furthermore, approximantization is a phonological process that shows the 

occurrence	of	stop	consonant	weakening	(fully	blocking	the	air	flow)	into	
an	approximant	consonant	(not	fully	blocking	the	air	flow),	for	example	
in	the	word	‘kitty’	[ˈkɪti]	where	the	consonant	sounds	stop	/t/	experience	
sound	weakening	becomes	an	approximant	consonant	/r/	that	the	word	is	
pronounced	[ˈkɪri].

-	 Next,	debuccalization	is	one	type	of	lenition	that	is	often	defined	as	a	
phenomenon of weakening a consonant sound into a glottal fricative 

sound	(e.g.	/h/	or	/ʔ/).	Many	native	speakers	of	American	and	British	
English	apply	this	rule	by	weakening	the	stop	consonant	sound	/t/	to	a	
glottal	fricative	sound	/ʔ/.	For	example,	the	words	‘get	ready’	[gɛtˈrɛdi]	
become	[gɛʔˈrɛdi],	‘not	much’	[nɑtmʌʧ]	become	[nɑʔmʌʧ],	‘mountain’	
[ˈmaʊntən]	becomes	[ˈmaʊnʔən]	etc.			

- t he last, voicing is a phonological rule that shows the weakening of a 

consonant	sound	based	on	the	aspect	distinctive	feature,	where	a	voiceless	
consonant	sound	is	pronounced	to	be	a	voiced	consonant	because	of	a	
phonemic	environment.	For	example,	the	use	of	suffix	-s	in	making	plural	
nouns	of	English,	as	the	suffix	-s	[voiceless]	is	located	after	a	voiceless	
consonant	sound	e.g.	phoneme	/t/	as	in	the	word	‹cats›	[kæts],	so	suffix-s	
is	still	pronounced	[s].	However,	when	suffix	–s	is		placed	after	a	voiced	
consonant	sound	e.g.phoneme	/g/	as	 in	 the	words	‘dogs’	[dɑgz],	 the	
pronunciation	of	suffix-s	will	change	into	[z].

It	should	be	emphasized	here	that	knowledge	of	the	seven	phonological	
rules is very useful for two things. The first,	some	of	the	rules	can	be	used	
as	pronunciation	patterns	that	can	be	taught	to	learners	of	English	because	
the rules show the natural characteristics of the pronunciation system of 

native english speakers. w ith one important note, the rules do not indicate 

the characteristics of speech errors. The second, the phonological rules can 

be	used	as	instruments	to	analyze	and	to	explain	how	the	sounds	of	a	certain	
language	are	produced	by	the	speakers	of	the	language,	that	the	results	of	
analysis	using	these	rules	can	be	used	as	data	to	distinguish	the	pronunciation	
systems from one language to another.
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The	human	brain	has	been	designed	by	Allah	The	Almighty	to	understand	
and to produce language products (speeches and texts) in facilitating humans 

to	communicate	ideas	with	each	other.	The	language	used	by	humans	contains	
countless words, phrases, and sentences. all the language elements are stored 

in mentallexicon (humans’ internalized knowledge of the properties of a 

language)	and	are	ready	to	be	used	anytime,	anywhere	in	the	form	of	language	
skills such as speaking, listening, writing as well as reading. although the 

language	skills	seem	to	be	different,	there	is	one	main	component,	which	if	
the	component	is	owned,	then	at	least	humans	are	able	to	function	the	four	
skills. t he main component is the word. By having the knowledge of words, 

humans can talk, listen, write and read.t he discussion in this section focuses 

on the study of words that humans use to communicate. the study is widely 

known as morphology.

1.	 The	Word	‘Morphology’	Defined

t o understand morphology clearly, we must first understand the 

basic	concepts	that	exist	in	the	study.	The	basic	concepts	can	be	known	by	
examining	the	definition	of	morphology.	The	definition	of	morphology	will	

Morphological information has provided the greatest single source of data in 
the formulation and development of the theory of evolution and that even now, 
when the preponderance of work is experimental, the basis for interpretation in 

many areas of study remains the form and relationships of structures. 
(Everett C. Olson)

CHAPTER FIVE

UNDERSTANDING 
MORPHOLOGY
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be	assessed	using	two	perspectives,	namely	the	definition	of	morphology	from	
the	perspective	of	online	sources	(e.g.	online	dictionaries)	available	on	the	
internet	and	the	definition	of	morphology	from	the	perspective	of	linguists’	
views	at	different	periods	of	time.	If	we	search	the	definition	of	morphology	
from	online	sources,	we	will	find	the	definition	as	follows:
-	 According	 to	https://en.wikipedia.org,	“morphology	 in	 linguistics	 is	

the study of words, how they are formed, and their relationship to other 

words in the same language.It analyzes the structure of words and parts 

of words, such as stems, root words, prefixes, and suffixes”.
-	 In	https://www.britannica.com,	“morphology,	in	linguistics,	is	defined	as	

the study of the internal construction of words. languages vary widely 

in	the	degree	to	which	words	can	be	analyzed	into	word	elements,	or	
morphemes”.

-	 https://www.collinsdictionary.com	defines	“morphology	as	the	branch	of	
linguistics that deals with word structure and with functional changes in 

the	forms	of	words,	such	as	inflection	and	compounding”.
- according to https://www.dictionary.com,	“morphology	in	linguistics	is	

defined	as	the	study	of	the	patterns	of	word	formation	in	a	particular	
language,	including	inflection,	derivation,	and	composition”.

- Inhttps://www.merriam-webster.com,	“morphology	is	defined	as	a	study	
and	description	of	word	formation	(such	as	inflection,	derivation,	and	
compounding)	in	language”.

In	addition	to	the	definitions,	we	still	need	to	examine	the	definition	of	
morphology	from	the	second	source	that	is	how	linguists	define	morphology,	
which are as follows:

-	 Crane,	L.	B.,	Yeager,	E.,	&	Whitman,	R.	L.	(1981)	define	“morphology	as	
the study of words and their smaller units of meaning which are formed 

in	particular	ways	(the	rules	governing	them)”.
-	 According	to	Anderson,	S.	R.	(1992),	“morphology,	in	linguistics,	is	the	

study of the forms of words, and the ways in which words are related to 

other	words	of	the	same	language”.
-	 Becker,	A.,	&	Bieswanger,	M.	(2004)	are	of	the	opinion	that	“morphology	

means	talking	about	words	and	studying	their	“anatomy”	(the	internal	
structure of words) to know how words are created, structured and 

changed”.
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-	 Aronoff,	M.,	&	Fudeman,	K.	(2011)	are	of	the	opinion	that	“morphology,in	
linguistics, refers to the mental system involved in word formation or to 

the	branch	of	linguistics	that	deals	with	words,	their	internal	structure,	
and	how	they	are	formed”.

-	 According	to	Booij,	G.	(2012),	“morphology	deals	with	the	systematic	
correspondence	between	the	form	and	meaning	of	words.	The	study	
of	 these	 regularities	 comprises	 the	 domains	 of	 inflection	 and	word	
formation”.

If	the	definitions	from	the	two	different	sources	are	analyzed,	we	will	find	
at least three key words concerning morphology which are mutually shared 

among	the	definitions	i.e.	word	structure,	word	pattern	and	word	formation.
Therefore,	to	understand	the	definition	of	morphology	more	clearly,	it	is	better	
to	discuss	a	little	about	these	three	keywords.
a. Morphology studies word structure

 word structure refers to a process of constructing words consisting of 

basic	elements	 that	make	up	the	words.	The	basic	elements	are	also	
referred to as the internal structure of word. according to aronoff, m., 

&	Fudeman,	K.	(2011),	the	basic	elements	of	word	formation	(internal	
structure)	are	morphemes	(the	smallest	unit	of	a	word)	and	affixes	(a	type	
of	morpheme	attached	to	a	word	stem).	These	two	basic	elements	will	be	
discussed in more detail in the next section.

b. Morphology: the study of word pattern

 word pattern refers to the process of constructing words that is done 

in a regular way following a certain pattern to meet the demand of 

grammatical functions of a language. for example, the pattern of 

constructing	 plural	 nouns	 or	 the	 pattern	 of	 constructing	 verbs	 in	
affirmative	sentences	of	simple	present	tense.Kazemian,	B.,	&	Hashemi,	
S.	(2014)are	of	the	opinion	that	a	word	which	is	constructed	by	adding	an	
affix	according	to	the	rules	of	grammar	of	a	language	is	called	inflection.

c. Morphology: the study of word formation

	 Word	formation	refers	to	a	process	of	forming	other	words	by	using	
morphemes that has an impact on changing meaning. according to 

Becker, a., & Bieswanger, m. (2004), the formation of other words can 

be	categorized	into	two	types,	namely	productive	word	formation	and	less	
productive word formation. there are two productive word formations 
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i.e. compounding and derivation. on the other hand,there are at least 

seven	less	productive	word	formations	i.e.	coinage,	borrowing,	blending,	
clipping,	backformation,	conversion	and	acronyms.	These	two	types	of	
word	formations	will	be	discussed	in	detail	in	the	next	section.

after understanding the three keywords taken from the two sources that 

present	the	definitions	of	morphology,	then	morphology,	in	this	book,	may	be	
defined	as	one	of	the	branches	of	linguistics	which	specifically	examines	the	
structure	of	words,	the	patterns	of	words	and	the	formation	of	words	used	by	
humans	in	a	language.	From	this	definition,	we	can	then	find	out	clearly	that	
studying	morphology	means	to	study	all	about	word.

2. Understanding Word, Lexeme and Word-Form

Before	we	begin	the	discussion	of	word	from	a	morphological	point	
of	view,	 it	 is	a	good	idea	 to	first	understand	what	a	word	 is,	and	how	it	
differs from the terms lexeme and word-form.If a native english speaker is 

speaking	to	us	by	stating	a	sentence	like	this	‘the	man	always	drives	his	car	
in the afternoon’. among the words used to construct the sentence, we don’t 

understand	the	meaning	of	the	verb	‘drives’,	then	we	will	probably	open	the	
dictionary	and	look	up	the	word	‘drive’,	but	not	look	up	the	word	‘drives’.	
After	we	find	the	entry	for	‘drive’,	we	expect	to	find	information	regarding	
the spelling and pronunciation of the word, the meaning of the word as well 

as	its	interpretation,	or	we	will	even	find	other	information	about	derivative	
word forms from the word ‘drive’ such as ‘drove’, ‘driven’, ‘driving’ etc. 

If	we	focus	our	attention	on	the	word	‘drive’,	then	the	word	‘drive’	may	be	
recognized as what we call word. It is recognized as a word for three reasons, 

namely:

-	 The	word	‘drive’	is	the	smallest	element	that	can	be	uttered	or	written.
-	 The	word	‘drive’	has	its	own	word	class	form	that	it	is	a	verb.
-	 The	word	 drive	 can	 stand	 alone	 and	be	 used	 separately	 from	other	

words,but	still	has	meaning.

Based	on	these	three	reasons,	word	may	then	be	defined	as	the	smallest	
element	of	language	that	can	be	uttered	or	written,	has	a	word	class	form,	and	
still has meaning even if it stands alone.furthermore, Beare, k. (2018) is of the 

opinion	that	words	can	be	divided	into	two	types,	namely	content	words	and	
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function words. content words refer to words that can provide information 

about	the	meanings	of	the	words	(contents)	we	use	in	communication.	Content	
wordsare	usually	nouns,	verbs,	adjectives	and	adverbs.	A	noun	informs	about	
a	particular	object.	A	verb	informs	about	the	action	that	is	taking	place.	An	
adjective	informs	about	the	details	of	an	object,	a	person,	and	a	place.	An	
adverb	informs	about	how,	when,	or	where	something	is	done.On	the	other	
hand, function words refer to words that function to form grammatically 

correct sentences. function words are usually Pronouns, determiners, 

prepositions,	 conjunctions,	 and	 auxiliary	 verbs.Meanwhile,	 all	 possible	
forms of the word ‘drive’ such as the words ‘drove’, ‘driven’, ‘drives’, and  

‘driving’, are then referred to as lexeme. In addition, a lexeme that is used for 

a certain condition to meet the demand of a grammatical function, for example 

the	word	‘drove’	as	one	of	the	lexemes	of	the	word	‘drive’	is	used	to	fulfill	a	
grammatical function in forming a sentence which expresses past action, the 

lexeme ‘drove’ is known as word-form(Bauer, l, 1983).

3. Word Structures: Morphemes

Every	language	in	the	world	has	its	own	structure	that	can	be	broken	
down from the largest components to the smallest ones. t he components of 

the language are commonly recognized as the grammatical units (syntactical 

rules), in the form of sentences, clauses, phrases, words, and the smallest 

unit	of	a	word	but	still	has	meaning	or	is	widely	known	as	a	morpheme.	
w hereas a letter in the spelling of a word represented in the form of the 

smallest	unit	of	sound	(phoneme)	and	syllable	cannot	be	considered	as	the	
grammar	units	(syntactical	rules)	because	they	are	part	of	the	pronunciation	
system in a language (phonological rules).specifically, Becker, a., & 

Bieswanger,	M.	(2004)	define	morpheme	as	the	smallest	unit	of	a	language	
that	not	only	contains	meaning,	but	also	carries	 lexical	 information	and	
grammatical information. let us see the example in an english word that has 

a	single	morpheme,	such	as	the	word	‘enterprise’	(a	profit	oriented	company	
or	business	organization).	If	we	want	to	say	a	small-scale	profit-oriented	
company	(a	small	company),	then	we	can	say	micro-enterprise	by	adding	a	
prefix	micro-to	the	beginning	of	the	word	‘enterprise’.	Then,	if	we	want	to	
talk	about	more	than	one	small	profit-oriented	company,	we	can	say	‘micro-
enterprise-s’	by	adding	a	plural	marker	-s	at	the	end	of	the	word	‘micro-
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enterprise’. so, what we can see in the word micro-enterprises is a word which 

consists of three individual morphemes namely morpheme micro-, enterprise, 

and	-s.	Morpheme	‘enterprise’	is	a	base	word	known	as	root	(a	part	of	a	word	
which	cannot	be	reduced	into	a	smaller	unit	anymore	and	to	which	affixes	
may	be	added).	Morpheme	micro-	is	a	prefix	that	is	used	to	form	a	new	word	
from	the	pre-existing	base	word	‘enterprise’,	that	morpheme	micro-is	said	
to carry lexical information. meanwhile, morpheme-s is used to indicate 

plural	number,	so	the	morpheme-s	is	said	to	carry	the	grammatical	function	of	
plural noun in the formation of the word ‘micro-enterprises’. Hence, we can 

conclude	that	a	morpheme	has	three	basic	characteristics,	namely	the first:it 
is a word or part of a word that has meaning, the second:	it	cannot	be	divided	
into a smaller meaningful segment anymore, and the third: it relatively carries 

lexical functions or grammatical functions in the formation of a new word.

3.1 Types of Morpheme

t o understand morpheme in detail, let’s have a look and analyze the 

following	words	to	find	out	what	types	of	morphemes	are	used	in	forming	
these words.

a. Needed:	this	word	is	formed	by	two	morphemes,	namely	morpheme	
‘need’	as	a	root	in	the	form	of	a	verb	(meaning	require	something)	and	
morpheme -ed as a past form marker. merging these two morphemes 

to form a new word does not change the lexical function (after the 

suffix	-ed	is	added	a	new	word	‘needed	‘is	formed	without	changing	its	
lexical	status	as	a	verb)	but	changes	the	grammatical	function	(suffix	-ed	
indicates that the action occurs in the past).

b.	 Reads:	this	word	is	also	formed	by	two	morphemes,	namely	morpheme	
‘read’	as	a	root	in	the	form	of	a	verb	(meaning	to	look	at	and	understand	
the meaning of written language) and morpheme -s as a present form 

marker	added	 to	 the	verb	of	an	affirmative	sentence	 that	has	a	 third	
singular pronoun. merging these two morphemes to form a new word 

‘read’	does	not	change	the	lexical	function	(after	the	suffix	-s	is	added,	
another word ‘reads ‘is formed without changing its lexical status as a 

verb)	but	changes	the	grammatical	function	(suffix	-s	indicates	that	the	
action occurs in the present time).
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c. Suggestion: this word consists of two morphemes, namely morpheme 

“suggest”	as	a	root	(meaning	to	mention	an	idea	for	other	people	to	
consider)	and	morpheme	-ion	as	a	noun-forming	suffix.	Merging	these	
two	morphemes	changes	the	lexical	function	of	this	word	from	a	verb	to	
a	noun	(after	the	suffix	–ion	is	added	to	the	root	‘suggest).

d. Endanger: this word also consists of two morphemes, namely morpheme 

en	-	as	a	prefix	forming	verb	and	the	morpheme	‘danger	‘as	a	root	(a	noun	
which means something or someone that may harm). adding morpheme 

en-	as	a	prefix	to	the	morpheme	‘danger’	as	a	root	has	formed	a	new	word	
‘endanger’ in which the lexical function of the word has also changed 

from	a	noun	to	a	verb.

If	the	four	words	exemplified	are	analyzed,we	will	find	two	types	of	
morphemes.	The	first	type	is	the	morphemes	which	can	stand	alone	in	the	
sense	that	they	still	have	specific	meaning	even	though	they	are	not	attached	to	
other morphemes. for example: morphemes need, read, suggest, and danger. 

t hese types of morphemes are called free morphemes. t he second one is the 

type of morphemes which cannot stand alone, meaning that the morphemes 

have	no	specific	meaning	if	they	stand	alone.	Such	morphemes	will	only	
have	specific	meaning	if	they	are	attached	to	free	morphemes.	For	example:	
suffixes	-ed,	-s,	-ion	and	prefix	en-.	These	types	of	morphemes	are	called	
bound	morphemes.Thus,	it	can	be	concluded	that	morpheme	has	basically	two	
types	i.e.	the	first	type	is	free	morpheme(in	the	form	of	root	or	base)	and	the	
second	one	is	bound	morpheme	(in	the	form	of	affixeseither	prefix	or	suffix).

3.2	 Affixes

An	affix	is	a	bound	morpheme	that	is	attached	to	a	free	morpheme	(root)	
to	form	a	new	word	which	may	bring	changes	in	meaning,	lexical	function	or	
grammatical function. In this regard, Becker, a ., & Bieswanger, m. (2004) 

comment	that	all	bound	morphemes	are	affixes	that	are	attached	to	other	
free	morphemes.	They	also	state	that	affixes	play	a	vital	role	in	expressing	
grammatical	information	and	building	other	words.The	morphological	process	
in	which	an	affix	is	attached	to	a	bound	morpheme	resulting	in	a	change	in	
meaning,	lexical	function	or	grammatical	function	is	called	affixation.	In	
English,	we	generally	recognize	three	types	of	affix	based	on	form	(form-
based	affixes),	namely:
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- Prefix:it	may	 be	 defined	 as	 an	 affix	 attached	 to	 the	 front	 of	 a	 free	
morpheme	(root)	to	form	a	new	word.	For	example,	affix	Re-	is	attached	
to	the	front	of	the	root	‘write’	(a	verb	means	to	create	something	that	can	
be	read)	to	form	a	new	word	‘rewrite’.	The	Prefix	Re-	attached	to	the	
root ‘write’ has added the meaning ‘again’ to the root that the new word 

‘rewrite’	becomes	a	verb	that	means	to	write	something	again.
- Suffix:it	may	be	defined	as	an	affix	attached	to	the	end	of	a	free	morpheme	

to	create	a	another	word.	For	example,	an	affix	-er	is	attached	to	the	end	of	
a	root	‘sing’	(a	verb	meaning	to	produce	musical	tones	by	using	the	voice)	
to form a new word ‘singer’ (a noun meaning a person who produces 

musical	tones	by	using	the	voice).	The	suffix	-er	attached	to	the	root	‘sing’	
not	only	changes	the	meaning	but	also	changes	the	lexical	function	of	the	
root	(from	a	verb	to	a	noun).

- Circumfix:it	may	be	be	defined	as	a	process	of	forming	a	another	word	
by	attaching	a	prefix	and	a	suffix	to	a	free	morpheme	simultaneously	(at	
the	same	time).	For	example,	the	prefix	em-	and	suffix	-ment	are	attached	
to	a	free	morpheme	“power”	(a	noun	meaning	ability	to	do	something)	to	
form	a	another	word	“empowerment”	(a	noun	meaning	an	authority	given	
to	someone	to	do	something).	The	attachment	of	prefix	em-	and	suffix	
-ment	simultaneously	to	the	free	morpheme	“power”	has	given	a	change	
of meaning even though it does not change the lexical function.

In	addition	to	the	three	types	of	form-based	affixes,	we	also	recognize	two	
types	of	affix	based	on	function	(function-based	affixes)	namely	derivational	
affixes	and	inflectional	affixes.
- Derivational	affixes:	There	are	a	large	number	of	derivational	affixes	

in english. nordquist, r (2018) is of the opinion that the set of 

derivational	affixes	is	open-ended	which	means	there	are	a	potentially	
infinite	number	of	them	(even	if	the	number	is	finite	at	any	one	time	for	a	
particular	speaker).	Therefore,	it	would	be	impossible	to	enumerate	them	
exhaustively.	These	types	of	affixes	are	used	to	derive	another	words	
that function to change meaning and sometimes change lexical functions 

of	the	resulting	words.	For	example,	adding	the	prefix	dis-	to	the	word	
‘agree’ changes the meaning of ‘agree’. t he resulting word is ‘disagree’ 

which	means	‘not	agree’.	Another	example,	the	addition	of	suffix	-ness	
to the word ‘happy’ changes the lexical function of the word ‘happy’ as 
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an	adjective.	The	resulting	word	is	‘happiness’	with	lexical	function	as	a	
noun. t o support this explanation, Becker, a., & Bieswanger, m. (2004) 

state	that	derivational	affixes	are	used	to	create	another	words	that	allow	
changes in meanings and lexical functions (part of speech).

- Inflectional	affixes:	inflectional	affixes	are	generally	suffixes.	If	a	suffix	
is	attached	to	a	free	morpheme,	a	another	word	will	be	formed	and	the	
resulting word shows the grammatical function. In english, there are at 

least	eight	types	of	inflectional	suffixes,	namely:
a.	 Suffix	–s	to	indicate	noun	plural.	For	example,	car	+	s	=	cars	(-s	is	a	

plural marker).

b.	 Suffix	–‘s	to	indicate	noun	possessive.	For	example,	John+’s	=	John’s	
(-‘s is a noun possessive marker).

c.	 Suffix	–s	to	indicate	verb	tense	for	the	third	person	singular.	For	
example,	write+s	=	writes	(-s	is	a	verb	tense	marker	for	the	third	
person singular).

d.	 Suffix	 –ing	 to	 indicate	 verb	 present	 participle	 or	 gerund.	 For	
example,	try+ing	=	trying	(-ing	is	a	verb	present	participle	or	gerund	
marker).

e.	 Suffix	–ed	to	indicate	verb	simple	past	tense.	For	example,	work+ed	
=	worked	(-ed	is	a	verb	simple	past	tense	marker).

f.	 Suffix	–en	to	 indicate	verb	past	perfect	participle.	For	example,	
take+en	=	taken	(-en	is		a	verb	past	perfect	participle	marker).	

g.	 Suffix	–er	to	indicate	adjective	comparative.	For	example,	low+er	=	
lower	(-er	is	an	adjective	comparative	marker).

h.	 Suffix	–est	to	indicate	adjective	superlative.	For	example,	happy+est	
=	happiest	(-est	is	an	adjective	superlative	marker).	

Although	there	is	a	division	of	functions	in	the	use	of	affixes	in	English	
language,	 it	does	not	mean	 that	each	affix	only	carries	out	one	 function	
either	the	function	of	derivation	or	inflection,	but	it	is	also	possible	for	one	
affix	to	carry	out	two	functions	at	once.	Hamawand,	Z.	(2011)	states	that	
some	inflectional	suffixes	not	only	show	grammatical	 functions	but	also	
show	lexical	functions	such	as	suffixes	-ed, -en, -er, -ing and –ly.Suffix	–
er,	for	example,	can	run	two	functions,	namely	as	inflectional	suffix	and	as	
derivational	suffix.	As	an	inflectional	suffix,	suffix	–er	may	bring	grammatical	
function	to	a	another	word	e.g.	the	suffix	-er	is	attached	to	an	adjective	to	
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show the function of comparative degree as in the word ‘hotter’ which means 

having	higher	temperature.	As	a	derivational	affix,	suffix	-er	can	be	more	
productive	in	creating	other	nouns	if	it	is	attached	to	the	root	verbs	such	as	
walk	+	er	=	walker,	sing	+	er	=	singer,	read	+	er	=	reader,	etc.	Based	on	the	
description,	it	can	be	concluded	that	morphemes	really	have	a	very	vital	role	
in words formation of english. morphemes are determining components in 

the	structure	of	word	formation	as	illustrated	in	the	following	figure.

Figure 15
Internal Structure of English word formation

4.	 Word	Pattern:	Inflections

As	stated	earlier	that	word	pattern	could	be	illustrated	as	to	construct	
words	by	following	a	regular	pattern	 to	satisfy	 the	demand	of	particular	
grammatical	functions	in	a	language,	which	is	also	known	as	inflection	e.g.	
constructing	words	by	following	the	pattern	of	regular	plural	noun	in	English	
(e.g.	adding	suffix	–s	to	the	end	of	a	noun)	such	as	car-cars,	book-books,	
chair-chairs	etc.	Inflection	takes	place	by	adding	a	suffix	to	a	word	(e.g.	verb,	
adjective,	noun	as	well	as	adverb)	to	encode	grammatical	categories	to	the	
words such as plural, possession, tense, or comparison (Plag, I. 2018). some 

affixes	in	inflection	may	do	two	or	three	duties.	For	instance,	adding	suffix	
–ed to a word may do two duties namely to make past tense or past participle. 

Besides,	adding	suffix	–s	to	word	may	do	three	duties	namely	to	make	plural	
nouns,	a	verb	for	the	third	singular	person	in	simple	present,	and	possession	
when	being	used	with	an	apostrophe.According	to	Shamsan,	M.	A.	H.	A.,	
&	Attayib,	A.	M.	(2015),	there	are	three	basic	types	of	Inflection	in	English	
i.e.	inflection	of	nouns,	inflection	of	adjectives,	and	inflection	of	verbs.	The	
following	is	a	brief	discussion	of	the	types.
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4.1		Inflection	of	nouns

In	English,	 inflection	of	nouns	 is	 intended	 to	 show	a	more	 specific	
meaning	about	 the	noun	in	 the	form	of	numbers	(singular	 to	plural)	and	
possession. 

4.1.1 Pluralization  

The	act	to	change	the	meaning	of	a	singular	noun	into	a	plural	noun	by	
using	inflection	is	called	pluralization.	Broadly	speaking,	there	are	two	types	
of rules for pluralization in nouns namely: regular pluralization in singular 

nouns and irregular pluralization in singular nouns.regular Pluralization 

refers	 to	 the	process	of	attributing	plurality	 to	a	 singular	noun	which	 is	
generally	done	by	using	several	basic	rules	such	as	adding	suffix	-s	or	-es	to	
the singular noun. the rules of regular pluralization are normally consistent 

and	predictable.Whereas	 irregular	 pluralization	 refers	 to	 the	 process	 of	
attributing	plurality	to	singular	nouns	which	is	done	not	by	adding	the	suffix	
-s	or	-es	as	most	nouns	in	English	do,	but	simply	done	by	using		plural	patterns	
of	the	nouns.	The	plural	patterns	are	commonly	borrowed	from	Latin	or	Greek	
plural	formation	(2018,	August	21).	More	specifically,	the	rules	of	both	types	
of pluralization are applied as follows.

Rules for regular pluralization

a.	 Making	regular	nouns	plural	by	adding	affixes	to	the	end	of	the	noun.

Singular noun type Plural	due	to	inflection	–s

c hair c hairs

Table Tables

Paper Papers

animal animals

c omputer c omputers

b.	 Making	singular	nouns	end	in	s,	-ch,	-sh,	-x,	or	–z	plural	by	adding	affixes	
to the end of such nouns.
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Singular	noun	end	in	–s Plural	due	to	inflection	–es
Bus Buses
l ens l enses
kiss kisses
Boss Bosses
gas gases

Singular	nouns	end	in	–ch Plural	due	to	inflection	–es
c oach c oaches
Bench Benches
Branch Branches
c hurch c hurches
w atch w atches

Singular	nouns	end	in	–sh Plural	due	to	inflection	–es
Brush Brushes
Bush Bushes
dish dishes
w ish w ishes
c rash c rashes

Singular	nouns	end	in	–x Plural	due	to	inflection	–es
Box Boxes
fox fox es
t ax t axes
Influx Influxes
Affix Affixes

Singular	nouns	end	in	–z Plural	due	to	inflection	–es
Blitz Blitzes
Buzz Buzzes
w altz w altzes
Quartz Quartzes
fuzz fuzzes

Note:	In	some	cases,	some	singular	nouns	end	in	–iz,	double	the	–z	to	
make	their	plural	forms.	For	example,	biz	(bizzes),	quiz	(quizzes),	whiz	
(whizzes). 
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c.	 Making	singular	nouns	endin	–f	or	–fe,	by	changing	the	–f	to	–v	before	
adding	suffix–s	or	–es.	

Singular	nouns	end	in	–f	or	–ef	 Plural	due	to	inflection	–s	or	–es
w ife w ives
l ife l ives
knife knive s
t hief t hieves
w olf w olves
l eaf l eaves

	 It	should	be	noted	here	that	the	rule	is	generally	accepted	and	there	are	
exceptions	to	certain	words	(only	the	suffix	-s	is	added	without	changing	
the last letter -f to -v) such as:

roof	–	roofs,	belief	–	beliefs,	chef	–	chefs,	as	well	as.	chief	–	chiefs.

d.	 Making	singular	nouns	end	in	-y	plural	by	changing	the	–y	into	–i	if	the	
letter	before	the	–y	is	a	consonant	before	adding	suffix	–es.	

Singular nouns end in a consonant + -y  Plural	due	to	inflection		–es
Baby	 Babies
c ity c ities
t heory t heories
l ady l adies
activity activiti es
enemy enemies

	 If	the	singular	nouns	end	in	–y	but	the	letter	before	the	–y	is	a	vowel,	the	
singular	nouns	are	simply	added	by	suffix	–s	to	make	them	plural.	For	
example:	toy	–	toys,	boy	–	boys,	donkey	–	donkeys,	essay	–	essays,	day	
– days.

e.	 Making	singular	nouns	end	in	–o	plural	by	adding	suffix	–es.

Singular	nouns	end	in	–o Plural	due	to	inflection	–es
Hero Heroes
Potato Potatoes
Buffalo Buffaloes
mosquito mosquitoes
mango mangoes
t omato t omatoes
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an exception also occurs in this rule where words ending in -o only add a 

suffix	-s	with	the	following	conditions:
-	 A	singular	noun	ends	in	–o	and	the	letter	–o	is	preceded	by	a	vowel	such	

as:	bamboo	–	bamboos,	radio	–	radios,	scenario	–	scenarios,	studio	–	
studios.

-	 A	singular	ends	in	–o,	but	is	a	foreign	origin	such	as:	casino	–	casinos,	
tango – tangos, dynamo – dynamos, alto- altos. 

-	 A	 singular	 noun	 ends	 in	 –o,	 but	 is	 an	 abbreviation	 such	 as:	 kilo	
(kilogram) – kilos, photo (photograph) – photos, ngo (non-government 

organization) – ngos

Rules for irregular pluralization

a.	 Making	singular	nouns	end	in	–us	plural	by	deleting	the	–us	and	adding–i

Singular	nouns	end	in	–us Plural	due	to	inflection	–i
c actus c acti

focus foci

alumnus alumni

octopus octopi

nucleus nuclei

r adius r adii

Syllabus Syllabi
stimulus stimuli

b.	 Making	singular	nouns	end	in	–is	plural,	by	deleting	the	–is	and	adding	
suffix	–es

Singular	nouns	end	in	–is Plural	due	to	inflection	–es
t hesis t heses

analysis analyses

axis axes

c risis c rises

Basis Bases

diagnosis diagnoses

Hypothesis Hypotheses

Parenthesis Parentheses
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c.	 Making	singular	nouns	end	in	–on	plural	by	deleting	the	–on	and	adding	
suffix	–a

Singular	nouns	end	in	–on Plural	due	to	inflection	–a
Phenomenon Phenomena

c riterion c riteria

d.	 Making	singular	nouns	end	in	–um	plural	by	deleting	the	–m	and	adding	
suffix	–a	

Singular	nouns	end	in	–um Plural	due	to	inflection	–a
c urriculum c urricula

agendum agenda

datum data

minimum minima

r eferendum r eferenda

Bacterium Bacteria

antenna antennae

Amoeba Amoebae
alga algae

e.	 Making	singular	nouns	end	in	–e/ix	plural	by	deleting	the	–e/ix	and	
adding	suffix	–ices	

Singular	nouns	end	in	–ex Plural	due	to	inflection	–ices
appendix appendices

matrix matrices

c odex c odices

Index Indices

f.	 Making	singular	nouns	end	in	–a	plural	by	adding	suffix	–e

Singular	nouns	end	in	–a Plural	due	to	inflection	–e
formula formulae

Vertebra	 Vertebrae
l arva l arvae
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g.	 Making	singular	nouns	end	in	–ma	plural	by	adding	suffix	–ta

Singular	nouns	end	in	–ma Plural	due	to	inflection	–ta
dogma dogmata

stigma stigmata

h.	 Making	singular	nouns	end	in	–ouse	plural	by	deleting	the	–use	and	
adding	suffix	–ice

Singular	nouns	end	in	–ouse Plural	due	to	inflection	–ice
mouse mice

l ouse l ice

some english nouns are pluralized without using any particular rules. 

Some	of	these	nouns	completely	change	in	their	plural	forms	but	some	do	
not.	When	we	notice	the	plural	forms	of	these	nouns,	we	will	see	no	suffix	
addition	to	the	end	of	the	nouns	(uninflected).However,	such	kind	of	plural	
nouns	are	still	recognized	as	inflection	which	in	The Farlex Grammar Book, 
(2016),	they	are	called	irregular	inflections.According	to	Mozias,	T.	(2019),	
the plural forms of these nouns have formed historically and simply need to 

be	memorized.Here	are	the	examples	of	such	nouns.

Change irregular plural nouns No change irregular plural nouns

singular Plural singular Plural

man men Barracks Barracks

w oman w omen fish fish

Person People deer deer

c hild c hildren sheep sheep

t ooth t eeth species species

foot feet offspring offspring

ox oxen means means

4.1.2  Possessive case of nouns

Another	type	of	noun	inflection	is	possession	which	is	also	recognized	as	
possessive	case	of	nouns.	Some	English	learners	have	difficulty	distinguishing	
between	possessive	nouns	and	regular	plural	nouns	due	to	the	presence	of	
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suffix	–s	at	the	end	of	nouns.Basically,	possessive	nouns	are	formed	to	show	
the expression of ownership. while plural nouns are formed to indicate 

that	the	number	of	a	certain	thing	is	more	than	one.	Just	like	plural	nouns,	
possessive nouns also have patterns that are commonly used in english.

Before	discussing	several	rules	of	establishing	possessive	nouns,	it	is	very	
important to know that a noun in the pattern of possessive noun functions as 

an	adjective.	Syntactically,	the	word	is	still	a	noun	but	has	the	capacity	as	an	
adjective.	After	going	through	the	inflection	process	(an	apostrophe	and	suffix	
–s are added to the end of the noun), the addition then provides ownership 

information	about	the	noun.	For	example,	a	noun	‘car’	is	used	together	with	
a proper name (name of a person) e.g. ‘elly’. next, the word ‘elly’ is placed 

in	front	of	the	phrase	due	to	its	capacity	as	an	adjective	which	forms	a	phrase		
‘Elly	car’.		The	word	‘Elly’	is	then	added	an	apostrophe	and	suffix	–s	that	it	
becomes	‘Elly’s	car’	in	which,Elly’s	provides	detailed	information	that	the	car	
belongs	to	a	girl	named	Elly.	In	this	case,	Elly’s	is	acting	as	a	modifier.

Inflectional	Rules	for	Possessive	Case	of	Nouns

To	know	more	about	how	the	inflection	of	nouns	takes	place	in	the	area	of	
possessive	case	of	nouns,	let’s	take	a	look	at	the	following	five	general	rules.

a. Making the possessive case of singular nouns

 for most singular nouns which do not end in –s, the possessive case of 

such	nouns	is	formed	by	adding	an	apostrophe	and	suffix	–s	to	the	end	of	
the nouns. Here are the examples:

- John cleans his rabbit’s cage every sunday

- anna drove her mother’s car yesterday

-	 They	will	buy	Mr. Akbar’s house next week

 In addition, the same rule is also applied for acronyms which are used as 

nouns such as tV, cctV, Vcd etc. for example, the cctV’s picture 

quality.	In	English	however,	we	often	find	several	singular	nouns	that	end	
in	letter	-s.	If	we	find	such	nouns,	forming	the	possessive	case	can	then	
be	done	in	two	ways	and	we	can	choose	one	of	the	two	ways	namely	to	
add	apostrophe	and	suffix	-s	or	just	to	add	apostrophe	to	the	end	of	the	
nouns.	The	one	we	choose	is	usually	determined	by	how	comfortable	we	
are with the pronunciation of the nouns. It means that we can choose the 
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most	comfortable	pattern	according	to	our	pronunciation,	and	the	most	
importantly, the pronunciations of the nouns do not sound awkward and 

weird.	For	example,	‘Mr.	James’	wife’	might	sound	better	to	pronounce	
than	‘Mr.	James’s	wife’	however	that’s	 just	a	matter	of	my	personal	
opinion.

b. Making the possessive case of plural nouns

 making the possessive case of plural nouns is slightly different from 

making the possessive case of singular nouns. for plural nouns, we do not 

need	to	add	an	extra	suffix	–s	to	the	end	of	the	plural	nouns	because	they	
already end in letter –s, all we need to do is  simply to add an apostrophe 

onto the end of the nouns to show that the plural nouns have changed into 

plural possessive nouns.l et’s take a look at the following examples:

- we need to paint these rooms’ walls every three months.

- t he head master invited the students’ parents to attend the 

graduation ceremony last week.

- my sisters’ children are playing in the garden.

	 However,	if	we	find	some	English	words	which	are	plural	but	do	not	end	
in	suffix	–s	(a	plural	marker	for	nouns	in	general)	such	as	‘children’	and	
‘people’ (also known as irregular plural nouns), such plural nouns are 

simply given the rule for making the possessive case of singular that is to 

add	an	apostrophe	and	suffix	–s	at	the	end	of	them.For	example:
- t he man is kicking the children’s ball.

-	 I	borrowed the people’s money.

- we like the women’s handbags.

c. Making the possessive case of compound nouns

	 A	compound	noun	is	a	noun	which	is	usually	made	by	combining	two	
or	more	words	 such	as	combining	a	noun	and	a	noun	 (school	bus),	
combining	an	adjective	and	a	noun	(beautiful	girl)	etc.	it	is	important	
to	note	here	that	although	a	compound	noun	is	shaped	by	combining	
two	or	more	words,	it	still	acts	as	a	single	word	which	is	modified	by	
an	adjective	or	a	noun	as	a	modifier.	In	English,	there	are	three	kinds	of	
compound nouns, among other things:
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- c losed or solid compound nouns (no space or hyphen is used 

between	words	e.g.	software,	football)
-	 Open	compound	nouns	(space	is	used	between	words	e.g.	bus	stop)
-	 Hyphenated	compound	nouns	(hyphen	is	used	between	words	e.g.	

father-in-law).

 If we want to make the possessive case of such compound nouns, we 

should	add	an	apostrophe	and	suffix	–s	(the	compound	nouns	do	not	end	
in –s due to singular noun or irregular plural noun) or add an apostrophe 

without	suffix	–s	(the	compound	nouns	end	in	–s	due	to	plural	noun	or	
letter –s at the end of the nouns). for example:

- my mother-in-law’s recipe for fried chicken is my wife’s favorite.

- He was very happy to see his grand children’s performance.

d. Making the possessive case of multiple nouns with sharing ownership

 In	communicating	either	verbally	or	in	writing,	we	sometimes	want	to	
convey	about	two	people,	two	objects	or	more	sharing	the	same	ownership	
on	a	particular	object.	In	this	case,	we	only	need	to	give	the	possessive	
marker to the last noun of the noun group. If the last noun does not end in 

letter	-s,	then	to	show	ownership,	we	should	add	an	apostrophe	and	suffix	
–s. However, if the last noun ends in letter -s, then an apostrophe is added 

without	suffix	-s.	Here	are	the	examples:
- Tom and Jerry’s songs are very entertaining (tom and Jerry are 

singers and have the same song to sing).

- My son and his daughter’s school is not very far from here. (my 

son and his daughter study at the same school).

- t he Joker is Batman and Robin’s enemy.(Batman	and	Robin	have	
the same enemy).

e. Making the possessive case of multiple nouns with separate 

ownership

 In addition, sometimes we also want to mention a possessive case of 

two	or	more	nouns,	but	ownership	of	the	nouns	is	separate.	The	rule	
commonly used to form such a possessive case is to add an apostrophe 

and	suffix	–s	to	each	noun	to	indicate	separate	ownership.	To	clarify	the	
understanding of such a possessive case, consider the following examples:
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- Adam’s and Hawa’s rooms are painted white and pink (each 

individual has his or her own room and the rooms are different).

- You will see well-equipped kitchens in Elly’s and Nita’s houses. 

(each woman has her own house). 

- Mr. Soekarno’s and Mr. Prabowo’s speeches are impassioned. 

(Each	owns	his	speech,	but	they	deliver	separate	speeches).

4.2	 Inflection	of	adjectives

Just	like	nouns	in	English,	adjectives	can	also	undergo	a	change	of	form	
grammatically	 through	the	process	of	 inflection.	Infection	that	occurs	 in	
adjectives	is	usually	used	to	express	grammatical	function	of	comparison.	
In	comparing	an	object	with	another,	native	English	speakers	commonly	use	
three different degree of comparison. t hey are positive, comparative, as well 

as	superlative	form	of	comparison.	However,	inflections	on	adjectives	only	
occur in comparative and superlative form of comparisons. nevertheless, it 

is worthwhile to discuss this section while still discussing these three forms 

to	provide	a	detailed	explanation	of	grammar	about	comparisons	in	English.

a. The positive form of  comparison

	 An	adjective	is	said	to	have	a	positive	form	if	the	adjective	modifies	
a	noun,	but	 the	adjective	does	not	 indicate	 the	quality	degree	of	 its	
modification	of	the	noun	(a	base	form).	For	example,	when	we	say	“this	
bus	is	old”,	the	word	‘old’	is	an	adjective	that	modifies	the	noun	‘bus’	but	
the	modification	does	not	indicate	the	quality	degree.	This	modification	
only	means	that	when	compared	to	other	buses	in	general,	this	bus	is	old.

b. The comparative form of comparison

	 An	adjective	is	called	having	a	comparative	function	if	the	adjective	
modifies	a	noun	and	the	modification	shows	that	 the	noun	has	more	
degree of quality than another noun. t o show the grammatical function 

of	comparative	form,	a	positive	adjective	is	generally	added	to	a	suffix	
–er.	The	addition	of	the	suffix	–er	to	the	adjective	intended	to	convey	the	
grammatical function of the comparative form, is hereinafter referred 

to	as	a	 form	of	 inflection	of	adjectives.	Here	are	 some	examples	of	
comparative form of comparison:
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- John is strong-er than me.

- t his is a rich-er	businessman	than	those	ones.
- adam runs fast-er than you

c. The superlative form of comparison

	 In	addition,	an	adjective	is	said	to	have	a	superlative	comparison	function	
if	the	adjective	modifies	a	noun	and	the	modification	indicates	the	highest	
quality	in	the	noun.To	realize	this	function,	an	adjective	must	undergo	
an	inflection	process	that	is	usually	done	by	adding	suffix	–est	to	the	
adjective.After	going	through	the	infection	process	(adding	the	-est	suffix	
to	an	adjective),	the	adjective	then	undergoes	a	change	of	grammatical	
function to express ‘the highest degree’ in the grammar of comparison 

which is here known as the superlative form comparison. t he following 

examples	illustrate	how	inflection	takes	place	in	the	superlative	form	of	
comparison.

- elly’s house is the large-st	one	in	her	neighborhood.
- t hat is the small-est car I’ve ever seen.

-	 All	students	threw	their	rocks	at	the	same	time.	Adam’s	rock	flew	the	
high-est. 

Related	to	the	process	of	inflection	on	adjectives	especially	to	form	the	
function of the comparison of higher degree and highest degree in english, 

there	are	some	rules	that	should	be	applied,	among	others:
a.	 The	inflection	of	higher	degree	comparison	(adding	the	-er	suffix)	and	

highest	degree	of	comparison	(adding	the	-est	suffix)	only	take	place	
in	adjectives	of	one	or	 two	syllables.	 If	 an	adjective	has	more	 than	
two	syllables,	degree	of	comparison	grammar	is	formed	by	adding	the	
word	‘more’or	‘less’	before	the	adjective	to	express	higher	degree	of	
comparison (comparative form) and adding the word ‘most’or ‘least’ 

before	the	adjective	to	indicate	highest	degreeof	comparison	(superlative	
form).

b.	 For	adjectives	of	one	or	two	syllables,	when	the	adjectives	end	in	silent	
–e (an ‘e’	at	the	end	of	an	adjective	that	is	not	pronounced),	the	silent	–e	
should	be	dropped	before	adding	suffix	–er	to	show	comparative	form	
and adding suffeix –est to show superlative form. Here are the examples:
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No
Adjectives of one or two 

syllables
Comparative 

form
Superlative 

form

1 Wise	(one	syllable) w iser w isest

2 Large	(one	syllable) l arger l argest

3 Handsome	(two	syllables:	
hand-some)

Handsomer Handsomest

4 Gentle	(two	syllables:	
gen-tle)

gentler gentlest

 as the other rules do, this one also has some exceptions. as an example, 

the	word	 ‘active’	 has	 two	 syllables	 (ac-tive).	When	 native	English	
speakers	use	the	comparative	or	the	superlative	form	of	this	adjective,	
they	tend	to	disobey	the	rule	and	prefer	to	use	‘more	active’	instead	of	
‘activer’ and ‘the most active’ instead of ‘activest’. 

c.	 In	English,	there	are	adjectives	of	one	or	two	syllables	ending	in	y.	Such	
adjectives	undergo	a	process	of	inflection	by	substituting	–y	for–i		before	
the	adjectives	are	given	the	suffix	–er	to	express	the	comparison	of	higher	
degree	or	given	the	suffix	–est	 to	express	the	comparison	of	highest	
degree. Here are the examples:

No Adjectives	ending	in	–y Comparative 
form

Superlative 
form

1 Dry	(one	syllable) drier driest

2 Spry	(one	syllable) sprier spriest

3 Happy	(two	syllables:	
hap-py)

Happier Happiest

4 Lazy	(two	syllables:	la-zy) l azier l aziest

d.	 Many	adjectives	of	 single	 syllable	have	a	 short	vowel	and	end	 in	a	
single	consonant.	Such	adjectives	must	be	inflected	by	doubling	the	final	
consonant	before	adding	suffix	–er	(comparative	form)	or	adding	suffix	
–est (superlative form). t ake a look at the following examples: 
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No
Adjectives ending in a 
vowel + a consonant

Comparative Superlative

1 Big	(one	syllable) Bigger Biggest

2 Hot	(one	syllable) Hotter Hottest

3 Dim	(one	syllable) dimmer dimmest

4 Sad	(one	syllable) sadder saddest

although the rules of forming comparative degree exist in english, not 

all	comparative	and	superlative	forms	are	expressed	by	applying	the	rules	
as	explained	earlier	in	which	the	comparative	forms	of	both	comparative	
and	superlative	degree	are	done	by	adding	the	suffix	–er,	-est,	or	adding	
prefix	–more,	-most.A	few	adjectives	are	used	to	express	the	function	of	the	
comparative	form	by	not	following	the	rules	for	inflection	of	adjectives	(the	
adjectives	are	uninflected),	but	simply	use	different	forms	of	adjectives.Such	
kind	of	comparative	forms	are	recognized	as	irregular	inflection	(The Farlex 
Grammar Book,2016).	In	this	regard,	the	irregular	forms	of	the	adjectives	
have	historically	been	formed	and	used	by	native	speakers	of	English.	All	
we need to do with the forms is to memorize and to use them as well. the 

irregular	adjectives	are	shown	as	follows:

No Positive Comparative Superlative

1 many more t he most

2 much more t he most

3 good Better The	best
4 Bad w orse t he worst

5 l ittle (amount) l ess t he least

6 old (people in a family) elder t he eldest

7 w ell (healthy) Better The	best
8 far (distance) farther t he farthest

9 far(extent) further t he furthest

10 l ess l esser t he least

11 Ill w orse t he worst

12 Badly w orse t he worst
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4.3	 Inflection	of	verbs

Inflection	of	verbs	refers	to	the	process	of	adding	inflectional	morpheme	
(e.g.	suffixes)	to	verbs	which	is	aimed	at	modifying	the	verbs’	tense,	aspect	
and	voice.	In	order	to	understand	this	section	clearly,	it	is	essential	to	describe	
what tense, aspect and voice are.

4.3.1	 Tense:	inflection	of	verbs

When	we	talk	about	tense,	we	can	put	the	discussion	into	two	different	
perspectives namely the perspective of period and the perspective of 

morphology.	From	the	perspective	of	period,	people	view	tenses	by	referring	
to	the	time	of	a	particular	action	taking	place.	They	are	all	about	actions	taking	
place according to certain duration of time. If people use this perspective 

to	define	tenses,	they	will	say	that	there	are	three	tenses	in	English	which	
correspond to the present, the past, as well as the future. t he reason is simple 

that	people	in	reality	generally	talk	about	their	activities	which	refer	to	these	
times. for example:

- we came here yesterday (the past)

- we come here today (the present)

- we will come here tomorrow (the future)

so, relating tenses to time will take us to a conclusion that there are three 

tenses	in	English.	This	perspective	is	commonly	used	by	most	grammarians	
to	describe	English	tenses.	In	addition,	from	the	perspective	of	morphology,	
people	look	at	tenses	by	referring	to	the	forms	of	English	verbs.	English	only	
has	two	forms	of	verbs	used	to	indicate	a	certain	grammatical	category	which	
is	marked	by	verb	inflection	namely	the	present	and	past	verbs.	There	are	no	
specific	inflected	verbs	used	to	indicate	the	future.	For	example:
-	 She	learns	linguistics	(learns	is	a	present	verb:	an	inflection)
-	 We	learned	linguistics	(learned	is	a	past	verb:	an	inflection)

To	talk	about	the	future	action,	English	simply	needs	either	the	auxiliary	
such	as	modal	‘will’	or	be	as	in	the	present	progressive	‘be	going	to’	and	the	
verbs	used	are	not	inflected	at	all.	For	example:
-	 We	will	learn	linguistics	(learn	is	uninflected	)
-	 We	are	going	to	learn	linguistics	(learn	is	uninflected)
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looking at the examples, we can clearly see that to express the future 

action,	a	present	verb	is	used	without	involving	any	inflection	of	the	verb	
at	all.	Since	the	expression	of	future	action	does	not	use	inflection	of	verb	
that	the	future	tense	is	morphologically	considered	not	available	in	English.	
Furthermore,	this	perspective	views	that	English	just	has	two	tenses	i.e.	the	
present	and	the	past.Therefore,	when	we	discuss	the	inflection	of	verbs,	then	
we	directly	discuss	about	tense	by	using	the	perspective	of	morphology,	which	
consists	of	the	present	and	the	past	tense	where	inflection	of	verbs	occur	
without	being	marked	by	auxiliaries.	The	inflection	of	verbs	in	both	tenses	is	
discussed as follows:

a.	 Inflection	of	verbs:	simple	present	tense
 The	default	of	inflection	of	verbs	in	present	tense	can	be	seen	in	simple	

present tense. this tense generally has two main uses i.e. to express 

an ongoing event or action which regularly occurs in present time(for 

example	‘The	baby	falls	asleep	easily’.	The	verb	‘falls	asleep’	 is	an	
ongoing	action	that	the	baby	easily	does)	and	to	state	an	action	that	is	
happening	right	now	(For	example	‘Anita	loves	you’.	The	verb	‘loves’	
indicates an action that is happening when the speaker is saying it). a  

sentence	in	simple	preset	tense	is	constructed	by	using	the	root	form	
of	a	verb	or	by	inflecting	the	verb	depending	on	the	person	used	in	the	
sentence.	The	basic	rules	for	constructing	sentences	of	simple	present	
tense in english are:

Simple Present
Number

Singular Plural

Person

first I	+	root	of	verb We	+	root	of	verb
second You	+	root	of	verb You	+	root	of	verb
t hird She	/He	/it	+	inflection	of	verb	

(s/es)

They	+	root	of	verb

first-person singular:I eat (root)

second-person singular:You eat (root)

t hird-person singular:He/she/it eats (infection: root+s)

first-person plural:w e eat (root)

second-person plural:You eat (root)

t hird-person plural:t hey eat (root)
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 referring to the rules, it is clearly seen that most sentences use the root 

form	of	verbs,	except	those	in	the	third-person	singular	use	inflected	verbs	
(suffix	-s	is	added	to	the	end	of	the	verbs).	In	short,	inflection	of	verbs	
only	occurs	in	the	sentences	using	third-person	singular	which	is	done	by	
adding	the	suffix	–s	or	–es	to	the	end	of	the	root	of	verbs.However,	not	
all	verbs	in	this	case	get	suffix	–s	addition.A	few	verbs	must	be	added	by	
suffix	–es	instead	of	suffix	–s	when	,	the	verbs	typically	end	in	one	of	the	
following letters:

- o(go-goes) mary goes to her grandmother’s house every sunday

- ch(teach-teaches) mr. James teaches english in my school

- sh (wash-washes) my sister often washes the dishes after having lunch

- x (fix-fixes)He	fixes	old	computers
- ss (discuss-discusses)Anita	never	discusses	her	personal	problem	

with me

- z	(buzz-buzzes)	The	bee	buzzes	when	flying
- a consonant + y : change y to I (cry-cries) she cries easily

b.	 Inflection	of	verbs:	simple	past	tense
	 On	the	other	hand,	the	default	of	inflection	of	verbs	in	past	tense	can	be	

seen in simple past tense. t he simple past tense is commonly expressed 

when	people	want	to	talk	about	actions	or	things	that	happened	or	existed	
before	the	present	time.	As	an	example,	imagine	that	you	ask	your	sister	
about	what	she	bought	when	she	was	at	the	market	yesterday.
You	:	What	did	you	buy	at	the	market	yesterday?
Sister	 :	I	bought	some	fruits	and	vegetables.

 the general rules for constructing sentences in the form of the simple past 

tense in english are as follows:

Simple Past
Number

Singular Plural

Person

first I	+	root	+	ed/d	(inflection) w e + root + ed/d 
(inflection)

second You + root + ed/d 
(inflection)

You + root + ed/d 
(inflection)

t hird she /He /it + root + ed/d 
(inflection)

t hey + root + ed/d 
(inflection)
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	 According	to	the	rules,	For	sentences	of	the	simple	past	tense,	all	subjects	
either	singular	or	plural	person	use	inflectional	verbs	in	which	the	suffix	
–ed	is	generally	added	to	the	base	form	of	verbs	(roots).	However,	there	
are some rules to consider, among other things:

-	 If	a	verb	used	already	ends	in	the	letter	-e,	then	the	inflection	is	
simply	done	by	adding	the	suffix–d	(type	+	d	=	typed)

-	 If	 a	 verb	 ends	 in	 a	 consonant	 and	 there	 is	 a	 vowel	 before	 the	
consonant,	 the	 last	consonant	of	a	verb	must	be	doubled	before	
adding	 the	 suffix	 –ed	 (plan	 +	 n	 +	 ed	=	 planned).	However,	 an	
exception	is	given	to	these	verbs	such	as	visit	=	visited,	listen	=	
listened,	happen	=	happened,	open	=	opened.	

-	 If	a	verb	ends	in	a	letter	–y	and	there	is	a	consonant	before,	the	letter	
–y	must	be	changed	to	letter	–i	before	adding	the	suffix	–ed	to	the	end	
of	the	verb	(cry:	cri	+	ed		=	cried).	

	 Besides,	it	is	also	important	to	notice	that	the	rules	are	specifically	applied	
for	regular	verbs.	Regular	verbs	refer	to	base	form	of	verbs	(plain	forms	
of	verbs	as	appear	in	the	dictionary)	that	follow	a	regular	pattern	of	
inflection	when	constructing	sentences	of	the	past	tense	or	the	perfect	
tense	such	as	adding	the	suffix–d	or–edto	the	end	of	the	verbs.

	 First-person	singular:I	worked	in	this	company	(work	+	ed	=	worked:	
inflection)

	 Second-person	singular:You	believed	in	ghost	(believe	+	d	=	believed:	
inflection)

	 Third-person	 singular:He/shetriedto	 buy	 a	 new	 car	 (try	 +	 ed	 =	
tried:infection)

	 First-person	plural:We	stopped	 to	help	our	 teacher	 (stop	+	p	+	ed	=	
stopped:	inflection)

	 Second-person	plural:You	used	calculators	(use	+	d	=	used:	inflection)
	 Third-person	plural:They	watched	cartoons	last	night	(watch	+	ed	=	

watched:	inflection)

In	addition	to	regular	verbs,	English	also	uses	irregular	verbs.	Irregular	
verbs	refer	to	verbs	that	do	not	follow	the	pattern	of	inflection	(suffix	addition	
to	the	end	of	verbs)	as	taken	place	in	regular	ones	when	forming	the	past	
tense	for	instance.	To	use	irregular	verbs	in	simple	past	tense,	we	need	to	use	
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their	own	patterns	for	past	verbs	which	have	certainly	no	predictable	forms	
and	we	may	not	add	any	suffixes	to	the	end	of	the	verbs	as	regular	verbs	
do (nordquist,	R	2019).	Let	us	take	the	verb	‘eat’	as	an	example.	We	may	
not turn, ‘I eat Pizza every morning’ into ‘I eated pizza yesterday morning’ 

because	the	word	‘eat’	does	not	belong	to	regular	verbs.	It	belongs	to	irregular	
verbs	which	has	its	own	past	form	that	is	‘ate’.	So,	the	past	form	of	‘I	eat	pizza	
every morning’ is ‘I ate pizza yesterday morning’.some forms of the irregular 

verbs	are:

No Present form (base) Past form Past participle form
1 Break Broke Broken

2 c ut c ut c ut

3 c ome c ame c ome

4 speak spoke spoken

5 go w ent gone

To	facilitate	EFL	learners	distinguish	between	regular	and	irregular	verbs,	
they	are	suggested	to	use	Dictionaries	because	a	good	dictionary	always	gives	
clear	information	on	regular	and	irregular	verbs.	Even,	some	good	dictionaries	
provide	pages	where	learners	can	see	and	learn	the	list	of	irregular	verbs.	

4.3.2	 Aspect:	inflection	of	verbs

Another	grammatical	category	which	could	represent	the	inflection	of	
verbs	is	aspect.	As	the	matter	of	fact,	many	grammarians	are	of	the	opinion	
that aspect is an integral part of tense. some even consider that aspect is a 

tense’s	subcategories.	Therefore,	aspect	in	this	section	may	be	defined	as	the	
duration of an action in a particular tense. In other words, aspect of a tense 

provides information regarding how an action occurs within a particular 

period of time.english has four types of aspects i.e. simple, progressive, 

perfect	as	well	as	past	progressive.	All	the	aspects	exist	in	both	present	and	
past	tense.	To	understand	this,	take	a	look	the	following	figure:
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Tenses Aspects Examples in sentences
Present simple present I wash my car (the default of 

present tense)

Present progressive I am washing my car

Present perfect I have washed my car

Present perfect progressiveI	have	been	washing	my	car
Past simple past I washed my car (the default of past 

tense)

Past progressive I was washing my car

Past perfect I had washed my car

Past perfect progressive I	had	been	washing	my	car

If	the	examples	are	analyzed,	we	can	clearly	see	that	the	inflection	of	
verbs	takes	place	with	the	presence	of	auxiliaries	(e.g.	am,	was,	have,	had)	
before	the	inflected	verbs	(wash	+	ing	=	washing,	wash	+	ed	=	washed).	This	
fact	has	made	tense	and	aspect	different.	In	tense,	inflection	of	verbs	occurs	
without	any	auxiliaries,	but	aspect	always	needs	auxiliaries	to	inflect	verbs.	
In	this	regard,	this	section	does	not	specifically	discuss	simple	present	tense	
and	simple	past	tense	because	both	aspects	are	the	default	of	tenses	which	
have	already	been	discussed	in	the	previous	section.	Therefore,	the	discussion	
regarding	aspect	specifically	centers	on	progressive,	perfect,	and	perfect	
progressive	as	the	subcategoriesof	both	tenses.

a. Progressive Aspects: Present progressive and Past progressive

 the progressive aspects are used to express ongoing or incomplete 

actions	at	a	specific	period	of	time	in	the	present	or	in	the	past.	When	
an	action	is	a	continuing	action	or	is	going	on	by	the	time	a	speaker	
is speaking, it is the present progressive aspect. for example‘John is 

working’, this sentence indicates that John started sleeping in the past 

and	is	still	sleeping	in	the	present,	and	perhaps	john	will	still	continue	
sleeping.In	the	other	side,	the	present	progressive	can	also	be	used	to	
indicate that an event is going to happen in the future if the event is a 

planned event.  t he rules for forming the present progressive as follows:
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Present 
progressive

Number
Singular Plural

Person

first I	+	am	+	verb	+	ing	
(inflection)

We	+	are	+	verb	+	ing	
(inflection)

second You	+	are	+	verb	+	ing	
(inflection)

You	+	are	+	verb	+	ing	
(inflection)

t hird She	/He	/it	+	is	+	verb	
+	ing	(inflection)	

They	+	are	+	verb	+	ing	
(inflection)

	 Falling	back	to	the	rules,	 the	present	progressive	is	formed	with	the	
helping	of	auxiliary	 (to	be	 in	 the	present	 form:	am,	 is,	 are)	plus	an	
inflected	verb	which	is	here	called	as	the	present	participle	of	verb	(a	
verb	with	an	–ing	ending),	for	example:	
-	 They	are	working	through	the	holiday	break	(an	ongoing	action).
- I am arriving in two hours (a future planned action).

 on the other hand, when an action was taking place or going on at 

some point in the past, it is the past progressive aspect. for example, 

‘elli was reading a novel all day long yesterday’. t he sentence indicates 

an ongoing action that elli did all day long yesterday (the past time). 

In addition, the past progressive is also used to express that an event 

happened while another event was taking place. the rules forming the 

past progressive as follows:

Past progressive
Number

Singular Plural

Person

first I	+	was	+	verb	+	ing	
(inflection)

We	+	were	+	verb	+	
ing	(inflection)

second You	+	were	+	verb	+	ing	
(inflection)

You	+	were	+	verb	+	
ing	(inflection)

t hird She	/He	/it	+	was	+	verb	+	
ing	(inflection)	

They	+	were	+	verb	+	
ing	(inflection)

	 The	rules	above	indicate	that	the	past	progressive	is	also	formed	with	the	
help	of	auxiliary	(to	be	in	the	past	form:	was,	were)	plus	an	inflected	verb	
known	as	present	participle	of	verb	(with	suffix	–ing),	for	example:
- I was sleeping in my room when you came (an ongoing action in the past).

-	 Jane	lost	her	bracelet	while	she	was	swimming(an	event	took	place	
while another event was happening).
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 In order to form present participle appropriately, it is essential to know 

the spelling rules as follows:

-	 When	a	verb	ends	in	a	consonant,	but	there	is	a	vowel	before	the	
consonant,	 the	 final	 consonant	 must	 be	 doubled	 before	 being	
inflected	by	adding	suffix	–ing.	For	example;	run	+	n	+	ing	=	running,	
sit	+	t	+	ing	=	sitting,	beg	+	g	+	ing	=	begging,	admit	+	t	=	admitting.

-	 When	a	verb	ends	in	final	–ic,	the	verb	is	inflected	by	adding	letter	–k	
plus	suffix	–ing.	For	example,	mimic	+	k	+	ing	=	mimicking,	panic	+	
k	+	ing	=	panicking,	picnic	+	k	+	ing	=	picnicking.

-	 When	a	verb	ends	in	a	silent	–e,	the	silent	–e	must	be	dropped	and	
then	suffix	–ing	is	added.	For	example:	move	+	ing	=	moving,	close	
+	ing	=	closing,	invite	+	ing	=	inviting.

-	 When	a	verb	ends	in	–ie,	the	final	–ie	must	be	changed	to	–y	before	
adding	suffix	–ing.	For	example:	lie	+	ing	=	lying,	die	+	ing	dying.	

b. Perfect Aspects: Present perfect and Past perfect

 In english, perfect aspects are commonly used to indicate a perfected or 

finished	action	occurring	in	the	present	or	in	the	past	without	telling	an	
indefinite	time.	When	a	speaker	in	the	present	time	is	stating	that	an	event	
is	finished,	so	the	present	perfect	aspect	would	be	used.	This	aspect	is	
formed	by	using	the	following	rules:

Present perfect
Number

Singular Plural

Person

first I + have + root + ed/d 
(inflection)

w e + have + root + ed/d 
(inflection)

second You + have + root + 
ed/d	(inflection)

You + have + root + ed/d 
(inflection)

t hird she /He /it + has + 
root	+	ed/d	(inflection)	

t hey + have + root + ed/d 
(inflection)

	 Specifically,	 the	present	perfect	 is	used	 to	express	 that	an	even	was	
finished	at	some	time	ago	in	the	past	or	to	express	an	action	which	begins	
in the past and still extends to the present, for example:

-	 She	has	walked	three	miles	(She	began	walking	in	the	past	and	is	still	
walking now)

-	 I	have	written	a	letter	(I	finished	writing	a	letter	some	time	ago	in	the	
past)
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 Besides, when the speaker stated that the event was perfected in the 

past	once	or	many	times	before	another	event	took	place,	past	perfect	
aspect	would	be	used,	the	following	rules	are	commonly	used	to	form	this	
aspect:

Past perfect Number
Singular Plural

Person

first I + had + root + ed/d 
(inflection)

w e + had + root + ed/d 
(inflection)

second You + had + root + ed/d 
(inflection)

You + had + root + ed/d 
(inflection)

t hird she /He /it + had + root 
+	ed/d	(inflection)	

t hey + had + root + ed/d 
(inflection)

The	examples	can	be	seen	in	the	following	sentences:
-	 I	had	studied	English	for	three	years	before	I	moved	to	USA
-	 Adam	knew	Jakarta	very	well	because	he	had	visited	the	city	many	

times.

 the rules indicated that present perfect and past perfect aspect are created 

by	using	auxiliary	verbs	(helping	verbs)	such	as:	have	(I,	you,	we,	and	
they) and has (she, he, and it) for the present perfect, and had (all types of 

subjects)	for	past	perfect	followed	by	inflected	verbs	(adding	the	suffix	
–ed/-d).	The	inflected	verbs	used	in	the	perfect	aspects	are	called	past	
participle	verbs.	According	to	nordquist, r (2019), past participle is the 

third	principal	part	of	a	verb	which	may	be	created	in	two	ways	namely:	
the	first,	when	a	verb	belongs	to	regular	verbs,	 the	past	participle	is	
commonly	created	by	adding	suffix	–ed	(work	+	ed	=	worked),	or	-d	(cite	
+	d	=	cited)to	the	root	form	of	the	verb.	The	rules	of	inflection	(adding	
suffix	–ed)	toform	pastparticiple	are	the	same	as	the	ones	of	the	simple	
past tense. t herefore, it is much easier to understand past participle when 

EFL	learners	know	how	to	make	verbs	of	past	tense.	The	second,	when	a	
verb	belongs	to	irregular	verbs,	all	the	EFL	learners	need	to	do	is	to	use	
their	own	patterns	for	past	participle	verbs.	It	is	really	suggested	that	EFL	
learners	view	the	patterns	of	irregular	verbs	for	past	participle	on	special	
pages	commonly	available	in	good	dictionaries.	This	can	be	very	helpful	
in understanding how they are formed (nordquist, r 2019). Here are 

some	examples	of	past	participle	verbs	of	irregular	verbs:
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No Present form (base) Past form Past participle form
1 do did done

2 w rite w rote w ritten

3 drive drove driven

4 see saw seen

5 l ose l ost l ost

Here	are	the	examples	of	the	verbs’	usage	in	sentences:
-	 I	had	done	the	dishes	before	they	ate	last	night.
-	 Elli	had	known	the	life	story	of	Mr.	B.J.	Habibie	so	well	because	she	

read	his	autobiography	many	times.
-	 My	father	had	driven	the	car	for	six	years	before	it	finally	broke	

down.

-	 We	had	never	seen	a	ghost	before	last	night.
-	 Anita	did	not	have	any	money	at	all	yesterday	because	she	had	lost	

her	wallet	the	day	before.

c. Perfect Progressive Aspects: Present perfect progressive and Past 

perfect progressive

 the perfect progressive aspects are normally used for expressing an 

event	which	began	in	the	past	and	extended	either	to	a	specific	time	in	
the past or to the present time. w hen the event started in the past and has 

continued up to the present, the present perfect progressive aspect would 

be	used.	The	formulas	for	forming	the	present	perfect	progressive	are:

Present perfect 
progressive

Number
Singular Plural

Person

first I	+	have	+	been	+	root	+	
ing	(inflection)

We	+	have	+	been	+	
root	+	ing		(inflection)

second You	+	have	+	been	+	root	
+	ing	(inflection)

You	+	have	+	been	+	
root	+	ing	(inflection)

t hird She	/He	/it	+	has	+	been	+	
root	+	ing	(inflection)	

They	+	have	+	been	+	
root	+	ing	(inflection)

t he examples in sentences:

-	 My	parents	have	been	talking	to	your	parents	for	over	one	hour
-	 I	have	been	teaching	English	for	the	last	fifteen	years
-	 We	have	been	waiting	here	for	fifteen	minutes	
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	 In	addition,	when	an	event	began	in	the	past	and	continued	up	to	a	specific	
time	in	the	past,	the	past	perfect	progressive	aspect	would	be	used.	Here	
are the rules used for forming the aspect:

Present perfect 
progressive

Number
Singular Plural

Person

first I	+	had	+	been	+	root	+	
ing	(inflection)

We	+	had	+	been	+	
root	+	ing		(inflection)

second You	+	had	+	been	+	root	+	
ing	(inflection)

You	+	had	+	been	+	
root	+	ing	(inflection)

t hird She	/He	/it	+	had	+	been	+	
root	+	ing	(inflection)	

They	+	had	+	been	+	
root	+	ing	(inflection)

t he rules’ examples in sentences:

-	 The	teachers	had	been	talking	for	30	minutes	before	the	principal	
arrived.

-	 He	had	been	working	at	the	company	before	it	closed	down	last	year.
-	 I	wanted	to	sit	down	because	I	had	been	standing	for	about	three	

hours.

 according to the rules, present perfect progressive and past perfect 

progressive	aspect	are	constructed	by	using	auxiliary	verbs	(helping	
verbs)	such	as:	have	(I,	you,	we,	and	they)	and	has	(she,	he,	and	it)	for	the	
present	perfect,	and	had	(all	types	of	subjects)	for	past	perfect	followed	
by	been	(past	participle	of	be)	and	inflected	verbs	(adding	the	suffix	–
ing)	which	are	also	recognized	as	present	participle	verbs.	The	rules	for	
inflecting	the	roots	(adding	suffix	–ing)	to	form	resent	participle	verbs	are	
the	same	as	the	spelling	rules	of	present	participle	as	described	earlier.	

4.3.3	Passive	Voice:	inflection	of	verbs

The	relationship	between	a	subject	and	an	object	in	a	sentence	can	be	
expressed	in	two	ways.	The	ways	of	expressing	the	relationship	between	
a	subject	and	an	object	are	known	as	voice.	Therefore,	we	recognize	two	
voices in english. t hey are active and passive voice. active voice is the most 

sentences in english. It refers to a type of clause or sentence in which the 

subject	performs	the	verbs	action	and	the	direct	object	receives	the	action	of	
the	verb.	For	example:	“Adam	eats	three	hamburgers	every	morning”.	This	
sentence	is	an	active	sentence	because	Adam	(subject)	is	doing	the	eating	(the	
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verb)	and	three	hamburgers	(object)	are	receiving	the	action	of	eating.	On	the	
other hand, passive voice refers to a type of a clause or sentence in which an 

object	is	more	emphasized	than	its	subject	and	the	subject	receives	the	action	
of	the	verb	with	the	help	of	preposition	-by	or	occasionally	the	subject	is	
not	mention	at	all.	For	example:	“three	hamburgers	are	eaten	by	Adam	every	
morning”.	This	is	a	passive	sentence	because	three	hamburgers	(the	objects)	
are	more	emphasized	and	the	subject	(no	longer	active)	receives	the	action	of	
eaten	(verb)	with	the	help	of	–by	(preposition).Inflection	of	verbs	in	active	
voice	has	been	described	in	the	subsections	of	tenses	and	aspects.Hence,	this	
subsection	specifically	discusses	the	inflection	of	verbs	in	passive	voice.Let’s	
take	a	look	at	some	of	the	passive	formulas	using	regular	and	irregular	verbs.

Tenses/ 
Aspects

Subject (s)
Auxiliary

Inflection	of	verbs	
(past participle)

Singular Plural Regular Irregular
simple 
present

t he class is dismissed

Present 
progressive

new roads are	being c onstructed

Present 
perfect

His 
computer

has	been stolen

simple past this article was written

Past 
progressive

t he walls were 
being

Painted

Past perfect t heir 
house

had	been Improved

simple 
future

t he 
meetings

will	be Held

If	we	notice	the	passive	formulas,	the	passive	sentences	are	formed	by	
combining	auxiliaries	(for	example:	to	be	and	modals)	and	inflection	of	verbs	
(past	participle).	In	passive	voice,	inflection	of	verbs	is	taking	place	due	to	
the	use	of	past	participle	verbs	in	which	all	verbs	in	passive	sentences	are	
inflected	by	adding	suffix	–ed/d	at	the	end	of	the	verbs	when	they	belong	to	
regular	verbs.	However,	when	the	verbs	belong	to	irregular	verbs,	we	simply	
need	to	use	verbs	own	past	participle	forms	which	already	been	listed	in	the	
irregular	verbs’	list	of	English.	
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5. Word Formations: Productive and Less productive word formation

As	stated	earlier	that	word	formation	may	be	defined	as	a	process	of	
forming	words	by	using	morphemes	that	has	an	impact	on	not	only	changing	
meaning,	but	also	changing	part	of	speech	(word	class).	In	this	regard,	Becker,	
a., & Bieswanger, m. (2004)categorized word formation into two types, 

namely productive word formation and less productive word formation. Both 

types	are	going	to	be	discussed	to	describe	word	formation	issues	in	English.	

5.1 Productive word formation

Productive word formations refer to the processes of forming words 

which are frequently used to create new words in a language (Plag, I. 2018). 

Productive word formations include compounding and derivation.

5.1.1 Compounding

Compounding	may	be	understood	as	a	process	of	creating	words	by	
combining	two	or	more	free	morphemes.	In	this	regard,	Bauer,	L.	(1983)	is	of	
the opinion that compounding takes place when two or more stems (the root 

of	a	word)	are	combined	to	form	another	stem.	If	we	take	a	closer	look	at	both	
definitions,	we	will	find	out	that	the	definitions	at	least	contain	two	underlying	
assumptions, i.e. compounding consists of two or more components, and 

the	second	that	these	components	must	be	free	morphemes	(stems).	Plag,	
I. (2018) assumes that compounds in english may involve two, three, four, 

five	or	even	more	elements	e.g.	‘communication	technology	equipment’	and	
‘university	teaching	award	committee	member’.Compounding	has	several	
categories.	The	categories	are	established	based	on	two	different	perspectives,	
i.e. semantical perspective and lexical perspective. 

If we view compounding from semantical perspective, its categories fall 

into two categories namely; endocentric compound and exocentric compound.

When	we	combine	two	or	more	elements	(stems)	to	form	another	word	and	
the	meaning	of	the	word	is	predictable	after	combining	the	meaning	of	its	
elements, the compound is then recognized as endocentric compound. for 

example,	a	linguistic	book,	the	meaning	of	the	word	is	predictable	since	
we	recognize	 it	as	a	particular	kind	of	book	which	contains	 information	
on	linguistics.	In	addition,	when	we	combine	two	free	morphemes	to	form	
another	word	and	the	meaning	of	the	word	is	unpredictable	after	combining	the	
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meaning of its elements, the compound is then called exocentric compound. 

For	instance,	a	word	‘blacklist’.	The	meaning	of	the	word	cannot	be	guessed.	
List	is	only	defined	as	a	printed	record	of	short	pieces	of	information,	such	
as	people’s	names	when	it	stands	alone.	A	blacklist	is	then	defined	as	a	list	of	
people	or	things	that	are	considered	as	unacceptable	or	untrustworthy	that	
should	be	avoided.

If we see compounding from syntactical perspective, its categories are 

included	 in	 compound	noun,	 compound	verb,	 compound	 adjective,	 and	
compound	adverb(Bauer,	L.	1983).These	types	of	compounds	are	briefly	
discussed as follows:

a. Compound noun

In english, compound noun is also known as nominal compound. It may 

be	defined	as	the	process	of	constructing	a	single	noun	by	combining	two	or	
more free morphemes. this type of compounding is generally endocentric and 

has	three	spelling	rules	i.e.	it	is	written	as	separate	words	e.g.	orange	juice,	as	
a	string	of	words	which	are	linked	by	hyphens	e.g.	mother-in-law,	and	as	one	
word	e.g.	headphone.	In	addition,	compound	nouns	may	be	formed	by	using	
diverse part of speech. let’s take a look at the following examples:

No Compound noun part of speech Compound noun examples

1 noun + noun - motorcycle
- water tank
- Bedroom

2 Verb	+	noun - driving license
- dining room
- washing machine

3 Adjective	+	noun -	 Soft	file
- greenhouse
- r edhead

4 Adverb	+	noun - Bystander
- onlooker 

5 Noun	+	verb - t rain-spotting
- Haircut 
- r ainfall 

6 Noun	+	adverb -	 Passer	by
- Hanger on
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No Compound noun part of speech Compound noun examples

7 Verb	+	adverb - t ake-off
-	 Drawback
- l ookout

8 Adjective	+	verb -	 Public	speaking
- dry cleaning

9 Adverb	+	verb - Input
- output
- Upturn

b. Compound verb

Generally,	a	compound	verb	is	the	process	of	making	a	single	verb	by	
combining	two	or	more	free	morphemes,	e.g.	babysit.	This	verb	is	formed	by	
combining	two	different	free	morphemes,	i.e.	morpheme	‘baby’	as	a	noun	and	
morpheme	‘sit’	as	a	verb.	The	combination	of	both	morphemes	has	formed	
another	word	that	is	‘babysit’	which	functions	as	a	verb	meaning	to	look	
after a child or children while the child’s or the children’s parents are out.

Specifically,	https://grammar.yourdictionary.com	says	compound	verb	has	
four	forms	including:	a	prepositional	verb	(adding	a	preposition),	a	phrasal	
verb	(making	a	phrase),	a	verb	with	its	auxiliary	(adding	a	helping	verb),	
single	word	verb	(combining	two	words	together).	Let’s	take	a	look	at	each	of	
these forms in closer detail.

Prepositional Verb

This	type	of	compound	verb	is	made	when	a	preposition	is	combined	with	
a	verb	to	form	another	verb.	That	is	why,	the	resulting	verb	is	then	recognized	
as	a	prepositional	verb.	Here	are	the	examples	of	prepositional	verbs	used	in	
sentences.

- t hey believe in	ghosts	(believe	in=	believe:	a	verb	+	in:	a	preposition)
- my sister asks for	more	milk	(ask	for=	ask:	a	verb	+	for:	a	preposition)
- t he success of this organization will rely on	our	leader	(rely	on=	rely:	a	

verb	+	on:	a	preposition).
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Phrasal Verb 

This	type	of	compound	verb	is	made	by	combining	between	a	verb	and	an	
adverb	or	combining	a	verb	and	an	adverb	plus	a	preposition	to	form	another	
verb.	Some	of	the	examples	include:
- t he students take off	their	shoes	(take	off=	take:	a	verb	+	off:	an	adverb)
- You should throw away	the	garbage	(throw	away=	throw:	a	verb	+	away:	

an	adverb)
- Jane is too tired to put up with	any	nonsense	(put	up	with=	put:	a	verb	+	

up:	an	adverb	+	with:	a	preposition).

Verb with Auxiliaries

This	form	is	made	by	combining	a	verb	with	a	helping	verb	called	an	
auxiliary	to	form	another	verb.	The	types	of	auxiliaries	commonly	used	in	this	
form	are	modals,	have,	has,	had,	am,	is,	are,	was,	were,	be,	as	well	as	been.	
t ake a look at the following examples: 

- adam is learning	English	now	(is	learning=	is:	an	auxiliary	+	learning:	a	
verb)

- we will meet	to	discuss	the	issue	next	week	(will	meet=	will:	an	auxiliary	
+	meet:	a	verb)

- t hey have seen	the	car	(have	seen=	have:	an	auxiliary	+	seen:	a	verb)

Single word verb

This	type	of	compound	verb	is	the	most	common	one	used	in	English	
among	 the	 types	of	compound	verbs.	 It	 is	 formed	by	combining	 two	or	
multiple free morphemes. Its spelling rule is conventionally written as 

either two hyphenated words, e.g. ‘mass-produce’ (to produce a product in 

large	quantities	by	using	an	automated	mechanical	process)	or	one	word,	
e.g.	‘daydream’	(to	think	about	a	pleasant	thing	for	a	certain	period	of	time,	
usually	about	a	thing	that	is	really	wanted	to	happen).	Here	are	the	examples	
in sentences:

-	 She	always	bad-mouths	her	husband	(bad-mouth:	to	criticize	someone	or	
something in an unpleasant manner).

- adam is housesitting now (housesit: to live in and to look after a house 

while its owner is away).
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c. Compound adjective

A	compound	adjectiveis	also	recognized	as	a	phrasal	adjective.	It	 is	
an	adjective	made	up	of	two	or	more	free	morphemes,	(e.g.	well-known)	
commonly used for modifying a noun. for example, a well-known teacher.

The	compound	adjective	has	several	types,	i.e.	compound	adjectives	with	
numbers,	compound	adjectives	with	adjectives	+	pastparticiples,	compound	
adjectives	with	adverb	+	past	participles,	compound	adjectives	with	adjectives	
+	present	participles,	compound	adjectives	with	adverbs	+	present	participles,	
compound	adjectives	with	nouns	+	present	participles,	compound	adjectives	
with	nouns	+	past	participles,	compound	adjectives	with	nouns	+	adjective,	
compound	adjectives	with	adjectives	+	nouns	and	other.	

Compound adjectives : numbers

-	 Fifteen-minute	break
	 They	had	a	fifteen-minute	break	this	afternoon
- t wo-hour

 anita and I will watch a two-hour Indian movie tonight

- one-day

 t he students are attending a one-day seminar

- nine-year-old 

 we have a nine-year-old daughter

- t welve-page

	 I	have	submitted	a	twelve-page	article	to	an	International	journal.

Never	use	suffix	–s	at	the	end	of	words	formed	by	compound	adjectives	with	
numbers.	For	example:
 an eleven-weeks course (incorrect)

 an eleven-week course (correct)

Compound adjectives : adjectives + past participles

- open-minded : willing to consider new ideas

	 Many	young	people	today	tend	to	be	more	open-minded.
- old-fashioned : not modern

 John looks old-fashioned in his outlook.

-	 Bad-tempered	:	become	angry	or	annoyed	easily
	 My	grand-mother	was	very	bad	tempered	this	morning.
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-	 Long-awaited	:	having	been	expected	for	a	long	time
	 Dr.	Kaharuddin	has	published	his	long-awaited	research	report.
-	 Simple-minded	:	no	ability	to	use	reason	and	understand
 alex is a simple minded person 

Compound adjectives : adverb + past participles

- well-educated : having had a good education

	 Many	well-educated	people	have	trouble	finding	good	jobs.
-	 Highly-recommended	:	suggested	as	something	suitable	for	a	particular	

purpose

 dr. e lli is a highly-recommended pediatrics.

- densely-populated : a lot of people live close together

 makassar city is one of the most densely-populated cities in Indonesia.

-	 Well-known	:	recognized	by	many	people
 michael Jackson is a very well-known singer in the world.

Compound adjectives : adjectives + present participles

- good-looking : Physically attractive

 all men love seeing a good-looking woman.

- l ong-lasting : continuing for a long period of time

	 We	enjoy	our	long-lasting	friendship.
- easy-going : relaxed and not easy upset

- I am an easy-going person

-	 Quick-thinking	:	having	or	showing	an	ability	to	think	or	react	quickly	
and effectively

	 Citizens	praised	the	quick-thinking	firefighters	who	helped	evacuate	39	
children

Compound adjectives : adverbs + present participles

- never-ending : last a very long time

 Political issues are never-ending in this country.

- forward-looking : favoring innovation and development; progressive

 I work in a forward-looking company.
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Compound adjectives : nouns + present participles

-	 Heart-breaking	:	causing	intense	sorrow	or	distress
	 We	hear	the	heart-breaking	news
- english-speaking : speaking english as a mother tongue

	 They	are	taught	by	an	English-speaking	teacher
- t ime-consuming : taking a lot of or too much time

	 Writing	a	book	is	very	time-consuming,

Compoundadjectives : nouns + past participles

-	 Sun-baked	:	very	dry,	hot	and	receives	a	lot	of	sun
	 My	sister	and	I	strolled	along	the	sun-baked	streets	in	Bali
- middle-aged : around 40 to 50 years old

 t hey are middle-aged couple.

Compoundadjectives : nouns + adjectives

- world-famous :known throughout the world.

 westlife’s songs are world famous

- Ice-cold : very cold liquid

 we don’t like drinking ice-cold tea.

- smoke-free : without smoke

 t his restaurant is smoke free.

Compoundadjectives : adjectives+ noun

- full-length : normal or standardlength

	 Siti	Nurbaya	is	a	full-length	novel
-	 Last-minute	:	done	or	occurring	at	the	latest	possible	time	before	an	event
	 The	editor	wanted	to	make	last-minute	changes	to	a	publication.

Compoundadjectives : adjectives+ adjective

-	 Dark-blue	:	a	darkshade	of	blue
	 Elli	is	wearing	a	dark-blue	uniform.
-	 Fat-free	:	not	containing	animal	or	vegetable	fats
 I like eating fat-free cookies.
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Compoundadjectives : noun+ noun

- water-proof : impervious to water

 It is not a water-proof coat.

- Part-time : do something for only some of the day or the week

 John is enrolled as a part-time student.

In	this	regard,	compound	adjective	has	a	general	rule	for	spelling.	When	a	
word	formed	by	a	compound	adjective	comes	before	a	noun,	the	word	must	be	
hyphenated,	e.g.	‘a	water-proof	coat’,	but	it	is	not	hyphenated	when	it	comes	
after	the	noun,	e.g.	‘The	coat	is	water	proof’.	Besides,	a	compound	adjective	
with	an	adverb	ending	in	–ly,	e.g.	‘rapidly	growing’	is	usually	not	hyphenated.	

d. Compound adverb

A	compound	adverb	is	also	recognized	as	a	compound	modifier.	It	is	
formed	by	pairing	two	or	more	free	morphemes	that	functions	as	an	adverb.	
Sometimes,	one	adverb	is	combined	with	another	adverb	or	occasionally	with	
another	different	part	of	speech	such	as	a	noun,	an	adjective,	a	preposition,	
or	a	verb.	In	English	sentences,	the	compound	adverb	is	generally	used	for	
modifying	a	verb,	an	adjective,	an	adverb,	or	en	entire	clause.	Here	are	some	
examples	of	compound	adverbs:

No Part of speech Compound adverbs
1 Adverb	+	adverb Further	+	more	=	furthermore

How	+	ever	=	however
2 Adverb	+	noun There	+	fore	=	therefore
3 Adverb	+	preposition There	+	after	=	thereafter
4 determiner + noun Some	+	time	=	sometime

Any	+	time	=	anytime
5 Noun	+	adverb Regard	+	less	=	regardless
6 Preposition + preposition Inside	+	out	=	inside	out

Compound	adverbs	are	commonly	written	as	one	word,	(e.g.therefore), 

but	 occasionally	 as	 one	 hyphenated	 word,	 (e.g.	 self-consciously), and 

sometimes as two words, (e.g. inside out). 
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5.1.2 Derivation

In linguistics, derivation is sometimes called as morphological derivation. 

It	refers	to	the	process	of	forming	other	words	by	adding	prefixes	or	suffixes	
to	existing	words.	For	example,	an	existing	word	‘happy’	may	be	used	to	form	
other	words	by	adding	a	prefix	–un	(un	+	happy	=	unhappy)	or	adding	s	suffix	–
ness	(happy	+	ness	=	happiness).Derivation	of	English	are	subdivided	into	two	
types, i.e. class-changing derivation and class-maintaining derivation. class-

changing	derivation	refers	to	the	process	of	forming	other	words	by	adding	
prefixes	or	suffixes,	in	which	the	derivation	not	only	changes	the	meaning,	but	
also changes the word class of the existing words, e.g. an existing word ‘play’ 

is	added	a	suffix	–er	to	form	another	word	‘player’.	

Root / Base Meaning Suffix Derivation Meaning
Play (verb) engage in a 

sport or game.
-er Player 

(noun)
a person taking part 
in a sport or game.

on the other hand, class-maintaining derivation refers to the process of 

forming	other	words	by	adding	prefixes	or	suffixes,	in	which	the	derivation	
process	does	not	change	the	word	class	of	the	existing	word,	but	simply	
changes	its	meaning,	e.g.	an	existing	word	‘king’	is	added	by	a	suffix	–dom	to	
form another word ‘kingdom’.

Root / Base Meaning Suffix Derivation Meaning
king 
(noun)

the male ruler of 
an independent 
state, especially 
one who inherits 
the	position	by	
right	of	birth.

-dom kingdom 
(noun)

a country, state, 
or territory 
ruled	by	a	king	
or queen.

Both	 derivation’s	 subcategories	 are	 usually	 used	 to	 differentiate	
derivation	to	inflection.	Derivation	modifies	words	to	form	distinct	word	
class	(syntactical),	meaning	(semantical)	or	even	both	of	them.	However,	
inflection	modifies	words	to	form	different	grammatical	categories	without	
changing	both	word	class	and	meaning.	Accoring	to	Sobin,	N.	(2010),	English	
morphological	derivation	has	several	patterns	namely:adjectives-to-nouns,	
adjectives-to-verbs,	adjectives-to-adverbs,	adjectives-to-adjectives,	nouns-to-
adjectives,	nouns-to-verbs,	nouns-to-nouns,	verbs-to-adjectives,	and	verbs-to-
nouns.	The	patterns	are	briefly	explained	as	follows:
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a. Adjectives-to-nouns

This	pattern	indicates	that	we	can	use	adjectives	to	form	nouns	by	adding	
suffixes	such	as	–cy,	-ity,	and	–ness.	Take	a	look	at	the	following	examples:

Suffixes Adjectives Meanings Nouns Meanings
- cy Efficient achieving 

maximum results 
with minimum 
efforts or 
expenses.

Efficiency quality of 
being	efficient

Urgent requiring 
immediate 
attentions or 
actions.

Urgency the quality 
of	being	very	
important 
and needing 
immediate 
attentions.

frequent occurring or 
done on many 
periods of times.

frequency something 
repeatedly 
occurs over 
a particular 
period of time.

- ity similar having 
characteristics 
in common.

similarity people or 
things look the 
same.

Responsible having an 
obligation	to	do	
something.

Responsibility the state of 
having a 
duty to do 
something.

c urious eager to know 
something.

c uriosity a strong desire 
to know 
something

- ness Happy feeling pleasure 
or contentment.

Happiness a sense of 
pleasure or 
contentment.

dark little or no light. darkness the quality of 
being	little	or	
without light.

c onscious aware of and 
responding to 
surroundings.

consciousnessthe state of 
realizing 
something.
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b. Adjectives-to-verbs

This	pattern	indicates	that	we	can	also	use	adjectives	to	form	verbs	by	adding	
suffixes	such	as	–ise,	-ate,	-fy,	and	-en.	Take	a	look	at	the	following	examples:

Suffixes Adjectives Meanings Verbs Meanings
- ize Stable not likely to 

move or change.
Stabilize to	make	stable

Visual relating to sight. Visualize to make some-
thing	visible	to	
the eye.

special not ordinary or 
usual.

specialize to concentrate on 
a particular skill 
or	subject.

- ate different not the same as 
another.

differentiate to make some-
thing different.

l iquid flowing	like	
water freely.

l iquidate to cause a 
business	closed	
and sell its assets 
to pay	its	debts.

simple easily 
understood or 
done.

simplicate tomake a system 
more complex 
that the use of 
the system is 
easier or even 
simpler.

- fy solid firm	in	shape solidify make something 
become	solid.

Pure not mixed 
with any other 
substances	or	
materials.

Purify to	remove	bad	
materials from 
something to 
make it pure.

false not according 
with the truth.

falsify to make false.

- en fast capable	of	
moving at high 
speed.

fasten to cause some-
thing	firmly	fixed	
together.

sharp having an edge 
which	is	able	to	
cut something.

sharpen make something 
become	sharp.

short a small distance 
from end to end.

shorten to make some-
thing shorter.
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c. Adjective-to-adverb

This	pattern	is	used	to	change	adjectives	into	adverbs	by	adding	suffix	-ly.	
t ake a look at the following examples:

Suffix Adjectives Meanings Adverbs Meanings
- ly easy achieved without 

a great effort
easily without	diffi-

cul ty or a great 
effort

c ontinuous happening or 
without	a	break.

continuously without 
interruptions.

Polite showing a 
respectful 
behavior	t	and	
considerate of 
other people.

Politely in a respectful 
and considerate 
way.

d. Adjectives-to-adjectives

This	pattern	enables	us	to	use	adjectives	for	forming	other	adjectives	by	
adding	suffix	–ish,	or	adding	prefixes	such	as	un-,	im-,	in-,	ir-,	il-,	non-,	as	well	
as dis-. t ake a look at the following examples:

Suffix Adjectives Meanings Other adjectives Meanings
- ish r ed color next to orange 

and opposite violet.
r eddish slightly 

red.

Yellow color	between	green	
and orange.

Yellowish slightly 
yellow.

Blue color intermediate 
between	green	and	
violet.

Bluish slightly 
blue.

Prefixes Adjectives Meanings
Other 
adjectives

Meanings

Un- Able	 having a skill or 
an opportunity to 
do something.

Unable lacking the 
skill or the 
opportunity to 
do something.

ethical relating to moral 
principles.

Unethical morally 
incorrect

Breakable being	broken	
easily.

Unbreakable not	to	be	
broken	easily.
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Prefixes Adjectives Meanings
Other 
adjectives

Meanings

Im- mature full-grown 
physically

Immature not fully 
grown.

Patient able	to	accept	
any	problems	
without	being	
annoyed.

Impatient having a 
tendency	to	be	
annoyed due to 
a	problem.

Possible able	to	be	done. Impossible able	to	be	done.
In- c onvenient giving someone 

personal comfort
Inconvenient c ausing 

discomfort

sane not mentally ill. Insane mentally ill.

Definite clearly decided 
or stated.

Indefinite not clearly 
decided or 
stated.

Ir- r egular capable	of	
moving at high 
speed.

Irregular to cause 
something 
firmly	fixed	
together.

Responsible having an 
obligation	to	do	
something.

Irresponsible not showing 
responsibility.

r ational based	on	reason	
and logic.

Irrational not	reasonable.

Il- l egal based	on	the	law Illegal contrary to the 
law.

l iterate able	to	write	and	
to read.

Illiterate unable	to	write	
and to read.

l ustrous shining Illustrious respected past 
achievement.

dis- l oyal giving constant 
support

disloyal not giving 
loyalty.

Satisfied feeling pleased Dissatisfied feeling 
unhappy with 
something.

Honest free of 
untruthfulness.

dishonest behave	in	an	
untrustworthy 
manner.
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e. Nouns-to-adjectives

This	pattern	enables	us	to	use	nouns	for	forming	other	adjectives	by	
adding	suffix	–al,	-ous,	-ful,	and	–less.	Take	a	look	at	the	following	examples:

Suffixes Nouns Meanings Adjectives Meanings
- al nation a particular 

country.
national relating to a par-

ti  cular country.

option a thing that is 
chosen.

optional may	be	chosen	
or not.

Profession a	paid	job. Professional relating to a 
profession.

-ous danger the	possibility	of	
coming to harm.

dangerous able	to	cause	
harm.

t endency an inclination 
toward a type of 
behavior.

t endentious intending to 
promote a 
contro versial 
point of view.

Ambition a strong desire to 
do something.

Ambitious showing a strong 
desire to achieve 
something.

- ful fruit theproduct of a 
tree.

fruitful producing much 
fruit or good 
results.

Joy feeling great 
happiness.

Joyful causing great 
happiness.

Peace freedom from 
disturbance	or	
war.

Peaceful without distur-
bance	or	
violence.

- less Home the place to live 
permanently.

Homeless a person without 
a home to live.

speech the expression 
of thoughts 
and feelings 
by	articulating	
sounds.

speechless unable	to	speak.

c are giving serious 
attention to 
be	able	to	do	
something 
correctly.

c areless not giving 
serious attention.
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f. Nouns-to-verbs

This	pattern	enables	us	to	use	nouns	for	forming	other	verbs	by	adding	
suffix	–fy.	Take	a	look	at	the	following	examples:

Suffix Nouns Meanings Other verbs Meanings
- fy c lass a set of 

categories of 
things.

c lassify arrange a group of 
people or things 
in categories 
according to their 
characteristics.

glory honor 
achieved 
by	great	
achievements.

glorify t he act of 
worshipping (e.g. 
god).

example a	pattern	to	be	
imitated.

exemplify to	show	by	
examples.

g. Nouns-to-nouns

This	 pattern	 enables	 us	 to	 use	 nouns	 for	 forming	 other	 nouns	 by	
commonly	adding	prefixes	(such	as	anti-,	auto-,	co-,	counter-,	inter-,	mal-,	
mono-,	neo-,	re-,	semi-,	sub-,	super-,	under-).	Take	a	look	at	the	following	
examples:

Prefixes Nouns Meanings Other nouns Meanings
anti- c limax the most 

exciting point 
of an event.

anticlimax a disappointing 
end to an 
exciting event.

t hesis a statement 
that is put 
forward as a 
premise.

antithesis a	contrast	bet-
ween two things.

auto- Biography the story of 
someone’s 
life	written	by	
someone else.

Autobiogra-
phy

the story of a 
person’s life 
written	by	that	
person himself.

c ritic an 
unfavorable	
opinion of 
something.

auto critic self-criticism
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Prefixes Nouns Meanings Other nouns Meanings
c o- w riter a person 

who writes 
a particular 
text.

c o-writer a person who 
has written a 
particular text 
together with 
another person.

founder a person 
who has 
established	
something 
e.g. a 
company.

c o-founder a person who 
has	esta	blished	
something 
together with 
another person.

c ounter- argument reasons given 
with the aim 
of persuading 
others.

c ounter-
argument

a set of reasons 
given to oppose 
an idea deve-
loped in another 
argument.

example a person or a 
thing regarded 
to	be	imitated.

c ounter-
example

an example 
given with the 
aim of contra-
dicting an idea.

ex- c hairman a person 
 de sig n ated 
to organize a 
group.

ex-chairman a former 
chairman

Hunter a person who 
hunts animals 
for food or for 
hobbies.

ex-hunter a former hunter

Hyper- t ext a piece of 
written 
material.

Hypertext chunk of text 
that	can	be	link-
ed to another 
text.

Inflation increasing 
in prices and 
falling in 
the value of 
money.

Hyperinflation monetary	infla-
tion increa sing at 
a very high rate.

In- attention focus given 
on a selected 
stimulus.

Inattention lack of attention.
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Prefixes Nouns Meanings Other nouns Meanings
c oherence the state 

of	being	
consistent and 
logical.

Incoherence the	state	of	being	
inconsistent 
and illogical 
(unclear). 

Inter action process 
of doing 
something.

Interaction reciprocal 
action.

l anguage the method 
used	by	
humans to  
communicate.

Inter-language a type of 
language used 
by	the	learners	
of foreign or 
second language.

mal- function an activity 
intended for 
a person or 
thing.

malfunction fail to function 
satisfactorily

nutrition providing 
the food 
important for 
health and 
growth

malnutrition lack of good 
nutrition due 
to not having 
enough to eat.

mis- c onduct the way 
someone 
behaves.

misconduct a person’s 
unacceptable	
behavior.

mana-
gement

activities for 
controlling 
things or 
people.

misma-
nagement

managing 
something 
wrongly.

mini- market an area 
where people 
regularly 
gather for the 
purchase and 
sale.

mini-market a small store 
which sells 
goods.

t heory a system of 
ideas used 
to explain 
something 
scientifically.

mini-theory the root of ideas  
by	constructed	
bya	grand	
theory.
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Prefixes Nouns Meanings Other nouns Meanings
mono- Syllable a unit of 

pronun  ciation 
containing 
one vowel 
sound.

Monosyllable a word having 
one	syllable	
only.

graph a diagram 
that shows 
the relation 
between	
variables

monograph a single 
specialized 
subject	of	a	
study which is 
written in detail.

neo c olonial-
ism

the practice 
of political 
control over 
another 
country.

neo-
colonialism

the use of 
political cultural, 
economic to 
control over 
other countries.

Imperialism extending the 
power of a 
country using 
military force.

neo-
imperialism

using 
globalization,	
capitalism, as 
well as cultural 
to	influence	
developing 
countries.

r e- organiza-
tion

the process 
of organizing 
something.

r e-
organization

the process of 
changing the 
way something 
is organized.

examina-
tion

testing the 
knowledge 
of a person in 
a particular 
subject	
formally.

r e-
examination

the process 
of examining 
something again.

semi- c ircle a round plane 
figure

semicircle a half of a circle

t railer a container on 
wheels that 
is	pulled	by	
a car

semitrailer a large container 
with wheels at 
the	back	which	
is pulled along 
by	a	truck
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Prefixes Nouns Meanings Other nouns Meanings
Sub- t itle the name of 

written works.
Sub-title a	subordinate	

title of a written 
work.

division the process 
of separating 
something 
into parts.

Sub-division the action of 
subdividing	
something

super- market an area 
wherepeople 
regularly 
gather for the 
purchase and 
sale.

supermarket a large self-
service store that 
sells household 
goods and  
foods.

Power the	ability	to	
do something 
in a particular 
manner.

superpower a	very	influential	
and powerful 
country.

Under- Payment the action 
of paying 
something.

Underpaymenta payment that 
is smaller than 
what is expected.

graduate a person 
who has  
completed a 
training or 
a course of 
study.

Undergraduatea student at 
a university 
who has not 
yet achieved 
a	bachelor’s	
degree.

h. Verbs-to-adjectives

This	pattern	enables	us	to	use	verbs	for	forming	other	adjectives	by	
commonly	adding	suffixes	(such	as	–ive,	-ous,	-ent,	and	-able).	Take	a	look	at	
the following examples:

Suffixes Verbs Meanings Adjectives Meanings
-ive attract to cause to 

approach someone 
or something.

attractive arousing interest 
or	pleasure	be-
cause of pleas ing 
in appearance.

effect cause something 
to occur.

effective successful in 
achieving an 
intended result.
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Suffixes Verbs Meanings Adjectives Meanings
-ous c ontinue keep happening. c ontinuous without 

interruption in 
time.

nerve to give courage 
mentally to face 
a demanding 
situation.

nervous easily	to	be	
anxious.

-ent differ to	be	unlike	or	
distinct from 
another.

different not the same as 
another.

depend be	determined	by. dependent bedetermined	and	
conditioned	by	
another.

-able drink take water into 
the mouth and 
swallow it.

Drinkable suitable	for	
drinking.

c ount determine the 
total	number	of	
something.

Countable able	to	be	counted.

i. Verbs-to-nouns

This	pattern	allows	us	use	verbs	for	forming	other	nouns	by	adding	suffix	
–er, -ance. –ment.take a look at the following examples:

Suffix Verbs Meanings Other nouns Meanings
- er drive operate the 

direction of a 
motor vehicle.

driver a person who drives 
a motor vehicle.

sing produce musical 
tones with the 
voice.

singer a person who sings 
professionally.

-ance govern to control and to 
direct the making 
of policy in a 
country.

governance the action of 
governing.

deliver bring	ordered	
goods to the 
proper recipient.

deliverance the act of delivering  
something.
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Suffix Verbs Meanings Other nouns Meanings
-ment develop cause something 

to grow.
development the action of 

developing 
something.

r ecruit to persuade 
someone	to	join	
in a company for 
a	job.

r ecruitment the action of 
enlisting new 
people in a 
company or an 
organization.

If we closely look at those productive word formations of english, we 

will	find	out	that	affixation	is	apparently	the	most	common	way	used	by	native	
speakers of english to form other or even new words in a language. However, 

human	mind	has	an	enormous	capacity	which	enables	speakers	to	go	beyond	
affixation	and	gives	other	creative	ways	of	forming	words.		The	creative	ways	
are recognized as not very common ways in word formation process in which 

native speakers of english seldom use these new processes. However, words 

resulted from these creative processes are occasionally adopted as the part 

of	acceptable	form	of	word	by	the	larger	linguistic	community	(Akmajian	et	
al. 2017). the creative ways meant here are also known as less productive 

word formations that are discussed in the following section.

5.2 Less productive word formations

In addition to productive word formations, there are also less productive 

word formations. less productive word formations refer to the processes of 

forming words which are uncommonly used to create other words in english.

Less	productive	word	 formations	 include	coinage,	borrowing,	blending,	
clipping,	backformation,	conversion	and	acronyms.	Those	are	the	focus	for	
discussion in this section. 

5.2.1 Coinage

Coinage	is	also	recognized	as	neologism.	It	is	named	neologism	because	
this word formation process invents entirely new words (neo) used to illustrate 

and	describe	new	concepts	or	objects.	This	process	is	very	rare	and	unusual	
way	of	forming	words,	but	the	change	of	technology,	culture,	and	humans’	
life style require the speakers of english to coin new words to name their new 
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inventions	resulted	from	the	changes.	Therefore,	coinage	may	be	then	defined	
as	 the	process	of	 forming	new	words	either	accidentally	or	deliberately	
without employing the rules of word formation processes. according to Yule, 

G.	(2010),	often	these	new	words	are	adopted	by	people	in	a	community	and	
become	words	used	in	the	people’s	everyday	life.	The	representative	example	
of	coinage	can	be	illustrated	in	the	word	‘google’.	In	the	past,	the	word	Google	
was simply created to give a name of a company. google is commercially a 

trade mark of a company. Its meaning gradually changes from the name of a 

company	to	a	specific	term	which	is	commonly	used	by	almost	all	people	in	
the	globe	meaning	‘to	use	internet	to	search	and	to	obtain	information.	The	
other examples of some common coinages found in everyday english are 

available	in	the	following	list:

No Coinages Meanings
1 aspirin A	tablet	which	is	used	to	relieve	chronic	pain	and	to	

reduce fever.

2 band-aid A	bandage	that	is	used	to	cover	minor	wounds.
3 escalator A	moving	staircase	driven	by	a	motor	which	has	an	

endlessly	circulating	belt	of	steps.
4 factoid A	brief	and	significant	information	or	news.
5 frisbee a circular piece of plastic that has a curved edge 

thrown	between	people	in	a	game.
6 heroin a  very addictive analgesic drug which is derived from 

morphine.

7 kerosene A	fuel	oil	which	is	especially	used	in	the	engines	of	jet	
engines.

8 kleenex an	absorbent	disposable	paper	tissue.
9 laundromat a  coin-operated washing machines and dryers for 

public	use.
10 linoleum A	smooth	material	which	is	used	for	covering	floors.
11 muggle a person without a particular type of knowledge or skill.

12 nylon A	strong	fible	which	is	artificially	woven.
13 psychedelic a  type of drug that can produce hallucinations and 

consciousness.

14 quark one of the fundamental particles in physics.

15 Xerox A	brand	name	for	a	copier.
16 zipper a	device	that	has	two	flexible	strips	of	metal	or	plastic	

used	to	fasten	bags,	garments,	as	well	as	other	items.
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5.2.2 Borrowing

In	Morphology,	the	word	‘borrowing’	refers	to	the	process	of	taking	
over	words	from	other	languages	which	are	then	adapted	to	be	used	in	a	
language.	After	a	word	is	borrowed	from	a	particular	language,	the	word	is	
then	called	as	a	loanword	or	a	borrowed	word.	English	is	one	of	languages	
which	 occasionally	 borrow	 words	 from	 other	 languages.	 nordquist, 

R.(2019,	June	30)	even	describes	native	speakers	of	English	as	‘the	most	
enthusiastic	borrower’	because	they	historically	have	borrowed	many	words	
from approximately 120 languages all over the world. for examples of the 

borrowed	words	include:	kebab	and	yoghurt	(Turkish),	whisky	(Scottish	
Gaelic),	Algebra	and	sofa	(Arabic),	Piano	(Italian),	mayonnaise	(French),	
tattoo	(Tahitian),	zebra	(Bantu),	sherry	(Spanish),	waltz	(German),	bamboo	
and paddy (Indonesian), ski (norwegian), tycoon (Japanese), and many 

more.	Even	if	throughout	history,	English	has	been	considered	as	‘the	most	
enthusiastic	borrower’	for	having	borrowed	a	large	number	of	words	from	
other languages. However, today english is also called as ‘the leading source 

of	borrowing’	for	many	other	languages	in	more	areas	of	life	then	just	science	
and technology.according to nordquist,	R.	(2019,	June	30),	borrowing	in	
English	commonly	occurs	due	to	some	plausible	reason	i.e.	the	rapid	change	
of technology and communication, other languages have words that have no 

equivalents	in	English	language,	there	are	many	words	for	events,	objects,	
political,	cultural,	or	abstract	concepts	that	are	not	found	in	the	culture	of	
english language. 

5.2.3 Blending

Another	less	productive	word	formation	of	English	is	blending.	Blending	
refers	to	the	process	of	forming	another	or	a	new	word	with	a	new	meaning	by	
combining	two	separate	words	with	different	meanings.	There	are	three	ways	
of	forming	blended	words.	The	first,	blendingis	usually	done	by	taking	the	
beginning	of	the	first	word	and	the	end	of	the	second	word,	e.g.	new	words	like	
Indolish (Indonesian + english), brunch (breakfast + lunch), motel (motor + 

hotel), camcorder (camera + recorder), emoticon (emotion + icon), frienemy 

(friend + enemy)	and	so	on.The	second,	blending	is	formed	by	taking	the	
beginnings	of	both	words,	e.g.	new	words	like	cyborg (cyber + organism), 

biopic (biography + picture),	etc.	The	third	type	of	blending	called	‘splinter’	
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is	formed	by	taking	whole	parts	of	the	first	word	and	the	end	of	the	second	
word, e.g. new words like guesstimate (guess + estimate), cheeseburger 
(cheese + hamburger), motorcade (motor + cavalcade), workcoholic 

(work + alcoholic)	and	so	forth.	Nordquist,	R.(2019,	September6)	states	
that as a dynamic language, english constantly tends to evolve, in which a 

large	number	of	English	words	are	not	only	derived	from	some	European	
languages	such	as	French	or	German,	but	also	from	Greek	or	Latin,	because	
of the emergence of new cultural phenomena or new technology. However, 

starting from the 20th	century,	another	type	of	word	formation,	that	is	blending,	
started	to	emerge	used	to	describe	the	new	cultural	phenomena	and	the	new	
technology.   

5.2.4 Clipping, 

clipping, in morphology, refers to the process of creating another word 

by	taking	one	or	more	syllables	from	a	multisyllabic	word.	Consequently,	the	
part	of	the	multisyllabic	word	is	used	to	represent	the	whole,	e.g.	In	Indonesia,	
we usually see nameplates of hand phone outlets say ‘eka cell’, ardan 

masogi cell, adam cell, etc. the word ‘cell’ is actually a clipping which 

is	formed	by	taking	one	syllable	‘cell’	from	a	multisyllabic	word	‘cellular’.	
the other examples of clipping are phone (tele-phone), math (math-ematics), 

ad (ad-vertisement), exam (exam-ination), spec (spec-ulation), lab (lab-

oratory), cap (cap-tain), demo (demo-nstration), porn (porn-ography), doc 

(doc-tor),prof (prof-essor), info (info-rmation), bro (bro-ther), sist (sist-er)

and	various	others.	Such	words	produced	by	clipping	are	named	clipped	word	
or shortening. If we notice the clipped words, we will see that clipping is 

simply	used	to	form	another	word	by	shortening	a	word	without	changing	
both	the	meaning	and	the	part	of	speech	of	the	word.	However,	the	words	
created	by	the	process	of	clipping	are	considered	as	colloquial	and	informal	
words. arnold, I. V. (1986) categorizes clipping into four categories namely: 

initial	clipping,	medial	clipping,	final	clipping,	as	well	as	complex	clipping.

a. Initial clipping

 Initial clipping which also known as ‘procope’ refers to the process of 

cutting	the	initial	part	of	a	word	and	use	the	final	part	as	another	form	of	
the word. for example: phone (it is another form of a word ‘telephone’, 
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the	word	is	formed	after	cutting	the	initial	part	‘tele’	and	leave	the	final	
part ‘phone’ as another form of the word ‘telephone’), bot (ro-bot), net 
(inter-net). 

b.	 Medial	clipping
	 This	type	of	clipping	is	also	known	as	‘syncope’.	It	is	formed	by	leaving	

out	the	medial	part	of	a	word	and	use	the	initial	and	the	final	as	the	other	
form of the word. for example: maths (it is formed after leaving out the 

medial	part	of	the	word	‘ematic’	and	leave	the	initial	‘math’	and	the	final	
part	‘s’	combined	to	‘maths’	as	another	form	of	the	word	‘mathematics’,	
mam (ma-da-m). and so on.

c. final clipping

 f inal clipping is also recognized as ‘apocope’. this type of clipping is 

formed	by	cutting	the	final	part	of	a	word	and	use	the	initial	as	another	
form of the word. for example: memo (this word is another form of a 

word	‘memorandum’,	the	word	‘memo’	is	formed	after	cutting	the	final	
part ‘randum’ and leave the initial part ‘memo’ as another form of the 

word), gym (gym-nastics),  pub (pub-lic house), etc.

d. c omplex clipping

	 This	type	of	clipping	is	formed	using	three	ways	namely:	The	first,	two	
words	are	merged,	but	the	final	part	of	the	first	word	is	cut,	e.g. org-man 

(org-anization + man).	The	second,	two	words	are	compounded,	but	the	
initial part of the second word is cut, e.g. cablegram	(cable	+	tele-gram). 

The	third,	two	words	are	merged,	but	the	final	parts	of	the	first	and	the	
second word are left out, e.g. navicert (navi-gation + cert-ificate).	

5.2.5 Backformation

Back formation is another type of less productive word formations, in 

which	another	word	is	produced	by	removing	the	actual	suffix	of	a	certain	
word.	For	example,	the	word	‘edit’	is	a	verb	which	is	produced	after	removing	
the	supposed	suffix	–or	of	a	noun	‘editor’.	This	has	become	a	patter	which	
is	used	 to	 create	many	verbs	 from	 removing	 the	 suffixes	of	nouns.	The	
term	‘back	formation’	was	firstly	coined	by	James	Murray	in	1889	(https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back-formation), a scottish who worked as the 

primary editor of the oxford english dictionary from 1879 to 1915. at the 

time,	Murray	introduced	the	term	‘back-formation’	in	the	definition	of	a	verb	
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‘to	burgle’	which	was	derived	from	the	old	English	noun	‘burglar’.		Related	
to this matter, Huddleston & Pullum (2005) state that if we see the structure 

of	the	words	created	by	word	formation	and	affixation	in	derivation,	no	one	
is	able	to	distinguish	their	forms,	except	to	see	their	differences	from	the	
perspective of historical formation of the words. In other word, we may say 

that	if	another	word	is	formed	after	removing	the	affix	of	an	old	English,	
Latin,	or	Greek	word,	it	is	a	back	formation.	Here	are	some	examples	of	
English	back-formation.
-	 aborigine	from	aborigines
- adulate from adulation

- automate from automation 

- aviate from aviation

-	 bartend	from	bartende
-	 biograph	from	biography
-	 bulldoze	from	bulldozer
- cavitate from cavitation

- commentate from commentator 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_English_back-formations)

In	English,	many	words	made	of	back-formations	never	get	their	real	
legitimacy	to	be	used	widely	by	the	native	speakers	of	English.	Some	are	
ignored	or	even	aborted	early.	However,	we	may	not	deny	that	some	still	
survive	respectably	and	continuously	make	contributions	to	English	(Garner,	
B., &garner, f. B. 2009).

5.2.6 Conversion

In morphology, conversion refers to the process of forming another word 

by	converting	or	changing	the	part	of	speech	(class)	of	a	word	without	making	
a change to the word’s form (spelling and pronunciation). for example the 

word ‘google’, this word, in the past was only a noun which refers to the search 

engine	to	get	information	regarding	something	or	someone	on	the	internet,	but	
in	modern	English,	the	word	‘google’	can	be	used	as	a	verb	which	means	‘to	
search	information	concerning	something	or	someone	by	using	the	search	
engine	Google	on	the	world	wide	web	(the	internet).	Another	example	is	the	
word ‘email’. t his word is originally a noun. after going through the process 

of conversion, the word ‘email’ experiences a change in its part of speech 
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(from	a	noun	to	a	verb)	without	changing	its	spelling	and	pronunciation.	In	
the past, we can only say ‘I will send you an email immediately’. But today, 

we can also say ‘I will email you immediately’. In english, conversion has 

several types, among other things:

a.	 Noun	to	verb	conversion
 t his type of conversion is regarded as the most frequently used 

conversion in english. t his conversion functions to change nouns to 

verbs.	The	following	list	contains	some	examples	of	verbs	which	are	
resulted from converting nouns. 

-	 Bottle	(noun)………To	bottle	(verb)
	 My	mother	puts	the	tea	in	a	bottle	(noun)
	 My	mother	bottles	the	tea	(verb)
-	 Microwave	(noun)………To	microwave	(verb)
	 I	didn’t	put	the	fish	in	the	microwave	(noun)
	 Elli	always	microwaves	a	chicken	for	lunch	(verb)	
-	 Can	(noun)………To	can	(verb)
	 Adam	bought	a	can	of	tuna	this	morning	(noun)
	 Adam	cans	his	fruit	(verb)
-	 Name	(noun)………To	name	(verb)
 w rite your full name on the form (noun)

	 Hawa	names	her	rabbit	Kelincot	(verb)
-	 Knife	(noun)………To	knife	(verb)
	 The	robber	pointed	a	knife	at	John	(noun)
	 She	knifed	her	enemy	at	the	back	(verb)	

b.	 Verb	to	noun	conversion
 t his is another type of conversion which is also regarded as the frequently 

used conversion in english. t his type of conversion functions to change 

the	part	of	speech	of	a	word,	from	verb	to	a	noun.	The	following	list	gives	
the examples of this type of conversion.

-	 To	hit	(verb)………Hit	(noun)
	 Parents	are	not	allowed	to	hit	their	children	(verb)
	 Your	dance	was	a	real	hit	at	my	birthday	party	(noun)
-	 To	attach	(verb)………Attack	(noun)
	 A	snake	will	not	attack,	unless	it	is	provoked	(verb)
 t he Us soldiers have made an attack on Baghdad (noun)
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-	 To	call	(verb)	………Call	(noun)
	 I	have	called	my	twins	Adam	and	Hawa	(verb)
	 I	got	a	call	from	a	beautiful	girl	last	night	(noun)
-	 To	cheat	(verb)………Cheat	(noun)
	 He	cheated	me	by	charging	too	much	for	this	computer	(verb)
 Your friend is a cheat (noun)

-	 To	cry	(verb)………Cry	(noun)
	 I	could	hear	someone	crying	last	night	(verb)
	 I	was	wakened	by	a	cry	‘thief’	(noun)	

c. other types of conversion

 other types of conversion also occur in english. However, they are less 

frequently used. t hese types also function to change the part of speech 

but	not	in	spelling	and	pronunciation	as	well.
-	 Adjective	to	noun	conversion
	 Final	(adjective)………Final	(noun)
	 She	is	not	coming	and	that’s	final	(adjective)
	 I	got	through	to	the	final	last	year	(noun)
-	 Adjective	to	verb	conversion
	 Empty	(adjective)………To	empty	(verb)
	 Adam	takes	all	the	empty	bottles	(adjective)
	 I	empty	my	pocket	for	her	(verb)
-	 Conjunction	to	noun	conversion
	 If,	and,	but	(conjunctions)………	If,	and,	but	(nouns)
	 If	I	can	go	(conjunction)
 no if, please (noun)

- exclamation to noun

 wow (exclamation)………w ow (noun)

	 Wow,	what	a	beautiful	girl	(exclamation)
 I like your wow (noun) 

5.2.7 Acronyms

acronym is another type of word formation which refers to the process 

of	forming	another	word	by	taking	the	first	letter	of	a	group	source	words	
to frame a concept. for example, nasa in english is considered as a word 

that	is	created	by	an	acronym	process.	This	word	is	made	of	a	combination	
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of	the	first	letters	of	a	group	of	source	words	namely:	National	Aeronautics	
and	Space	Administration.	The	spelling	of	a	word	created	by	acronym	is	
usually written in capital letters such as VIP (for Very Important Person), 

asean (for association of southeast asian nations), Html  (for Hypertext 

markup l anguage), HttP (for Hypert ext t ransfer Protocol), etc.acronyms 

may	be	pronounced	in	two	ways,	i.e.	The	first,	an	acronyms	is	pronounced	
as	a	word	when	the	acronym	is	constructed	by	a	combination	of	consonant	
and	vowel	letters	 in	favorable	position	to	be	pronounced	as	a	word,	e.g.	
FIFA	(for	Fédération	Internationale	de	Football	Association),	LASER(for 

Light	Amplification	by	Stimulated	Emission	of	Radiation),	ICONELE	(for	
International conference on english language education), etc. If an acronym 

is	constructed	by	a	string	of	consonant	(e.g.	HTML)	or	a	combination	of	
consonants	and	vowels	 letters,	but	not	 in	favorable	place	(e.g.	FBI),	 the	
acronym is only pronounced as a string of letters Html is pronounced as /

eɪtʃˌtiːˌɛmˈɛl/	and	FBIis	pronounced	as	/ɛfˌbiːˈaɪ/.
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In this chapter, let us switch our attention to the study of syntax. syntax 

is commonly known as the study of sentence structures. structure means 

the	processes	of	 combining	words	 to	 form	phrases	 and	phrases	 to	 form	
sentences.	Without	syntax,	it	will	be	very	difficult	to	put	words	in	a	good	
order	which	consequently	makes	sentences	gibberish	and	understandable	to	
native speakers of a certain language. Besides, changing the standard word 

order	of	a	language	will	absolutely	change	the	meaning.	Even	it	can	make	the	
sentences meaningless. In english for example, the meaning of ‘I must learn 

linguistics’ is very different from ‘must I learn linguistics?’ and is meaningless 

in ‘learn I linguistics must’. therefore, many linguists share the same view 

that syntax plays a decisive role in forming good sentence structure which is 

very important to sentences meaning recognition in a language.

1.	 The	word	‘Syntax’	defined

Discussing	the	definition	of	syntax	is	essential	to	begin	the	discussion	of	
this	chapter	because	knowing	information	regarding	syntax’s	definition	will	
make	it	easier	for	us	to	understand	the	essence	of	this	study.	What	I	mean	by	
the	essence	in	this	context	refers	to	the	most	important	idea	behind	syntax	

I ascribe a basic importance to the phenomenon of language. 
To speak means to be in a position to use a certain syntax, to grasp the 

morphology of this or that language, but it means above all to assume a 
culture, to support the weight of a civilization.

(Frantz Fanon)

CHAPTER SIX

UNDERSTANDING 
SYNTAX
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as	one	of	major	disciplines	in	linguistics.	For	the	reason,	I	need	to	provide	
comprehensive	definitions	from	two	important	sources	i.e.	online	dictionary	
source and linguist source. let’s start exploring the essence of syntax 

according to online dictionary source.

- a ccording to https://www.merriam-webster.com,	syntax	is	defined	as	
“the	way	in	which	linguistic	elements	(such	as	words)	are	put	together	to	
form	constituents	(such	as	phrases	or	clauses)”.

-	 https://dictionary.cambridge.org	 defines	 “syntax	 as	 the	grammatical	
arrangement	of	words	in	a	sentence”.

- according to https://www.dictionary.com,	“syntax	is	the	study	of	the	
patterns	of	formation	of	sentences	and	phrases	from	words”.

-	 https://www.thefreedictionary.com	says	that	“syntax	refers	to	the	ways	in	
which	we	order	specific	words	to	create	logical,	meaningful	sentences”.

-	 https://www.collinsdictionary.com	says	that	“syntax	is	 the	ways	that	
words	can	be	put	together,	or	are	put	together,	in	order	to	make	sentences”.

- according to https://www.yourdictionary.com,“syntax	is	an	order	of	
words	and	phrases	to	form	proper	sentences”.

In	addition	to	exploring	the	idea	of	syntax	from	the	definitions	provided	
by	the	online	dictionaries,	it	is	essential	that	we	consider	the	idea	of	syntax	
based	on	definition	of	syntax	given	by	linguists,	among	other	things:
-	 Crane,	L.	B.,	Yeager,	E.,	&	Whitman,	R.	L.	(1981:102)	state	that	“syntax	

is	the	way	words	are	put	together	to	form	phrases	and	sentences”.
-	 Poole,	 S.	 C.	 (1999:83)	 is	 the	 opinion	 that	 “syntax	 is	 the	 study	 of	

utterances’	structures”.
-	 Becker,	A.,	&	Bieswanger,	M.	(2004:100)	define	“Syntax	as	the	branch	

of	linguistics	that	seeks	to	describe	the	rules	which	enable	us	to	recognize	
and	generate	an	unlimited	number	of	such	units	from	a	limited	set	of	
means”.

-	 Meyer,	C.	F.	(2009:111)	defines	“syntax	as	the	study	of	how	words	are	
grouped	and	ordered	within	sentences,	clauses,	and	phrases”.

-	 Akmajian,	A.,	et	al.	(2017:149)	state	that	“syntax	is	the	study	of	larger	
structural	units	of	language:	phrases	and	sentences”.

Of	 all	 the	definitions,	 there	 are	 at	 least	 two	underlying	 concepts	 to	
understand what syntax is, i.e. the concept of sentence and the concept of 

structure. 
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a. the concept of sentences refers to the largest unit of a language 

constructed	from	a	group	of	words	that	typically	has	a	subject	and	a	
predicate.

b.	 The	concept	of	structure	refers	to	the	arrangement	of	a	group	of	words	
applying a set of rules.

Based	on	the	two	underlying	concepts	of	syntax,	we	may	then	define	
syntax as the study of sentences as the largest units of a language that are 

constructed	by	applying	as	set	of	rules.	Therefore,	discussing	syntax	means	to	
discuss two things i.e. how sentences are constructed in a language and what 

rules	are	used	behind	the	construction	of	the	sentences.	These	are	respectively	
going	to	be	discussed	as	follows.		

2. The Concept of Sentence in Approaches to Syntax

w hen we communicate using a language, we will generally produce a 

series of sentences delivered to our interlocutors. the sentences that we can 

produce	when	communicating	are	unlimited.	We	are	able	to	produce	these	
sentences	not	because	our	brain	has	stored	them,	but	simply	because	our	brain	
stores	not	only	words	with	their	linguistic	properties,	but	also	stores	a	set	of	
rules that are used to arrange the words to form phrases, clauses, as well as 

sentences used to represent messages in our mind.t he question now is ‘how 

can	our	brain	store	knowledge	of	these	words	and	set	of	rules?’	In	general,	we	
have acquired all this knowledge since we were children, precisely when we 

learned	our	first	language.	It	is	this	knowledge	that	enables	us	to	recognize	
and	to	produce	unlimited	number	of	sentences.	It	is	also	this	knowledge	that	
enables	us	to	intuitively	distinguish	between	grammatical	sentences	(well-
form)	and	ungrammatical	ones	(ill-form)	without	necessarily	being	able	to	
explain	how	and	why.	However,	in	more	specific	context,	e.g.	the	context	of	
foreign language, many of us have the knowledge due to a language learning 

process.	What	I	mean	by	language	learning	is	that	our	mind	stores	a	foreign	
language	words	and	rules	through	formal	instructions	and	interaction	between	
language teachers and language learners in the classroom. apart from the 

fact	that	we	acquire	or	learn	the	language	knowledge	that	has	enabled	us	
to articulate and perceive sentences in our social interactions, sentence has 

become	the	center	or	the	representation	of	our	language	knowledge.	
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every day, we use our knowledge of language to make and understand 

sentences	which	even	have	never	been	used	and	heard	before.	In	this	regard,	
Crane,	L.	B.,	Yeager,	E.,	&	Whitman,	R.	L.	(1981:106)	state	that	“the	number	
of	sentences	a	speaker	may	produce	and	understand	is	unlimited,	but	his	or	
her	knowledge	and	sentences	actually	produced	are	not”.	Therefore,	syntax	
studies	unlimited	sentences	to	find	a	limited	set	of	rules	(grammar)	from	which	
the	unlimited	sentences	are	constructed.	A	number	of	theories	(approaches)	
of	syntax	have	made	considerable	efforts	to	describe	not	only	what	sentence	
is,	but	also	what	sort	of	rules	the	speakers	of	a	particular	language	use	when	
making sentences such as the traditional approach, the structuralist approach, 

and the transformational-generative approach (crane, l. B., Yeager, e., & 

Whitman,	R.	L.	1981).	The	approaches	are	briefly	discussed	as	follows:

2.1. The Traditional Approach to Syntax

In this approach, sentence is recognized as a language product which 

is	formed	as	the	result	of	the	relationship	between	words	and	phrases.	The	
construction	of	sentence	is	analyzed	by	a	form	analysis	called	‘The	Reed-
Kellog	Sentence	which	was	used	in	most	American	public	schools	until	1950s	
(crane, l. B., Yeager, e., & whitman, r. l. 1981). this tool is regarded 

very simple and functions to provide information regarding the relationship 

between	words	and	phrases	in	in	terms	of	a	subject	and	a	predicate.	Subject	
refers to a noun, a noun phrase, or a pronoun that functions as the agent 

(who or what does an action in the sentence). In addition, predicate refers 

to the part of a sentence that informs us what the agent does or is. t o put it 

another	way,	predicate	is	everything	which	is	placed	after	the	subject	in	a	
sentence.for example, analyzing a sentence ‘the smart teacher trained the lazy 

boy	patiently’.	Crane,	L.	B.,	Yeager,	E.,	&	Whitman,	R.	L.	(1981:103-104)	
describe	the	process	of	analyzing	such	a	sentence	that:

“To	begin	the	analysis,	the	diagram	first	of	all	shows	that	this	sentence	
contains	two	key	elements	namely:	a	subject	and	a	predicate	which	
are	indicated	on	a	horizontal	line	divided	by	a	vertical	line.	The	object	
is also indicated on the horizontal line, and it is separated from the 
predicate	by	a	vertical	line	that	does	not	cross	the	horizontal	line.	All	
modifying words are placed on slanted lines under the words they 
modify”.	
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For	a	clearer	illustration,	take	a	look	at	the	following	figure	that	shows	how	
r eed-kellogg sentence diagram works.

 

The smart patiently the lazy 

teacher  trained         boy

Figure 16
The sentence diagram of Reed-Kellogg

If we look at the results of the sentence analysis more closely, it is clear that 

the	analysis	is	very	simple.	This	approach	finds	a	set	of	rules	for	the	formation	
of sentences that do not match the complexity of english sentences in reality. 

therefore, many of the linguists assume that the rules are too simple and 

inconsistent	so	they	cannot	be	used	not	only	as	a	guide	to	deduce	the	actual	
structure	and	grammar	of	English,	but	also	as	a	representation	of	complexity	
of	sentence	structures	and	grammar	in	English.	Nevertheless,	it	cannot	be	
denied	that	this	theory	has	provided	the	first	foundation	for	linguists	to	find	
the	other	better	approaches	to	the	analysis	of	sentence	structures	in	English.

2.2. The Structuralist Approach to syntax

as an effort to revise the traditional approach to syntax, structuralists 

introduced another approach called ‘the structuralist approach’. t his approach 

confirms	that	a	sentence	is	actually	a	combination	between	a	sequence	of	
word classes and groups. the sequence of the word classes and groups is 

also	known	as	a	sentence	pattern.	The	sentence	pattern	classifies	a	sentence	
intoelements, i.e. the element of class I words (these words have the properties 

of	nouns),	the	element	of	class	II	words	(they	share	the	properties	of	verbs),	
and	the	element	of	group	A	words	(the	words	have	the	properties	of	modifiers).	
So,	a	sentence	‘The	boy	kicked	a	ball’	is	analyzed	this	way:

 the  boy kicked a ball 

group a  class I class II group a  class I 
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However, the concept of sentence pattern,as for most linguists, is regarded 

as an exhausting chore of no great merit in understanding structures within 

sentences (c rane, l. B., Yeager, e., & w hitman, r. l . 1981).

Having	had	such	a	criticism,	 the	structuralists	revised	the	 theory	by	
introducing another concept that is immediate constituent (Ic ) analysis. t his 

was	firstly	introduced	by	a	prominent	structuralist	Leonard	Bloomfield	in	
1933s	(https://www.britannica.com).	IC	is	a	method	of	sentence	structure	
analysis that divides a sentence into successive constituents. a  constituent 

contains a word which enters into a larger structure within a sentence. In 

other words, immediate constituents are successive words that form a unit 

(from the smallest to the largest unit). when a sentence is analyzed, a unit 

or	a	constituent	is	placed	into	a	box,	in	which	the	smallest	box	indicates	the	
smallest	constituent.	For	example,	a	phrase	‘the	beautiful	girl’	is	analyzed	as	
follows:     

                 e

                                                     d 

          a                           B                        c

 

  
the  beautiful girl 

The	 analysis	 indicates	 that	A	 (the),	 B	 (beautiful),	 C	 (girl)	 are	 small	
constituents.	B	(beautiful)	is	an	immediate	constituent	to	C	(girl)	that	forms	a	
larger	constituent	D	(beautiful	girl),	A	(the)	is	an	immediate	constituent	to	D	
(beautiful	girl)	that	finally	forms	the	largest	constituent	E	(the	beautiful	girl).
In addition to the example of analyzing a noun phrase, let’s take a look at how 

a	sentence	‘the	teacher	teaches	his	students	effectively’	is	analyzed	by	using	
Ic  analysis.

 

   teaches  his students effectively 
 teacher the  

The	method	of	 sentence	structure	analysis	as	shown	by	 IC,	as	 for	 some	
linguists,	 is	 viewed	 inconclusive	 because	 it	 only	 gives	 a	 set	 of	 binary	
structural patterns (mudhsh, B. a. d., al-t akhayinh, a. H., & al-dala’ien, o. 
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A.	2015)and	is	unable	to	givea	comprehensive	description	of	the	relationship	
between	words	within	sentences(Crane,	L.	B.,	Yeager,	E.,	&	Whitman,	R.	
L.	1981).	Hence,	if	we	analyses	a	sentence	by	using	IC	analysis,	we	will	
only	provide	binary	structures	between	words	(the	structure	patterns),	but	we	
cannot	describe	the	words’	grammatical	relationships	(the	grammar	patterns)	
to show the semantic relation of the words.

2.3. The Transformative-Generative Approach to Syntax

due to the criticism given to the structuralist approach, a new approach 

is then posited that is called t he t ransformative-generative (tg) approach. 

This	approach	was	firstly	introduced	by	Noam	Chomsky	in	1950s	(https://
www.britannica.com).	Chomsky	believes	that	speakers	of	a	certain	languages	
are	able	to	produce	and	perceive	sentences	in	communication	because	they	
have linguistic competence and linguistic performance. linguistic competence 

refers to the speakers’ knowledge of the rules of their language which consists 

of	the	phonological	rules	(the	system	of	sound),	syntactical	rules	(vocabulary	
and grammar), and semantical rules (intentions or meanings). on the other 

hand, linguistic performance refers to the act of using the linguistic knowledge 

in communication. In this regard, crane, l. B., Yeager, e., & whitman, r. 

L.	(1981:107)	are	of	the	opinion	that	“competence	is	an	essential	part	of	
performance”.	If	the	outcomes	of	linguistic	performance	are	sentences,	the	
sentences	must	be	formed	by	the	system	of	rules	(linguistic	competence).	
Therefore,	sentence	 is	 then	defined	as	combinations	of	words	which	are	
governed	by	a	system	of	rules	(grammar).	The	operation	of	the	system	of	
rules to produce sentences is called transformations. t he transformative 

generative linguists have taken competence as the focus of analysis in syntax. 

they use the approach to determine what rules are applied for the formation of 

sentences in a language and how the rules work together to form the sentences 

of the language.

In analyzing sentences, the linguists of tg assert that a sentence consists 

of	two	syntactic	components,	i.e.	the	base	component	and	the	transformational	
component.	The	base	component	refers	to	two	things	namely:	a	set	of	rules	
(phrase structure rule) that give constituent structure (the way various words 

are	combined)	to	sentences,	and	lexicons	(a	list	of	words	used	to	indicate	a	
particular	structure).	The	outcome	of	the	base	component	is	the	deep	structure	
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(the	basis	for	meaning	of	a	sentence).	The	deep	structure	becomes	the	basis	for	
activating the transformational component. t he transformational component 

refers to a set of rules that turn the deep structure into the surface structure. 

the surface structure feeds into the phonological rules. In other words, we 

may	say	that	the	deep	structure	is	an	abstract	concept	which	represents	the	
meaning of a sentence. on the other hand, the surface structure is an actual 

sentence	 that	we	hear	 in	a	verbal	communication.	 	The	following	figure	
illustrates the syntactic component in analyzing sentences.

Figure 17
The syntactic component of TG Approach

For	example,	a	sentence	‘the	girl	is	singing	a	song’	is	analyzed	by	using	the	
transformative generative approach as follows:
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the results of the sentence analysis show that from the perspective of the 

transformative generative approach, sentences are formed from a series 

of phrases and phrases are formed from a series of words. the process 

of constructing words into phrases and phrases into sentences is called 

transformation. t o carry out the transformation process, a set of rules is 

needed	as	shown	in	the	deep	structure	box.	For	example	the	rule	of	sentence	
formation stipulates that sentences are generally formed from three main 

components	namely	noun	phrases,	auxiliary,	and	verb	phrases.	This	rule	
follows	the	pattern	S	=	NP	+	AUX	+	VP.	The	discussion	of	the	rules	used	
in	the	structure	of	sentence	formation	is	going	to	be	presented	in	the	next	
sub-topic.	What	needs	to	be	made	clear	is	that	of	the	three	approaches,	it	
is	the	transformative	approach	that	is	currently	used	more	by	linguists	to	
explain sentences and their formation processes (grammar) of a particular 

language. even Becker, a., & Bieswanger, m. (2004) called the approach as 

the contemporary approach.

3. The Structure of Sentences

In	 this	 section,	 the	 structure	 of	 sentence	 is	 described	 by	 using	 the	
perspective of tg approach. t his approach views that the structure of 

sentence	must	be	analyzed	using	a	phrase	structure.	According	to	Crane,	L.	
B.,	Yeager,	E.,	&	Whitman,	R.	L.	(1981:109),	“a	phrase	structure	grammar	is	
a	series	of	rewrite	rules	that	break	down	sentences	into	their	basic	structures”.	
In more detail, phrase structure has three fundamental principles, i.e.every 

word is a lexical category, a lexical or a group of lexical categories form 

phrases,	phrases	are	formed	by	a	set	of	rules	called	phrase	structure	rules,	
and phrase structure rules are represented into phrase structure trees (de 

marcken, c. 1995). Phrase structure rules effectively function to determine 

what lexicons go into a phrase and how the lexicons are organized to form the 

phrase. on the other hand, the phrase structure trees show three aspects of the 

sentence structure, i.e. linear order of lexicons in the sentence, the grouping 

of the lexicons into phrases, and the hierarchical structure of the phrases. for 

example,	the	phrase	structure	rule	introduces	a	generalschema	that	X	→	Y	+	
Z	which	means	that	X	is	constructed	by	Y	and	Z.	This	general	schemais	then	
interpreted	as	the	first	phrase	structure	rule	namely;	S	→	NP	+	(Aux)	+	VP	
which	means	that	a	sentence	(S)	is	generally	constructed	by	a	noun	phrase	
(NP)	then	successively	followed	by	an	auxiliary	(Aux)	and	a	verb	phrase	
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(VP).the general schema is the represented in the phrase structure trees as 

follows:

w ith regard to english, no phrase structure rule of english is fully accepted 

due to limitations, revisions and the change in linguistics theories (c rane, 

l. B., Yeager, e., & whitman, r. l. 1981).nevertheless, it is still important 

to show parts of phrase structure rules, i.e. noun Phrase (nP), a uxiliary 

(Aux),	Verb	Phrase	(VP),	Prepositional	Phrase	(PP),	Conjoined	Phrase	(CP)	
to generate the deep structure of some english sentences.

3.1. Noun Phrase (NP)

- Adam     N

- A student    Det + N

- A smart student   Det + Adj + N

- Astudent on campus   Det + N + PP

Phrase structure rule for a noun Phrase (nP)

NP	→	(Det)	+	(Adj)	+	N	+	(PP)
 

Referring	to	the	rule,	round	brackets	‘(		)’	indicate	optionality	(not	obligatory).	
w hen the phrase structure rule is converted into phrase structure tree, we get 

a schema of the phrase structure tree as follows:
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3.2 Auxiliary (Aux)

- Goes     t ense (pres) + Ø/-s,es, 

- Worked   t ense (past) + -ed

- Is speaking    t ense (prog) + be	+	-ing
- Have taken the book  t ense (perf) + have + -en

- Will come   t ense (modal)

Phrase structure rule for auxiliary ( aux)

Aux	→	T	+	(past)	+	(pres)	+	(prog)	+	(perf)	+	(M)

Referring	to	the	rule,	round	brackets	‘(		)’	indicate	optionality	(not	obligatory).	
w hen the phrase structure rule is converted into phrase structure tree, we get 

a schema of the phrase structure tree as follows:

3.3. Verb Phrase (VP)

- Wrote     V

- Wrote the article   V NP

- Wrote the article effectively  V NP Adv

- Wrote an article in the library V NP PP

- Came into the room angrily  V PP Adv

From	the	examples,	we	can	formulate	phrase	structure	rule	for	Verb	Phrase	
namely:

VP	→	V	+	(NP)	+	(PP)	+	(Adv)	

According	 to	 the	 rule,	 round	 brackets	 ‘(	 )’	 show	 optionality	 or	 not	 an	
obligatory.	When	the	phrase	structure	rule	is	applied	to	make	phrase	structure	
tree, we get a schema of the phrase structure tree as follows:
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3.4. Prepositional Phrase (PP)

- In      In

- From a teacher in the classroom  P NP

Phrase structure rule for prepositional phrase (PP)

PP	→	P	+	(NP)		

Referring	to	the	rule,	round	brackets	‘(		)’	indicate	optionality	(not	obligatory).	
w hen the phrase structure rule is converted into phrase structure tree, we get 

a schema of the phrase structure tree as follows:

3.5 Conjoined Phrase (CP) and Conjoined Sentences (CS) 

In	constructing	English	phrases	or	sentences,	we	frequently	combine	words,	
phrases,	as	well	sentences	that	have	the	same	category	using	conjunctions	
such	as	but,	and,	or,	etc.	For	example:
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-	 A	book	and	a	pencil
- c ome, pray, and eat

-	 Adam	bought	a	bird,	but	he	returned	it

The	general	structure	rule	for	conjoined	phrase	and	conjoined	sentence:

X	→	X	Conj	X			

However,	 the	 rule	 can	 be	 illustrated	 in	 more	 specific	 structure	 rule	
representation.

when the phrase structure rulesare converted into phrase structure trees, we 

get the phrase structure trees as follows:

By	knowing	the	rules	of	phrase	structure	as	presented	above,	we	can	then	use	
the	rules	to	analyze	and	to	find	the	deep	structure	of	sentences	in	English.	
For	example,	we	can	analyze	the	following	sentences	and	find	out	the	deep	
structure	behind	them.
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- Adam has arrived in the airport

- I will teach the students

- My mother goes to the traditional market in the morning
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- The girls have been singing at the party nicely
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when two people are communicating using a language (for example: 

English),	 they	will	 probably	 use	 some	words	which	 have	 similarity	 in	
meanings,	but	different	in	use,e.g.	the	word	‘error’	and	‘mistake’.These	words	
technically	mean	similar.	Therefore,	many	people	use	them	interchangeably	
due to the words’ meaning similarity. However, semantics’analysis informs us 

not	only	regarding	the	words’	similar	meanings,	but	also	the	difference	in	use.	
In this regard,error is used to indicate a systematic deviation of language use 

committed	by	a	learner	because	he	doesn’t	know	the	rules	of	the	language.	On	
the other hand, mistake is used to show a deviation of language use committed 

by	a	learner	not	because	of	lack	of	language	knowledge,	but	simply	because	of	
incidental slip of the tongue or forgetfulness. It is the importance of semantics.

this chapter is concerned with linguistic meaning or semantics as another 

important element in language study.

1.	 The	word	‘Semantics’	defined

In	 this	 chapter,understanding	 the	 semantics	 is	 done	 by	 studying	
the	definitions	of	 semantics	using	 two	different	points	of	view,	namely:	
understanding	semantics	through	definitions	expressed	in	online	dictionaries	

Semantics is about the relation of words to thoughts, but it also about the 
relation of words to other human concerns. Semantics is about the relation of words 

to reality - the way that speakers commit themselves to a shared understanding 
of the truth, and the way their thoughts are anchored to things 

and situations in the world.
(Steven Pinker) 

CHAPTER SEVEN

UNDERSTANDING 
SEMNATICS
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and	through	definitions	put	forward	by	linguists.	By	presenting	the	semantic	
definition	based	on	both	viewpoints,	it	is	expected	that	the	essence	contained	
in	 the	discipline	can	be	clearly	understood.	 In	 the	 following,	 semantics	
definitions	are	obtained	from	online	dictionary	sources.
-	 According	to	https://www.vocabulary.com,	“Semantics	is	the	study	of	

meaning	in	language.	It	can	be	applied	to	entire	texts	or	to	single	words”.
-	 In	https://www.dictionary.com,	it	is	stated	that	“Semantics	is	the	study	of	

meaning	in	language	by	classifying	and	examining	changes	in	meaning	
and	form”.

-	 https://www.collinsdictionary.com	says	that	“Semantics	is	the	branch	of	
linguistics	that	deals	with	the	meanings	of	words	and	sentences”.

-	 https://dictionary.cambridge.org	 defines	 “Semantics	 as	 the	 study	 of	
meaning	in	language”.

-	 According	to	https://www.urbandictionary.com,	“Semantics	is	the	study	
of discussing the meaning/interpretation of words or groups of words 

within	a	certain	context”.

In	addition	to	the	definitions,	some	definitions	are	also	provided	by	linguists	
as follows:

-	 Crane,	L.	B.,	Yeager,	E.,	&	Whitman,	R.	L.	(1981:129)	define	“semantics	
as	the	study	of	meaning”.

-	 Lyons,	J.	(1981:136)	“Semantics	is	the	study	of	meaning	with	particular	
reference	to	meaning	in	language”.

-	 Filip,	H.	(2008:8)	is	of	the	opinion	that	“Semanticsis	the	study	of	meaning	
expressed	by	elements	of	anylanguage,	characterizableas	a	symbolic	
system”.

-	 Becker,	A.,	&	Bieswanger,	M.	(2004:137)	assert	that	“Semantics	is	the	
systematic study of meaning in human language. It is concerned with the 

linguistic	meaning	of	words,	phrases	and	sentences”.
-	 According	to	Yule,	G.	(2010:114),	“Semantics	is	the	study	of	the	meaning	

of	words,	phrases	and	sentences”.

Having	 read	 the	 definitions	 of	 semantics	 provided	 by	 both	 sources,	we	
can then identify two key concepts which are mutually shared within the 

definitions,	i.e.	the	linguistic	meaning	of	word,	phrases,	as	well	as	sentences,	
and their interpretations. the two key concepts are then used for providing 

an	alternative	definition	of	semantics	in	this	work.	Semantics	is	a	study	that	
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examines the meaning and the interpretation of words, phrases, and sentences 

in	 language.	The	discussion	of	 the	key	concepts	within	 the	definition	 is	
discussed as follows.

2. Meaning in words, phrases, and sentences

when we communicate with others using a particular language, we use 

and	combine	words	to	construct	larger	units	of	language	such	as	phrases	and	
sentences which meanings are familiar to us.we exactly know the meanings 

of	those	units	because	we	have	ever	used	them	in	our	verbal	communications	
previously. In regards to the meaning of words, phrases, and sentences, 

Becker, a., & Bieswanger, m. (2004) put the study of meaning into two 

separate categories namely:lexical semantics and sentential semantics. 

lexical semantics is focused on studying the meaning of words and the 

meaning’s relationships among words. on the other hand,sentential semantics 

is focused on studying the meaning of larger units than words, (i.e. phrases, 

clauses, and sentences) and the meaning’s relationships among them. then, 

the	 two	semantic	branches	are	discussed	 to	describe	meaning	 in	words,	
phrases, and sentences.

2.1.  Lexical Semantics

In	the	chapter	of	morphology,	I	have	provided	the	definition	of	word	
based	on	morphological	perspective	in	which	word	is	defined	as	the	smallest	
element	of	language	that	can	be	uttered	or	written,	has	a	word	class	form,	
and still has meaning even if it stands alone. However, morphology simply 

studies the structure of words. lexical semantics, on the other hand, studies 

the meaning of words.

a. The meanings of words and Dictionary

When	we	talk	about	the	meaning	of	words,	we	would	probably	ask	a	
question, how do learners get information concerning the meanings of words? 

One	of	sources	that	learners	can	use	to	obtain	information	concerning	the	
meanings	of	words	is	dictionary.	Today,	we	can	easily	find	two	kinds	of	
dictionary. they are printed dictionary and online dictionary. according to 

Sarigül,	E.	(1999:153),	“a	printed	dictionary	is	a	reference	book	containing	
the	words	of	a	language	usually	alphabetically	arranged,	with	information	
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on their forms, pronunciations, functions, meanings, etymologies, spellings 

and	idiomatic	uses”.	Based	on	the	definition,	we	can	understand	that	a	printed	
dictionary	refers	to	a	book	that	lists	the	words	of	a	language	containing	a	
linguistic history of the words, synonyms, as well as examples of sentences 

describing	how	the	words	are	used	in	a	social	context.	A	linguistic	history	
means that the dictionary provides four types of linguistic information, 

i.e. semantic information (the meaning), phonological information (the 

pronunciation), syntactic (the part of speech), and sociolinguistic information 

(social distinctions among usages). on the other hand, https://www.dictionary.

com	defines	“online	dictionary	as	a	dictionary	available	on	 the	 Internet	
which	offers	 direct	 access	 through	 large	databases	 to	 a	word’s	 spelling	
and meanings, plus a host of ancillary information, including its variant 

spellings,	pronunciation,	inflected	forms,	origin,	and	derived	forms,	as	well	
as	supplementary	notes	on	matters	of	interest	or	concern	about	how	the	word	
is	used”.	If	we	notice	the	definitions	of	both	printed	and	online	dictionary,	we	
can	obviously	see	that	there	are	at	least	seven	kinds	of	information	mutually	
shared	between	both	types	of	dictionary	namely:	
- words’ spellings

- words’ standard pronunciations

- one or more meanings of the words

- words’ grammatical usage

-	 Words’	part	of	speech	such	as	verb,	noun,	adjective,	etc.
- examples in sentences to show how the words are used

- words’ synonyms and antonyms.

As	for	the	learners,	those	types	of	information	may	become	advantages	of	a	
dictionary to help them satisfy the needs for linguistic information on english 

words. It stands to reason for saying that in language pedagogy, the importance 

of	using	dictionaries	cannot	be	ignored	because	the	dictionaries	are	apparently	
able	to	be	extremely	useful	for	two	purposes,	i.e.	to	provide	them	learning	
resource for unfamiliar words, and to make them more independent in learning 

(they can learn without a language teacher). according to sarigül, e. (1999), 

it	is	important	to	train	the	learners	about	how	to	use	a	dictionary	effectively	
because	the	skill	in	using	a	dictionary	properly	will	help	them	in	selecting	the	
meaning of a word that is appropriate to a particular context. 
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When	a	learner	has	a	concept	in	mind,	but	the	learner	doesn’t	know	how	
to	put	it	in	word.	Then,	he/she	has	to	find	the	right	word	in	the	dictionary	to	
express	the	concept.	However,	the	learner	sometimes	runs	into	a	problem	of	
choosing appropriate meaning to the given concept when a selected word has 

several meanings. for example, an english word ‘see’ has several meanings 

provided	by	https://dictionary.cambridge.org	(an	online	English	dictionary),	
among other things:

-	 to	be	conscious	of	what	is	around	you	by	using	your	eyes
 from the door, I could see the students singing in the hall

- to watch a movie or a t V program

 did they see that movie last night?

- to understand, know, or realize

 He can’t see what I mean

- to meet or visit someone, or to visit a place

 my sister is going to see a doctor next week

- to have a romantic relationship with someone

	 How	long	has	he	been	seeing	her?

From	 the	example,	we	can	clearly	 see	 that	 the	word’s	meanings	can	be	
interpreted differently due to the different discourses. t herefore, it is a good 

idea	to	advise	language	learners	to	grasp	the	different	meanings	of	a	word	by	
means of dictionary usage for the sake of facilitating them to use the word 

according to its proper contexts.

nevertheless, most dictionaries simply attempt to provide the learners 

with	denotative	meaning	of	words	that	is	the	first	or	the	direct	meaning	of	a	
word that most native speakers of a language exactly know. t herefore, the 

denotative meaning (also known as denotation or meaning without emotions) 

is considered as the standardized meaning of word within the language.In 

addition to denotative meaning, a word sometimes has connotative meanings. 

c onnotative meaning is the secondary meaning of a word that is the meaning 

implied	by	a	word	apart	from	its	explicit	meaning.	Connotative	meaning	(also	
known as connotation) carries cultural and emotional meanings conveyed 

speakers due to their experiences and opinions.for example w all street, this 

phrase has a denotative meaning thatis a street in in lower manhattan, new 

York	where	financial	institutions	(such	as	the	Stock	Exchange	and	banks)	are.	
In addition to the denotative meaning, it also has connotations such as ‘greed’, 
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‘power’,	or	‘wealth’	which	is	expressed	based	on	the	speakers’	experiences	
and	opinions	about	it.	In	short,	when	we	talk	about	the	meanings	of	words,	it	
concerns with either denotative or connotative meaning.  

b. Meaning relationship among words

In social interaction, we often use words that have meanings related to 

one another. for example, I’m writing an essay on speaking skills. as an 

effective writer, I will make effort to avoid using the word ‘speak’repeatedly 

in my essay. therefore, I must use a good writing strategy that is to 

choosedifferent words whose meanings are the same or nearly the same as 

the word ‘speak’such as ‘say’, ‘convey’, or ‘communicate’. the choice of 

words indicatesmeaning’s relationship among words in language and such 

phenomenon in semantics is known as synonyms. t herefore, after studying 

and understanding the concept of meaning in words (denotative meanings 

and connotative meanings), we are also in need of studying the concept of 

meaning relationship among words since words that we use to form sentences 

when	communicating,	can	be	semantically	related.	The	following	discussion	
describes	how	semantics	views	the	ways	in	which	words’	meanings	can	be	
related one another.

- Homophony

Homophony	is	a	relationship	of	meaning	between	words	which	is	established	
because	two	or	more	words	have	the	same	pronunciation	but	the	spelling	
and meaning of the words are different. w ords with this kind of meaning 

relationship are called homophones. t ake a look at the following examples:

No Spellings Pronunciations (AE) Meanings
1 Bare	(adj) bɛr	 Not	covered	by	anything

Bear (v) bɛr t o endure something

2 flour  (n) ˈflaʊər  finely milled wheat

flower (n) ˈflaʊər The	blossom	of	a	plant
3 son (n) sʌn a male child

sun sʌn The	ball	of	fire	in	the	sky
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- Synonymy

Synonymy	is	the	relationship	of	meaning	between	words	formed	because	
two or more words in a language have the same or nearly the same meaning, 

the	same	part	of	speech,	but	have	different	spellings.	Such	words	are	called	
synonyms.	Synonyms	can	be	used	to	mean	the	same	thing	in	the	same	context.	
In	writing,	utilizing	synonyms	is	highly	recommended	because	it	brings	a	
nuance	of	sentence	variations	in	a	text	and	makes	the	text	more	comfortable	
to read. If a writer needs synonyms, the writer can use a thesaurus. a  thesaurus 

is a resource similar to a dictionary that lists words in groups of synonyms. 

In this digital era, we can easily access https://www.thesaurus.com/ to search 

synonyms that we need to use in our text. for example, we are writing a text 

and	we	need	to	use	the	synonyms	for	a	word	‘bring’.	By	using	https://www.
thesaurus.com/,	we	can	find	the	list	of	synonyms	for	‘bring’	as	follows:

- Antonymy

Antonymy	 is	 a	 relationship	 of	meaning	 between	words	 that	 is	 formed	
since	two	or	more	words	have	the	same	part	of	speech,	but	the	meanings’	
of the words are opposite or almost opposite. such words are referred to as 

antonyms. t o know the antonyms for a word easily, then we can also use 

https://www.thesaurus.com/.	For	example,	we	want	to	find	the	antonyms	for	a	
word	‘big’,	https://www.thesaurus.com/	will	then	show	a	list	of	antonyms	for	
the	word	‘big’	as	follows:
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Specifically,	Becker,	A.,	&	Bieswanger,	M.	(2004)	classify	antonymy	into	four	
categories,	namely:	complementary	antonymy,	gradable	antonymy,	relational	
antonymy, and directional antonymy. complementary antonym refers to the 

relationship	of	meaning	between	two	words	that	contain	positive	and	negative	
meaning.	For	example,	the	relationship	between	the	meaning	of	two	word	
‘alive’ and ‘dead’in which the word ‘alive’ is considered to have positive 

meaning,	but	the	word	‘dead’	is	considered	to	have	negative	meaning	because	
the	word	‘dead’	means	the	same	as	‘not	alive’.	Next,	gradable	antonymy	refers	
to	the	relationship	of	meaning	between	two	words	that	can	be	measured	or	
compared either in comparative or superlative. for example, the meaning 

relationship	between	the	word	‘big’	and	the	word	‘small’	where	the	meaning	
of	 the	 two	words	can	be	measured	based	on	size	or	 shape.Furthermore,	
relational	antonymy	refers	to	the	relationship	of	meaning	between	two	words	
that	have	opposite	roles.	For	example,	the	meaning	relationship	between	child	
and	parents,	students	and	teachers,	selling	and	buying,	and	so	on.Finally,	
directional	antonymy	refers	to	the	relationship	of	meaning	between	two	words	
that indicate the opposite direction of a movement e.g. come and go, up and 

down, etc.

- Polysemy

Polysemy	 is	 the	 relationship	 of	meaning	 between	 two	 or	more	words,	
where	the	words	are	sounded	and	spelled	alike	but	have	different	meaning.	
According	to	linguists,	polysemy	occurs	because	of	the	capacity	of	a	word	
to have more than one meaning (multiple). such words with more than one 

meaning	are	also	called	lexical	ambiguity	since	their	meanings	are	ambiguous.	
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For	example,	the	word	‘get’	can	be	a	good	example	of	a	polysemy,	in	which	
‘get’ can mean as follows:

a.	 To	obtain	or	to	earn	something
	 I	went	to	the	book	shop	to	get	some	ink
b.	 To	arrive	at	a	particular	place	
 w hat time do you usually get home?

c.	 To	become
 t he water is suddenly getting cold

d. t o understand

 I don’t get what you are saying.

e. to pay for something

 Put your money away, I will get these dresses

- Metonymy

Metonymy	is	the	relationship	of	meaning	between	two	or	more	words	because	
these	words	have	meanings	that	are	generally	associated	with	certain	objects	
or	concepts.	The	relevance	of	the	meaning	of	these	words	can	be	based	on	a	
container	to	contents	relation	(e.g.	bottle:	water),	whole	to	parts	relation	(e.g.	
car:	wheel),	or	representative	to	symbols	relation	(e.g.	king:	crown).	

In everyday life, we unconsciously often use metonymy. for example: when 

we	are	having	lunch,	instead	of	saying,	“The	rice,	fried	fish,	chicken	legs,	and	
boiled	eggs	are	delicious.”	We	prefer	to	say,	the	dish	is	delicious.	Here,	we	
avoid	mentioning	all	separate	parts	of	our	meals	because	that	would	sound	
very strange. so to make our sentence sounds more concise and clear, we use 

metonymy.

- Collocation

Collocation	 is	 a	 relationship	 of	 meaning	 between	 words	 that	 occurs	
because	the	words	are	a	meaningful	combination	that	is	often	(habitually	or	
frequently) used together in natural language. for example, it is unnatural to 

say	“speak	obviously	please!”	because	‘speak’	as	a	verb	does	not	collocate	
with	‘obviously’	as	an	adverb	in	English.	It	is	natural	to	say	“speak	clearly	
please!”	because	‘speak’	collocates	with	‘clearly’	in	English.Another	example	
taken from Indonesian, it is unnatural to say ‘meninggal lampu’ (no light due 

to	blackout),	but	it	is	natural	to	say	‘mati	lampu’.	An	easy	way	to	understand	
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collocation is to divide it into two parts, i.e. co: meaning together and 

location: meaning place. so, collocation refers to words that are used together 

in a location. knowledge of collocation, especially english collocation, is 

very useful to help efl learners speak and write natural-sounding english. 

For	 the	 reason,	 to	 learn	a	 lot	about	English	collocation,	we	can	visit	an	
online english collocation dictionary called online oXford c ollocation 

dictionary at http://www.freecollocation.com/.

2.2.  Sentential Semantics

After	briefly	discussing	the	meaning	in	words	and	the	relationship	of	
meaning among words, we now move on to the next discussion that is to 

examine the meaning in sentences and the relationship of meaning among 

sentences. all this time, we use more sentences when we communicate. t he 

sentences that we use are a series of words that are put together according 

to structural and grammatical rules so that the sequence of words contains 

a	broader	meaning	 than	 the	meaning	of	each	 individual	word.	When	we	
study	meaning	in	a	broader	context	that	is	meaning	in	phrases	and	sentences,	
then that’s when we study sentential semantics. t o examine the meaning in 
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phrases and sentences, we use the principle of compositionality which says 

that	the	meaning	of	a	sentence	in	language	is	determined	by	the	meaning	of	
its individual words and the way they are arranged structurally (Becker, a., 

&	Bieswanger,	M.	2004).	Similar	to	words,	the	meaning	in	sentences	can	be	
analyzed	by	looking	at	the	relationship	of	meaning	between	one	sentence	
and another sentence. now we examine the types of meaning relationships 

between	sentences	as	follows.

- Presupposition

Presupposition	is	the	relationship	of	meaning	between	sentences	that	occurs	
because	of	background	knowledge	of	a	situation	shared	by	interlocutors	in	a	
communication. Background knowledge determines the form of sentences 

produced	by	a	speaker	and	understood	by	his/her	listener.	In	other	words,	
presupposition	refers	to	the	background	knowledge	that	is	considered	to	be	
the	cause	of	a	speaker	making	particular	sentences	and	contributes	meaning	
comprehension to a listener (natkare, B. 2015).for example, a conversation 

is	taking	place	between	Adam	and	Hawa	on	campus.

sentences: 

Adam:	 How	about	inviting	Elli.	She	could	join	us	to	study	together	this	afternoon.
Hawa: Yes, let’s do that. she can give andy a ride too.

t here are at least three presuppositions derived from the sentences:

a. adam and Hawa know elli and andy

b.	 Elli	has	a	car	or	a	motorcycle
c. andy does not have a vehicle (a car or a motorcycle)

A	simple	illustration	of	presupposition	would	be	provided	like	this:	We	have	
A	(background	knowledge)	before	saying	B	(sentences).

- Entailment

Entailment	is	the	relationship	of	meaning	between	two	sentences	that	occurs	
because	of	the	existence	of	a	logical	linguistic	structure	in	both	sentences	
or	the	meaning	of	the	second	sentence	already	includes	in	the	first	sentence	
(crane, l. B., Yeager, e., & whitman, r. l. 1981). logical linguistic structure 

means	that	if	the	first	sentence	is	true,	then	the	second	sentence	must	be	true.	
The	truth	of	the	two	sentences	can	be	seen	from	the	existence	of	a	lexical	
relationship, for example: 
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a:  andy is anenglish teacher.

B: He can teachenglish grammar.

The	example	indicates	that	A	entails	B	because	the	truth	of	A	needs	the	truth	
of B. andy is an english teacher, then he can teach english grammar. If andy 

is	not	an	English	teacher,	the	he	will	not	be	able	to	teach	English	grammar.	
english teacher and teach english grammar have lexical relationship in which 

english entails english grammar and teacher entails teach.

To	illustrate	entailment,	we	can	use	this	basic	rule.	If	sentence	A	and	sentence	
B	are	connected	by	entailment,	then	it	means	if	A	is	true,	then	B	must	be	true	
as	well.	On	the	contrary,	if	A	is	false,	then	B	must	also	be	false.

- Paraphrase

Paraphrase	is	the	relationship	of	meaning	between	two	sentences	that	occurs	
because	the	two	sentences	are	considered	to	have	identical	meanings	but	they	
have differences in either lexical items or syntactic structures. there are three 

possible	ways	to	produce	paraphrase,	namely:
a. to replace one or more words in the second sentence with the most 

relevant synonyms of the word(s). t o know the most relevant synonyms 

for	a	word,	we	should	visit	a	thesaurus	website	at	https://www.thesaurus.
com/, for example:

-	 They	like	reading	books	on	linguistics
- t hey enjoy	reading	books	on	linguistics

b.	 to	change	the	lexical	structure	of	a	phrase	in	the	second	sentence,	for	
example:

-	 They	like	reading	books	on	linguistics
- t hey enjoy reading linguistics books

c. to change the sentence structure, (e.g. from active to passive sentence), 

for example:

-	 They	bought	linguistics	books
-	 Linguistics	books	were	bought	by	them

If	we	notice	 the	 examples	 above,	we	 can	 clearly	 see	 that	 each	pairs	 of	
sentences indicate similarity in meaning after the second sentence of each 

pair	experiences	word	substitution	for	synonym	(a),	lexical	restructuration	in	
phrase	(b),	and	alternation	of	sentence	structure	(c).

Pairs of paraphrases 

Pairs of paraphrases 

Pairs of paraphrases 
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- Contradiction

Contradiction	 is	 the	 relationship	 of	 meaning	 between	 two	 sentences	
established	 because	 the	 two	 sentences	 have	 opposite	 meanings	 which	
contain contradictory information. contradictory information means that the 

meanings of the two sentences do not support each other. In other words, if the 

meaning	of	the	first	sentence	is	true,	then	the	meaning	of	the	second	sentence	
must	be	contrary	to	the	truth	in	the	first	sentence.	Therefore,	the	meanings	of	
the two sentences are called contradiction. for example,  

a:  adam is the only child

B: adam’s sister is called Hawa

If	we	notice	the	information	contained	in	both	sentences,	we	find	that	the	
information	is	contradictory	because	if	it	is	true	that	Adam	is	the	only	child,	
then	it	cannot	be	true	that	he	has	a	sister	as	it	is	impossible	for	an	only	child	to	
have	a	sister	or	a	brother.

3. Interpretation of Words, Phrases and Sentences

In addition to having meanings, words and sentences also have 

interpretations. Interpretation,in this case,refers to the act explaining the 

meaning	of	a	particular	word	or	sentence.	Often	in	social	life,	we	find	words	
or	sentences	that	are	not	easily	understood	without	being	interpreted.	To	
understand the meaning of the words or sentences correctly, an effort to 

explain	their	meanings	is	required.	Two	obvious	cases	of	interpretations	in	
semantics	are	ambiguity	and	speech	acts.	The	two	cases	are	respectively	
discussed	in	this	sub-section.

3.1.     Ambiguity

In	 semantics,	 ambiguity	 is	 a	 term	 used	 to	 indicate	 a	 linguistic	
phenomenon in which a word, a phrase, or even a sentence has more than one 

meaning and requires multi-interpretations. consequently, interlocutors often 

face	problems	in	understanding	the	intended	meaning	the	word,	phrase,	or	the	
sentence.	Therefore,	a	word,	for	example,	is	said	to	be	ambiguous	if	the	word	
can	be	interpreted	in	more	than	one	meaning.	So	don’t	be	surprised	if	in	our	
social	interactions,	we	sometimes	find	ambiguous	series	of	words,	phrases	and	
sentences,	just	because	a	number	of	words	have	more	than	one	meaning	or	the	
use of different syntactic structures in the same string of words, phrases and 
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sentences.	In	general,	ambiguity	can	be	categorized	into	two	sub-categories,	
i.e.	lexical	ambiguity	and	syntactical	ambiguity.

- Lexical Ambiguity

Lexical	ambiguity	occurs	when	we	use	a	word	and	 the	word	has	 two	or	
more	possible	meaning	which	makes	it	in	need	of	multiple	interpretations.	
A	word	may	carry	two	or	more	possible	meanings	because	of	two	factors,	
i.e.	homophony	and	polysemy.	Homophony	(the	same	sound	but	different	
spelling and meaning) can make a word interpreted in more than one meaning. 

For	example,	a	man	and	his	family	members	walk	along	the	beach,	his	wife	
suddenly	says	something	that	sounds	“lʊk	æt	ðə	sʌn”.	The	man	may	think	
what	does	his	wife	want	him	to	look	at	‘the	son’	or	‘the	sun’?	The	word	[sʌn]	
sounds	ambiguous	to	the	man	because	it	can	be	interpreted	as	‘son’	or	‘sun’	in	
that	context.	Besides,	polysemy	(sounded	and	spelled	alike	but	have	different	
meaning) can also make a word interpreted in more than one meaning. for 

example,	‘Adam	went	to	the	bank’.	The	word	‘the	bank’	in	the	sentence	may	
be	interpreted	either	as	‘a	financial	institution’	(Adam	went	to	a	financial	
institution) or ‘the land alongside a river’ (adam went to a river). even 

though	lexical	ambiguity	potentially	causes	problems	in	grasping	meanings	
in word level, interlocutors can look at the context for facilitating them to 

understand	the	intended	meaning	of	a	word.	For	example,	“Adam	went	to	the	
bank	yesterday	morning.	He	wanted	to	save	his	money	there”	The	bank	in	this	
context	must	refer	to	a	financial	institution.

- Syntactical Ambiguity

In	addition	 to	 lexical	ambiguity,	 it	 is	also	 important	 to	 learn	syntactical	
ambiguity.	 	 Syntactical	 ambiguity	 refers	 to	 a	 semantic	 phenomenon,	 in	
which	a	phrase	or	a	sentence	has	two	or	more	possible	meanings(ambiguous)	
because	of	its	syntactic	structure.	In	other	words,	a	phrase	or	a	sentence	is	
syntactically	ambiguous	not	because	it	has	an	individual	word	that	has	more	
than	one	meanings,	but	because	the	syntactic	structure	of	the	phrase	or	the	
sentence	establishes	more	than	one	possible	meaning	(multi-interpretations).	
In	phrase	level	for	example,	a	syntactic	ambiguity	can	occur	as	in	a	phrase	
“smart	boys	and	girls”.	If	we	notice	the	phrase,	we	have	two	interpretations.	
The	first,	smart	can	be	understood	as	the	property	of	the	boys	and	the	girls.	The	
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second,	it	can	be	interpreted	as	the	property	of	the	boys	alone.	The	different	
interpretations	caused	by	the	phrase	can	be	illustrated	by	using	the	following	
underlying structures:

  

However,	syntactical	ambiguity	not	only	takes	place	in	phrase	level,	but	also	
occurs	in	sentence	level.	Take	this	sentence	as	an	example:	“Adam	hit	the	
thief	with	a	backpack”.	If	we	notice	the	sentence,	we	will	differently	interpret	
it	in	two	meanings.	In	the	first	interpretation,	the	prepositional	phrase	‘with	
a	backpack’	functions	to	modify	the	verb	‘hit	the	thief	by	using	a	backpack’,	
that	the	sentence’s	intended	meaning	is	“Adam	used	the	backpack	to	hit	the	
thief”.	The	second	possible	interpretation,	the	prepositional	phrase	‘with	a	
backpack’	functions	to	modify	the	noun	‘thief’,	that	the	sentence’s	intended	
meaning	becomes	“Adamhit	a	thief	who	had	a	backpack”.Both	interpretations	
of	the	sentence	can	be	seen	in	the	following	structures:
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In	regard	to	meaning	interpretations,	Lobner,	S.	(2002)	is	of	the	opinion	that	
our knowledge of words and syntactic structures are never enough to interpret 

English	sentences	because	there	are	still	some	other	social	factors	involved	in	
sentence	interpretation,	such	as	our	believes,	attitudes,	as	well	as	cultural	norms	
and	values.	Therefore,	the	following	sub	section	illustrates	how	those	factors	
work	in	sentence	interpretation	by	focusing	its	discussion	on	another	semantic	
phenomenon	that	is	speech	act.	Speech	act	is	briefly	discussed	as	follows.	

3.2.     Speech act

Speech	act	has	become	one	alternative	approach	to	meaning	interpretation	
in	human	language.	A	speech	act	may	be	defined	as	an	expression	used	by	a	
speaker	where	the	expression	not	only	presents	information,	but	also	presents	
an action or function such as thanking, apologizing, requesting, ordering, 

inviting, complaining, refusing, warning, or congratulating.for example, 

an	expression	“I	would	like	a	cup	of	coffee,	is	there	any?”	is	considered	as	
a	speech	act	because	the	expression	not	only	gives	us	information	that	the	
speaker	wants	a	cup	of	coffee,	but	also	carries	out	a	function	as	a	request.	In	
other words, speech act helps us to recognize something more than simply 

identifying	the	intended	meaning	of	a	sentence,	but	it	goes	beyond	the	border	
to	identify	the	function	of	the	intended	meaning.	The	speaker’s	question	“is	
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there	any?”	can	be	interpreted	as	“can	someone	give	me	a	cup	of	coffee?”	
which performs function as a request. 

When	talking	about	speech	act,	we	should	not	be	apart	from	talking	about	
the	speech	act	theory	that	was	firstly	introduced	by	John	Langshaw	Austin	
(1962). according to austin (1975), all utterances perform actions which can 

be	categorized	into	three	kinds	of	acts,	i.e.	Locutionary	act,	Illocutionary	act,	
as well as Perlocutionary act.

- l ocutionary act

	 The	locutionary	act	refers	to	the	actual	sentence	uttered	by	a	speaker	with	
a particular meaning (a sentence with its literal meaning or meaningful 

linguistic	 expression)	which	 is	 clearly	 understood	by	 the	 speaker’s	
listener.	 For	 example,	 if	 a	 child	 is	 saying	 “cool	 this	 evening”,	 this	
utterance	carries	out	the	function	of	locutionary	act	because	the	child	is	
really	talking	about	the	weather	that	evening,	nothing	else.

- Illocutionary act

	 The	 illocutionary	act	 refers	 to	 the	possible	 intended	meaning	 that	a	
speaker has in uttering his/her sentences. for example, if a man is saying 

“cool	this	evening”,	this	utterance	can	be	interpreted	as	a	request	to	close	
the	window,	or	as	an	order	to	take	a	jacket	for	him,	or	even	as	a	complaint	
to the cool weather.

- Perlocutionary act

 Perlocutionary act refers to the intended meaning which is understood 

by	the	listener	and	affects	on	his/her	action.	For	example,	the	utterance	
‘cool	this	evening”	is	understood	by	the	listener	as	a	request	to	close	
the window. then this meaning effects the listener’s action to close the 

window immediately.

In addition to the speech act categories, we can also examine the interpretation 

of	a	sentence	by	considering	the	relationship	between	the	linguistic	structure	
used in the sentence and the function. If the linguistic structure of a sentence 

has	a	direct	relationship	to	the	function	carried	out	by	the	sentence.	The	
speech act is then called a direct speech act. for example, a speaker is using 

an	interrogative	structure	to	as	a	question,	e.g.	“Can	you	speak	English?”	
However, if the linguistic structure has nothing to do with the function of the 

sentence, then it is called an indirect speech act. for example, a speaker is 

using	an	interrogative	structure	not	to	ask	a	question	but,	to	make	a	request,	
e.g.	“Can	you	show	me	the	way	to	the	bus	station?”
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